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ESSENTIAL FEATURES OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION AT PRIMARY
LEVEL WITH FOCUS ON PREPARATORY CLASS
Dumitru Mariana, Conf. univ. dr.
Faculty of psychology and education sciences, specialization Pedagogy of the preschool and primary school, University „Ovidius” Constanţa
Moroianu Miruna lect. Univ. Dr
Faculty of psychology and education sciences, specialization Pedagogy of the preschool and primary school, University „Ovidius” Constanţa
Rezumat:Lucrarea prezintă aspecte importante ale disciplinei educaţiefizică în contextul noilor schimbări care se preconizează să aibe loc începând
din septembrie 2012. Odată cu introducerea clasei pregătitoare în
învăţământului primar, schimbările vor fi semnificative atât la nivelul
curriculumului cât şi în stilul şi maniera de abordare a strategiilor de lucru a
cadrelor didactice care vor prelua clasele respective. Totodată orientarea
acestui stadiu al achiziţiilor fundamentale, vizează în perspectivă formarea
celor 8 competenţe cheie care se regăsesc pe plan european.
Cuvinte cheie: lecţie, joc, strategie didactică
Abstract: This paper presents important aspects of the discipline physical
education in the context of new changes that are expected to take place from
september 2012. With the introduction of the preparatory class at primary level,
it will be significant changes both in the curriculum level and style and manner
of abordation of the working strategies of the teachers that will take those
classes. Also the targeting of this stage of basic procurement aims ahead the
development of the 8 competences that are found at a European level.
Keywords: lesson, game, didactic strategy
Introduction:
1.The approached problem
The lesson of physical education is seen nowadays, in the vision of modern didactics as a
form of organization of the intructive-educative process, specific to our domain, supple, with a
high level of adaptability to the concrete conditions.
M, Dumitru 2011, (pag110) appreciate that lessons in general caused criticism over time,
but it resisted as a basic form due to some considerations:
• it`s a form of organization and development of a efficient activity of the teacher
because it benefits from a theoretical-scientifical support that is more consistent than other
forms of organization and it has efficient and sure forms of evaluation
• the overloaded school curricula, imposes activities as lessons that require an alert and
sustained rhythm of instruction, allowing the teacher and the pupils to „keep up” with the
school curricula, from this point of view the activity as a lesson is more efficient if the
monotony is avoided and the rutine that favourizes the lesson after the same „pattern” every
time
• it offers the systematization and continuity of the learning process
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• it evolved and is modernized not only at the level of objectives but also at the level of
contents, the level of methods, means of learning, becoming practical, involving the pupil as a
subject of the training process.
Physical education at preparatory class (class 0) must accomplish the main conditions of
a lesson of physical education at primary level with the multiple adaptabilities reported to the
particularities of age of the subjects.The content of the lesson will be oriented according to
their possibilities of spatial and structural orientaition, the level of development of the
psychomotrical components and also the capacity of attention and awareness of the execution
of motrical acts.
The children of the preparatory class come from preschool level with some motrical skills
(basic, applicative utilitary, specific to folk dance, dance in general, eurythmy, with the
specifity of dance sport and so on) according to the early education curricula.
Under the aspect of the development of motrical qualities must be said that these are not
a priority at preschool level excep for deftness, this is educated most of the time indirectly
through the laterality, spatial coordination and so on, through the consolidation of the motrical
skills in the games, relays or applications.
2.The stage of knowledge
According to the framework plan, starting with the school year 2012-2013. the school
programs have a core curriclum and an extanded curriculum.The core curriculum corresponds
to the minimum number of hours for each discipline of education, the extended curriculum
corresponds to the difference between the maximum and minimum number of hours from the
schedule.This version of curriculum, can be realized, if the school decides with the pupils that
are interested in the curricular area –physical education.
There are also included, besides the specific objectives of our field of study, the
competences that are necessary to practice different sportive branches depending on the age
level for domains:The favorization of harmonious evolution, through physical education and
motrical capacity and the maintenance of an optimal state of health, through specific means of
physical education and sport.
Table nr.1. The didactical requirements of a physical education lesson
(after M. Dumitru, 2011, pag. 99)
Requirements

A clear formulation of the
instructive-educative,
formative and informative
themes , that are followed
in the lesson, being part of
the system

Choosing
the
most
efficient
didactical
strategies to solve the
tasks depending on the

The orientation of the activity
* it helps to establish the content of the lesson
* leads the content based on other lessons from the system
* it gives to the lesson an independent character
* it gives the possibility to appreciate the level of objectives
and tasks achievement that come from the themes formulation
* the formulation of the themes reffers to the formation of
skills and motrical capacities, moral behaviour, ethic and
aethetic, the development, education or maintenance of
motrical qualities
* are in accordance with the time for the lessons
* have a concrete character both the instructive and the
educational ones
* choosing the best methods to accomplish the tasks depending
on their requirements
* ensuring the educative character of the training favorizing the
crative thinking, the initiative, systematic work skills,
discipline and the spirit of mutual support.
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particularities
of
the
subjects and the concrete
conditions

Choosing
the
most
effective ways to do the
homework

Using reasonable the time
spent for the lesson
according to the school
timetable
Choosing
the
best
strategies for continuous
and summative evaluation

The preparation of the
teacher for the lesson

*along with the organization of the collective work it will be
stimulated the individual one
* proper didactic exercises :games, relay, applications,
depending on the age particularities and preparation, it should
sttimulate the conscious and active participation of the subjects
to the lesson
*didactical methods to exercise, the most efficient depending
on the concrete conditions (relay, algorithms and so on)
* quality teaching materials anda sufficient number of them
* introduced, as much as possible, audio-video materials,
charts, chinogrames and so on)
* the rational time refers only to the practical activity of the
subjects (this varies depending on the level, usually 45-50
minutes)
* the evaluation must be realized following an established
standard according to the initial testing
* the evaluation will take into account the individual and
colective performances that were seen previously
*the apprectiation and the mark will have a stimulative
character
* to be updated with the latest news from the field of study, in
order to be able to explain certain phenomena to the children
* proper clothes for the practical lesson
* patience and didactical tact

3.The perspective in the field
The new curriculum for primary and preschool education, introduces interdisciplinarity in
the romanian education starting from the first year of study, basic acquisitions and invites a
rethinking of the contents from the perspective of possible and necessary connections.They
must be designed by selecting those motrical skills, exercises through games, applications,
other applications that prepare the pupils for a continuous learning and self-education. A
particular aspect of promoting interdisciplinarity comes from a new function of the school,
that has a growing significance in the contemporary society namely the valorification of the
information that was gained by pupils through other ways than school, assuring understanding,
selection and processing of this in cognitive structures.
The lesson of physical education – a basic form of the instructive-educative process, must
ensure a favourable climate of the multiple development of the little pupil and the didactical
active-participative strategies the competences specific to our field of study. (M. Dumitru,
M.Moroianu, 2001, pag.42)
The optional activity that is in the extended curricula may be considered an extra lesson of
physical educatuion per week, other that the number of hours that are in the curricula, an with
another content.For this form is necessary a special program for the sport brench, with a
content specific to the possibilities of the specific group.
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4.Utilitary applications
The optional activities can be realized during:
- a semester
- a school year
- a curriculum cycle
The offer of optionals at kindergarten/group level for the next school year will be notified
to the preschool children and parents in february this school year, the optional activities can be
realized by classes or groups of 10-15 children, depending on the possibilities of the
kindergarten. The optional activites can be planned:
• vertically (the activity is carried out with children selected from three classes-optional
physical education and other 15 children with musical aptitudes have at the same time their
optional course)
• horizontally - at the level of the same group
In order to make the optional activities more efficient teachers must find new solutions
like:
• the role of the offers in choosing the optional by the kindergarten
• teaching ingenuity in choosing interesting themes
• modalities to make and project the optional activities
• the particularities of the didactical project for optional courses
• peocurement of the necessary technical and auxiliray means that are necessary for an
efficient optional activity
Table nr.2 –Curriculum based on school decision-extended curriculum
Characteristics
It follows to extend the objectives and
contents of the core curriculum by new
references and contents.
Starting from the general competences of the
discipline (defined in the programma) new
specific competences will be developed that
will be realized by operating with new contents
– themes, chapters and so on that are not
included in the programma.

Curricular area

PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

Optional examples

AEROBIC AND
RHYTHMIC
GYMNASTICS
APPLICATIVE
GAMES

According to the directions that are given by the program we present two types of
optionals that can take place during the basic acquisitions (Preparatory class-class II) with
exemplification only for the preparatory class.
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The optional activity Education for health through dance
Optional activity programma
Specific competences and examples of learning activities for the preparatory class
1.

The implementation of knowledge and notions about health and nutrition
Specific competences
Examples of learning activities
Exercises that focus on the main parts which are
1.1 to know the main parts of the body and their
executed, they are individual and in pairs
possibility of movement
Expressin through the movement of certain segements
of the body, of some motrical actions, experiences.
1.2 to know the main food groups that help the body to
Movements of the body performed on slow or fast
develop
music in order to shape the organism harmoniously
2. The education of rhythmicity approaching different musical rhythms
Specific competences
2.1 to be able to perform certain movements on a slow
musical rhythm

2.2. to be able to perform some movements on
a moderate rhythm
2.3. to be able to perform rhythmic movements on a spot
and moving from that spot, in group.

Exemples of learning activities
Balancing the arms in different directions
Balancing the trunk and arms
Coming back on the spot, with movement by
overcoming
Combinations of elements and movement of the arms
and trunk on the place and away
Rhythmic movement of the arms simulaneously,
alternative, on different directions combined with
movements of the trunk, legs in a place than going
Rhythmic movements executed on a spot in group or
line, syncronized with the clapping of the hands on the
music rhytm, lateral stepping with come back and 4
times with stepping and hands clapping

3. The formation of the main abilities specific to dance
Specific competences
3.1.knowing and reproducing some dancing steps.
3.2 Playing some simple coregraphic lines

Exemples of learning activities
Flok dancing steps executed in pairs or in a circle on
different directions with a suitable music
Waltz steps-in pairs
Different combination or structure of elements,
movements and dancing steps

The optional activity psychomotrical game with socialization meanings
The programma of optional activities
Specific competences and examples of learning activities for preparatory class
1.

Favorizing a harmonious evolution through physical education

Specific competences
1.1to identify the main characteristic of the state of health
1.2 to respect the rules of personal hygiene and to avoid
the accidents in practicing physical exercises

Examples of learning activities
pursuing individual evolution
activities for learning and practicing the rules og
personal hygiene and to avoid the sport accidents

2.Favorizing a harmonious evolution, through the development of the motrical capacity
Specific competences
2.1.The application of motrical skills and some motrical
qualities in the practice of movement games
2.2. The application of the basic motrical qualities in the
practice of sport.
2.3. The manifestation of the fair-play during the games,
in the competition

Examples of learning activities
Games in pairs
Movement games
Relays and applied routes
Movement games
Games played in teams
Dynamic games with progressive duration

3. Favorizing socialization using the game
Specific competences
3.1.Recognizing the rule of independent action and with
partner
3.2 The accomplishment of the activity in cooperation
with the colleagues and the establishment of the rules as
teammates and opponents

Examples of learning activities
Individual exercises with different specific objectives
to physical education (ball that have different
dimensions, obstacles, portable ob.)
Competitions with different themes (in two partners
and two opponents)
Team games with a progressive duration
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Specific competences and examples of learning activities for Class I
1.Favorizes the harmonious evolution, through physical development
Specific competences
1.1.Idetntifing some methods that mainain health, in the
familiar environment

Examples of learning activities
-the pursuing of the individual evolution

1.2. Respecting some hygienes rules of effort in the
familiar envirnoment

- activities of learning the rules of personal hygiene
in the familial environment
- activities of colective hygiene
- complex exercises for the physical development
- exercises specific to every group of muscles
(examples:fixed ladder, rope, circles, ball)
- exercises for arms, working all the articulations
(sholder, elbow, fist)
- fragmental and global exercising;
- breath control exercises ;

1.3.Knowing the basic notions of harmonious physical
development

1.

The favorizing of harmonious evolution by developing the motrical capacity

Specific competences
2.1. The application of the main motrical skills, of some
utilitary-applicative skills and of the motrical skills, in
practicing game movements.
2.2. The apllication of the basic motrical skills, of of the
specific and the motrical qualities, in practicing
minisports
2.3. Manifesting the attitude of fair-play in the time of
the games and minisports practice, as a competition

2.

Examples of learning activities
- Doing continuous efforts with the preogression
period
- Dynamic games with progressive duration
- Specific exercises
- relays and applications with a content from sport
game ( catching and passing the ball, dribble)
-exercises in paris with balls of different dimensions.
- Competitions on various topics in two r more
partners
- Mini sport competitions between the pupils of a
class

The favorization of socialization using sport games

Specific competences
3.1. Recognizing the personal aptitudes and their valorification
through different activities
3.2.The manifestation of a responsible attitude when
winning and losing a game
3.3.Forming a motivation to practice physical exercises
under the form of a team

Examples of learning activities
- games, relays and applications that will highlight the
personal experience, respecting some established rules.
Mini sport games with different
responsabilities given to each member of the team
Minicompetitions at school for the classes that
are at the same level

5. Conclusions
The current curricula was developed to synthesize the expectations expressed by the
school from the pupil that is capable to answer to the requirements of a changing reality.
These requirements can be summarized in:
• superior capacities of critical and divergent thinking, to help the pupils to use the
gained competences in different problem situation
•the motivation and readiness to answer in a creative manner to change, as a
prerequisite for any development
•the capacity of social integration, with a set of attitudes and personalized values, that
will allow the pupils to participate in the life of an opened and democratic society
The school and curriculum must offer a concrete and flexible framework, in which
cooperation, independent thinking, freely expressed opinion, tolerance and the assumed values
by every person are defining dimensions.
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STUDY ON THE MOTIVATIONAL SYSTEM STRUCTURE OF THE
STUDENTS FROM VARIOUS FIELDS OF EDUCATION
CORROBORATED WITH THE PRACTICE OF PHYSICAL
EDUCATION AND SPORT
Prof. univ.dr.Vasilica Grigore, U.N.E.F.S. Bucharest
Conf. univ. dr. Liliana Becea, U.P.B.

Rezumat: Acest studiu evidenţiază structura motivaţionala a
studenţilor din diferite arii de învăţământ referitor la practicarea sportului.
Imaginea sistemului motivaţional general particularizată la sistemul
motivaţional tipic studenţilor de la Educaţie Fizica si Spor si de la Învăţământul
Tehnic.Chestionarul a fost aplicat si a surprins trei aspecte si 15 motive privind
motivaţia fiecărui student participant in studiu.
Configuraţia structurii motivaţionale a studenţilor participanţi sistematic
la pregătire în diferite arii educaţionale ( EFS şi Înv. tehnic) prezintă diferenţe
în legătură cu influenţele exerciţiilor fizice asupra dezvoltării personale, a
dezvoltării calităţilor psihologice şi a importanţei acestora pentru activitatea
profesională viitoare.
Cuvinte cheie: sport, motivaţie, student
Abstract: The paper aims to highlight the motivation’s structure of students
majoring in different areas related to sport practice. The configuration of the
general motivational system conducted to the motivational system typical for
students majoring in Physical Education and Sport and Polytechnic they
specialize in. The questionnaire was applied to reveal three aspects and 15
motives concerning the motivation of each student participating in the research.
The results confirm that Motivational structure configuration of the
students involved in different educational areas (EFS and technical education)
reveals differences regarding the influence of physical exercises on personal
development, on development of psychological qualities and on the future
profession.
Keywords: sport, motivation, student

Introduction
Motivation, component of human personality, dynamic and evolutionary system,
develops and supports his behaviour. It brings together “all the dynamic factors that determine
an individual's behaviour” (Sillamy, 1996, quote in M. Golu, 2005).
“The theories on necessities explain motivation by having some needs that the
individual tries to satisfy” (C. Levy-Leboyer, in R. Doron, F. Parot, 1999).
In the human psyche system, motivation meets following functions: the energypropellant factor, activating and stimulating, targeting factor, mediator and regulator of human
activity, being the first chronological element of any human activity. Motivational components
are numerous, ranging in origin, satisfying way and functions. They include the needs,
purposes, interests, beliefs, trends, intentions, desires, aspirations, expectations.
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So, understanding the people who participate in sports might be an interesting issue;
sport must be an integral part of any person’s harmony with their own projects and future
personal development environment.
Because school (generally speaking) might be boring and frustrating sometimes, we
consider that sport is an appropriate way to maximize the interest and motivation for new
experiences, increasing self-confidence, for providing pleasure and satisfaction “ in setting and
working toward goals, acquiring new knowledge, developing their skills, satisfying their
curiosity – in a word, learning” (Brophy J., 2004).
In opinion of the above mentioned author “motivation is subjective and focused on
the reasons behind our choices and actions”.
Because “ sport promotes mental health and peace of mind… and can relieve natural
hostilities, aggressiveness and competitiveness”( J. Zneimer, 2000, apud J. Briggs, 2001), is a
source for having fun and leisure moments, in the present paper we tried to reveal some motive
in respect to which the students should practise different sport branches.
The aim of the research: highlighting the configuration of motivation structure of the
students majoring in Physical Education and Sport and Technical education corroborated with
the practice of Physical Education and Sport
Research hypothesis The education areas determine significant differences among
the motivational systems defined in relation to the practice of physical education and sport.
Methods used: scientific-methodical literature review, questionnaire, statistical and
mathematical methods.
Procedure
The applied questionnaire, focused on three aspects related to the motivation of each
student participating in the research:
A - Personal development,
B - The development of the psychological qualities
C - The importance of certain motives for their future professional activity.
For each aspect of interest, there were 5 questions referring to different motives.
Thus, the items for group A are: A1 – Harmonious physical development, A2 – The
development of a strong personality, A3 – The improvement of the performance capacity, A4 –
The increase of self-confidence, A5 – A better social integration.
For group B, the following items were established: B1 – The development of the
capacity of psychological resilience, B2 – The improvement of the intellectual qualities, B3 –
The development of the emotional intelligence, B4 – The development of the self-regulation
capacity, B5 – The improvement of the communication ability.
The group C contains the items: C1 – The optimisation of the collaboration
relationships with the colleagues, C2 – Gathering of new knowledge on the activity specific to
the field, C3 – Affiliation to a group...., C4 – Possibilities for personal development, C5 –
Safety and stability.
The evaluation was made based on a five-step scale.
The assessment of the results obtained by the processing of the questionnaire was a
quantitative one, through percentual comparisons of the options of the UNEFS’ students versus
the UPS’ ones concerning the items applied, and qualitative by expressing in points the results
obtained by the two surveyed groups of students. Points were awarded for each step according
to the importance for each person. Thus, 5= most important to me; 4= very important to me; 3=
important to me; 2= less important to me; 1= not important to me.
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This survey, carried out between January .and May 2012, was performed on 160
subjects, of which 90 students of UNEFS and 70 students of UPB.
Results and discussions
In Table 1 we display the results obtained by applying the questionnaire.
Table no 1. The results obtained by applying the questionnaire

B

C

ITEMS

GR0UPS OF
ITEMIS

A

THE MOST
IMPORTANT

VERY
IMPORTANT

1

IMPORTANT

2

o

N subjects

LESS
IMPORTANT

3

o

N subjects

NOT
IMPORTANT

4

o

N subjects

5

o

N subjects

o

N subjects

UNEFS

UPB

UNEFS

UPB

UNEFS

UPB

UNEFS

UPB

UNEFS

UPB

A1

11

38

53

19

26

12

0

1

0

0

A2

8

25

23

23

47

17

5

5

0

0

A3

14

17

38

22

30

22

7

7

1

2

A4

5

27

40

35

42

4

2

4

1

0

A5

0

15

5

35

84

12

0

5

1

3

B1

14

30

43

27

33

10

0

3

0

0

B2

12

25

27

31

51

7

0

4

0

3

B3

3

9

22

26

64

22

1

10

1

3

B4

16

13

36

31

36

21

2

2

2

3

B5

1

20

12

33

67

12

8

5

8

0

C1

16

25

28

31

30

12

14

1

2

1

C2

47

14

25

33

22

14

0

7

0

2

C3

7

14

25

29

55

21

2

5

1

1

C4

3

16

62

28

25

24

0

2

0

0

C5

22

23

47

28

20

12

1

4

0

3

In Charts 1, 2, and 3 are shown the quantitative analyses of the results expressed in
percentages for the 15 items of the three groups, applied to the two groups of subjects. The
data displayed in the charts, in order to facilitate the better understanding of the phenomenon,
are expressed in integer numbers.
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Chat no 1

Chat no 2
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Chat no 3

In Charts 4, 5, and 6 are shown the qualitative analyses of the results expressed in
points for the 15 items of the three groups, applied to the two groups of subjects. The data
displayed in the charts, in order to facilitate the better understanding of the phenomenon, are
expressed in integer numbers.

Chat no 4
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Chat no 5

Chat no 6

Discussions
The results presented in table No. 1 and diagrams No.1-6 show a balanced
motivational structure tailored on educational areas in question.
The percentages recorded for the three groups of applied survey items emphasize
differences in opinion among the students of the two institutions. If most of the UNEFS
considers important (52,22% - 93%) the aspects of personal growth and development of
psychological qualities through physical exercises, those of UPB consider these important
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issues (52.22%) and major (54,29%), which confirms different influence of the educational
domains on motivation pattern.
The results of the study about the future profession and activity (the importance of
reasons, items C1-C5) reveal that these items are the most important and very important for
students of UNEFS (52.22% - 68.89%) and very important and notable for UPB’ students
(47,14% - 34, 29%). The results recorded on qualitative analysis also revealed significant
differences among the groups of students participating in the research.
The students of UNEFS record lower scores in the first stage of assessment (most
important) than those of the UPB. These data are 660.33 points (A1-A5 items), 528.08 points
(B1-B5 items), 129.37 points (C1-C5 items). The situation is different at the ‘important’ level.
The scores achieved by the students of UNEFS are higher than those of students of
UPB, the differences being of 476.17 points (A1-A5 items), 528.16 points (B1-B5 items),
150.95 points (C1-C5 items).
Low rates and low scores recorded by the students of the both institutions for the three
groups of items were noticed in the last two stages of assessment (less important and
unimportant).
Motivational issue combined with systematic training of the students in the two
educational areas is graphically presented.
Conclusions
We believe that this study achieved its purpose and the research hypothesis was
confirmed. Motivational structure configuration of the students involved in different
educational areas (EFS and technical education) reveals differences regarding the influence of
physical exercises on personal development, on development of psychological qualities and on
the future profession.
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EXERCICES POUR DEVELOPPER L'INTELLIGENCE CREATIVE
Auteurs: Lector. dr. Isac Carmen Aneta
L'Université Technique Cluj Napoca
Centre universitaire du Nord de Baia Mare
Prof. univ.dr. Grosu Emilia Florina
L'Université Babeş- Bolyai Cluj Napoca
Faculté d'éducation physique et du sport
Prof. Grosu Vlad Teodor
L’école générale «Avram Iancu »
Câmpia Turzii
Rezumat: Societatea contemporană, comparativ cu cea anterioară, se
caracterizează prin schimbări radicale care se petrec în conduită, la locul de
muncă sau în familie, în educaţie, în ştiinţă, religie şi în aproape orice aspect
al vieţii noastre. A trăi într-o lume plină de teamă în ceea ce priveşte
supravieţuire şi alte nenorociri, presupune un grad înalt de adaptare şi de
curaj care este legat într-o mare măsură de creativitate. Creativitatea este
foarte importantă atât la nivel personal, cât şi la nivel social.
Cuvinte cheie: creativitate, artă, inteligenţă creativă, intuiţie, comunicare
non-verbală
Abstract: La société contemporaine, par rapport à la précédente, est
caractérisé par des changements radicaux dans le comportement survenant au
travail ou en famille, l'éducation, la science, la religion et presque tous les
aspects de nos vies. Vivre dans un monde de peur en termes de survie et
d'autres catastrophes, exige un degré élevé d'adaptabilité et de courage qui est
liée dans une large mesure sur la créativité. La créativité est très importante
tant au niveau personnel et social.
Mots clés: créativité, art, intelligence créative, intuition, communication
non verbale
Introduction:
La société contemporaine, par rapport à la précédente, est caractérisé par des changements
radicaux dans le comportement survenant au travail ou en famille, l'éducation, la science, la
religion et presque tous les aspects de nos vies. Vivre dans un monde de peur en termes de
survie et d'autres catastrophes, exige un degré élevé d'adaptabilité et de courage qui est liée
dans une large mesure sur la créativité. La créativité est très importante tant au niveau
personnel et social.
Par son origine, la nature humaine est créative et comme dit C. Rogers (1961),
l’adaptation créative naturel semble être la seule façon de l'homme à s'adapter aux
changements dans son monde.
Le terme de la créativité a été introduit en psychologie par GW Alport pour décrire une
formation de la personnalité, pour son opinion la créativité ne peut pas être limitée à certaines
catégories d'expression de la personnalité, à savoir la capacité (l'intelligence), les attitudes et
les traits de tempérament.
Dans l'éducation, la créativité est considérée avec défaveur, car il va à l'encontre des
résultats souhaités du système. Parce que nos processus éducatifs sont conçus de manière à
sensibiliser les jeunes à faire des tests et leur faire donner des réponses souhaités des
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examinateurs. Dans la vie, ne pas ca, la besoin de la créativité se produit lorsque la réponse
n'est pas satisfaisante.
Le problem en ce qui concerne de la créativité, c'est que le terme couvre plusieurs
notions connexes telles que :
- La créativité artistique (création d'un livre, peintures ou des pieces de musique, etc)
- Découverte la créativité -.
- La créativité d’humour, etc.
La culture créer des obstacles, en raison du lien étroit entre créativité et échec. Si le
reaction à l’échec est apprendre rapidement pour progresser, le résultat est la créativité
authentique
Les facteurs qui dépend de la création d'une culture favorisant la créativité sont: la
confiance et la communication.
Les facteurs qui sont impliqués dans le mouvement sont :
-facteurs espace: -la direction
-le niveau
-l’amplitude
-le plan de mouvement
-facteurs temporelle: -la vitesse
-le rythme de mouvement
-facteurs chorégraphie: -poids
-le contact
-l’espace
-l’temp
-l’intensité
Dans l'éducation artistique, ils envisagent de trois aspects:
a. connaissance des éléments du mouvement;
b. les méthodes chorégraphiques;
c. l'intériorisation des émotions, personnalité, imagination individuelle.
Paul Popescu-Neveanu définit la créativité comme étant « une disposition générale de la
personnalité à un nouveau processus mentaux d'organisation (stylistique) dans le système de la
personnalité » (1987).
La stimulation de potentiel créatif des enfants dépend dans une large mesure par la
conduite créative du personels enseignement, elle sait comment faire pour créer un
environnement d'apprentissage interactif et dynamique, excitant. Cela signifie s'assurer un
climat propice à l'expression de leurs idées par les enfants. Les enfants trouvent de nouvelles
connexions entre les phénomènes, d'envisager de nouvelles solutions aux problèmes qui
peuvent être résolus en une manière routinière, pour associer des images et des idées, à fournir
des idées et à développer les idées des autres.
Le moniteur avec l’intention créatrice de danse, parle clairement sur les deux pôles:
l'improvisation et la composition, qui sont des méthodes pour parvenir à un mouvement
significatif.
Chaque leçon est basée sur les types des objets et un contenu différent pour être inclus
susceptible autour de cinq étapes principales:
1.Chauffage.
2.La combinaison des techniques et des mouvements.
3.L’improvisation- structurelle
4.La composition
5.La présentation de la composition.
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Exercices d'improvisation:
L'improvisation structurelle (basé sur un thème)
Même si le thème est annoncé verbalement, il s'agit d'un recherche corporel, qui
permettra de manifester d'une manière dans laquelle tous les éléments seront stockés,
sélectionné et restructuré à l’étape de composition. Pendant cette étape, les situations
expérimentales mises au point par le professeur soutien à la recherche étudiante et donne des
directives claires et raisonnables par l’object.
Objectif: Le but est de l‘inventaire les éléments significatifs et pertinents en fonction
d'un thème spécifique.
Procédure: en place pour soutenir et illustrer la situation actuelle de l'enseignant utilise
des images tirées des autres arts, le journal ou de toute autre source. Il se rapporte à chaque
composants de mouvements de danse et la chorégraphie (poids corporel, espace, temps), le
contact, l'intensité, l'interaction.
Les thèmes qui peuvent être utilisés dans les écoles maternelles et les écoles
secondaires
Par exemple:
Exercices de la connaissance pour atteindre les zones corporelles :
Début périphérique:
Une extrémité du corps entraîne total le mouvement du corps entier.
Prendre en considération de plusieurs cas: ex. des tractions réel ou imaginé, les pousées
réel ou imaginaire, des suspensions, itinéraires imaginaires par points ou des lignes (fig.
1).

Dessin nr.1(1)
Les tractions
L'exercice se fait par l'action d'un partenaire après s il a été relevé
Á la participation du partenaire : pour déclencher un changement
Dans deux, face à face, en prenant la main (la main gauche et main droite, un par un),
l'un d'eux aller courir entraînant dans la course son partenaire. Il met en évidence le fait que
l'ensemble des mouvements du corp entier il est aux niveau du traction la main du partenaire.
Pas de danse de rock and roll:
Vous pouvez lancer un mouvement, un tour.
Deux partenaires se tiennent la main:- un partenaire de guider l'autre. La traction ou la
poussant un partenaire induire d’autres geste: à tourner, à porter, ouvrir, fermer, dans des plans
différents. Frontal, sagittal, en diagonale et apres plusieurs dynamismes dans la stimuler ou
soutenir, à vitesse variable, etc. (Fig. 2, 3). (2)
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Dessin nr.2

Dessin nr.3

Exercices pour l'étude de la « rigidité du corps »:
-se déplacer comme un robot
-se dépacer comme un «squelette»
Exercices dans les quels le mouvement a une apparence générale:
 un exercices de contraction et de relaxation
 une ouverture et clôture des exercices d'une partie du corps (p. ex. le genou gauche
avec le coude de la main drȏite)
 une «Étoile de mer »-de la gisant sur le sol, des bras et des jambes ouvrent oblique
latéralement.
Le développement des capacités d'orientation dans l'espace - former une image
cohérente sur leurs dimensions de l'espace intérieur:
-Exercices de coordination des membres supérieurs avec à un soutien approprié
numéros musicaux.
-Des mouvements avec ses bras jouer par l'imitation des gestes miment les actions de
conduite différents (liée à une séquence du sport).
- La réalisation de la promenade et les yeux fermés différentes formes géométriques:
droite, courbe, cercle, carré, triangle, etc.
Pour les grandes classes peuvent être les suivantes :
Objectifs spécifiques:
-se préparer des thèmes musicaux et jeux de rôles de textes dramatiques
impliquant l'existence de forts contrastes émotionnels.
-pour faire des formes de groupe pour exprimer la dynamique de la transition
entre un rythme ou de l’autre (lente-rapide, moyennement-saccadé, etc.)
Contenu:
-formes géométriques: conversions.
-les parties musicales les transitions d’une façon à une autre
-des exercices avec des bâtons.
-exercices avec des bonds.
Lignes directrices sur l'évaluation de:
L'évaluation doit couvrir l'observation permanente, vérifier et évaluer la mesure dans
laquelle l'étudiant effectue des exigences de programme :
Vérifie et évalue:
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1. la capacité de mouvement corporelle en ce gui concerne la facilité, l’amplitude, la
mobilité.
2. agilité, la concentration et la coordination des mouvements.
3. la précision, de clarté et harmonie des mouvements.
4. l’expression artistique des mouvements, des positions et la tenue du corps
correspondant au thème choisi.
5. l'expression par les mouvements correspondants, des sons et des tons de textes et de
musique et de leurs relations.
6. l'inspiration et la créativité propre au développement du traitement textuel et musical
qui s'exécute dans le groupe.
Progrès de chaque élève, le niveau atteint et les recommandations qui nécessiteront
pour faire des éléments pour décerner des qualificatifs.
La moniteur sélectionne, développe, fait des mouvements basée sur des images
frappants. Chaque phase d'achèvement d'un mouvement, détermine d'autres circonstances qui
pourraient être nécessaires pour le besoin de précision, de la simplification, la classification, la
simultanéité.
Au niveau des classes générales, références aux autres arts tels que: graphique, peinture,
sculpture, musique, architecture, théâtre, permettent de mettre l’accent, de décrire et de définir
des objectifs poursuivis dans le domaine de la danse selon des ces matériaux ou procédures
identique.
L’expression corporelle est pas possible seulement qur dans la mesure qui est realiser
un climat de confiance, le blocage affectif implique pour physique et en coséquence inhibe
toutes des expressions gestuale et postual, normal et naturel.
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FENCING - A MEANS OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORT
Ass.Univ Dr. Dinţică Gabriela
U.N.E.F.S. Bucharest
Rezumat: Istoria scrimei ca sport îşi găseşte rădăcinile într-un trecut
romantic, în obiceiurile cavalereşti practicate la curţile din Evul Mediu, sau mai
vechi chiar, în Antichitate. Astăzi, scrima contemporană, devenită un sport foarte
modern şi atletic face parte din categoria sporturilor individuale de luptă ca
boxul, luptele, judo, karate, etc. Scrima este o disciplină sportivă plăcută, ea
contribuind la o dezvoltare multilaterală o omului.Relaxarea pe care o ofera este
completă şi perfectă. Această ramură sportivă angrenează în exerciţii toate
segmentele şi grupele musculare ale corpului, dar mai ales reclamă un grad
ridicat de concentrare mentală, volitivă şi nervoasă, excluzând în astfel de
momente orice altă preocupare. Practicarea regulată a acestui sport dezvoltă
coordonarea, viteza motrică, forţa, rezistenţa, orientarea rapidă, hotarârea. Prin
specificul ei – lupta directă cu individul – scrima este completată cu un profund
conţinut psihologic, cu atât mai mult cu cât actul înfrângerii (lovirea adversarului
cu arma albă convenţională) nu acordă prioritate celui care posedă o
musculatură mai puternică şi dă cu uşurinţă lovituri puternice la cap şi trunchi.
De aceea, asaltul – ca joc al armelor – are un pronunţat caracter intelectual, fapt
care permite antrenamente comune între bărbaţi şi femei, între vârstnici şi tineri.
Cuvinte cheie: sport, scrima, performanţă
Abstract: The history of fencing as a sport rooted in a past romantic,
chivalrous customs practiced in the courts of the Middle Ages or even earlier, in
antiquity. Today, modern fencing, a sport has become very modern and athletic
individual sports is part of the fight that boxing, wrestling, judo, karate, etc.
Fencing is a sport very enjoyable and useful, it contributes to a comprehensive
human development. Regular practice of this sport develops coordination, motor
speed, strength, endurance, quick orientation, judgment. By its specific - direct
combat with the individual - fencing is complemented with a deep psychological
content, especially since the defeat act (hitting opponent with white conventional
weapons) not prioritize one who has a stronger and gives muscled easily blows.
Therefore, the assault - the game's weapons - has a strong intellectual, which
allows joint training between men and women between old and young.
Keywords: fencing, training, exercises
1. Coverage and state of knowledge
The history of fencing as a sport has its roots in a past romantic, chivalrous customs
practiced in the courts of the Middle Ages or even earlier, in antiquity.
Today, modern fencing, a sport has become very modern and athletic individual is part of
combat sports (characterized by a high degree of militancy), such as boxing, wrestling, judo,
karate, etc.. Crackdown a relatively short distance between the two opponents, mediated by
very fast and tricky game of blades, the concentration of enemy tactical surprise most
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favorable circumstances limited to mere seconds, constantly changing situations, long the
conduct contests (true marathons) requires the fencers training complex.
Relaxation that offers this sport is complete and perfect. This sports and engage in
exercises all the muscles of the body segments, but especially requires a high degree of mental
concentration, will and nervous at times excluding any other concern.
Regular practice of this sport develops coordination, motor speed, strength, endurance,
quick orientation, judgment. By its specific - direct combat with the individual - fencing is
complemented with a deep psychological content, especially since the defeat act (hitting
opponent with white conventional weapons) not prioritize one who has a stronger and gives
muscled easily blows head and trunk. Therefore, the assault - the game's weapons - has a
strong intellectual, which allows joint training between men and women, between old and
young.
2. Utility applications
Fencing can be practiced at any age from 6 to 7 years and has a longevity that stops
close to old age, and that performance even beyond 25-35 years. This is because exercise does
not require heart and lung made a particularly intense as in athletics, cycling, weightlifting,
etc..
Fencing is a fascinating game of mental and muscular coordination in this respect
comparable with gymnastics, figure skating, ie sports that require smooth motion. To better
define the sport, fencing is compared, rightly, with a chess game which runs at the speed of
sound.
Preparing comprehensive training fencers defines performance and is the association of
physical training, technical, tactical and moral volition. This versatility does not blur the
specific impact it has on human basic act of fencing: storming of the competition.
Athletes are used to overcome difficulties they even be conventional, but tough. Their
fight is psychological, because it educates acumen, attention to the opponent's movements and
behavior and also the thinking and their mental state.
It is very hit and plastic expression of CL Beaumont in one of his works saying that
fencing is a subtle game in which a "bluff" we can respond with a "counter-bluff". Moments of
threat occurred during the battle are numerous, varied and usually unexpected. It develops
thinking fencers a great wit, a motor response and not incidentally composed fencers ranks
among the top athletes in terms of reaction speed. Drawer must have the speed of movement
and reaction struggle to overcome the opponent, both offensive and defensive. Necessarily
have to be handy, because changing circumstances during the fight because of the speed and
unexpected change body positions and movements and weapons, to keep a perfect orientation,
precision and speed when hit. It should also be resistant to a storm that long and hard towards
the end of the competition to retain power, speed, coordination, attention and alertness
thinking. The shooter must have the strength that it needs to run fast travel back and forth on
the board to overcome the inertia of the trunk and arms. Also requires a perfect mastery of
technique without which it is impossible for tactical procedures.
Without this athlete will never acquire high craftsmanship. We see, then, how complex
is the preparation of a fencer. And that's not all. Longer required will, courage that they fight
like them, and all these are still few. For a complete success in fencing is necessary to
coordinate the perfect motor coordination of the psychological art technique, overcoming the
opponent's thinking, mastering the art of tactical combat. For this latter quality should have a
range of skills and mental skills. For example: self-control, because the critical conditions of a
decisive assault to be able to overcome negative emotions and perceptions Keeping and
accurate ability to judge striking phases of battle.
Speed guidance - ingenuity drawer because it is necessary in critical situations,
unexpected during the assault they could overcome their opponent, to understand psychology,
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and to provide for the intentions and actions personally draw possible without mistake.
Decision - to use the drawer to quickly take a decision that immediately to translate into action.
Tenacity - will help them to get out of difficult situations of an assault and the training process,
especially during the slowdown and increase in skill sports. Courage - he needs to do that for a
decisive assault, to be able to risk wisely, without which individual struggle has no meaning.
Self-discipline - Finally, abstention is necessary for competing in any event, the shooter to
remain calm and polite.
All these qualities, knowledge and skills to develop and educate the storm and through
exercises with and without weapons.
We must remember that fencing was considered by many experts, formally among
sports with submaximal effort. Today this classification requires significant concerns and
should be carried out further research in this direction. Increase in training volume density and
fencing lessons, and the obligation to perform the centralized preparation of 25 - 30 assaults
per day, increased physiological effort of fencers. Must take into account the asymmetry of
positions and movements, and related to them the possibility of developing asymmetrical
muscle groups. These drawbacks can be offset by: specific corrective exercises and use good
quality equipment inside a room cool.
It also must consider the intense heating of the body related to the need to wear a suit
very complex. The only drawback in practice fencing (if one may say so), is the need for this
specific equipment. Existing equipment is one of the great need to protect shooters: mask,
costume (consisting of knee pants, shirt, guard, metal jacket, gloves, socks), weapon (sword,
saber and foil), the lead body and mask. Modern fencing has adapted because of this specific
material categories are created than old. So to get used to this equipment for children were
created hard plastic masks or weapons of glass or plastic fiber.
3. Conclusions
Fencing is a fun sport, it contributes to a comprehensive human development.
Practicing fencing is available to all people healthy, prohibitions referring to the organic
lesions, infirm or suffering from functional disorders that do not allow exercise in general
practice. Fencing is a sport complex and inaccessible, but it requires more skill and speed of
response, all combined under a high degree of skill in handling the gun sports. What makes this
sport to be mysterious, exciting and different from other sports, is durability over time, the pure
state has been preserved for thousands of years, during which the excited and "invited" to
move thousands of generations. In our modern age, the age of cosmic flights and electronics,
the sport character awakens ancient and medieval contemporaries, the same interest as other
times of our ancestors.
Nowadays fencing is a sport that is practiced from very young to some very advanced. It
is noted in a large practice that has taken this sport in our country in recent years, the existence
of many rooms (including schools) where they are fencing even if not performance. The
existence of competition for amateurs is getting higher. This makes us believe that entered the
sport of fencing is not only more practical but also performance benefits listed above
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Rezumat: Jocul de polo pe apă se numără printre acele sporturi în care
predomină mişcările aciclice. In timpul unui meci de polo pe apă diferă tehnica de
înot, distanţele înotate şi intensitatea cu care se înoată ceea ce ne arată că un
jucător de polo pe apă trebuie să se antreneze cu toate cele trei tipuri de efort
(aerob, anaerob lactacid şi anaerob alactacid).
Jocul de polo pe apă nu înseamnă doar înot ci şi un număr mare de alte
mişcări specifice, executate din poziţia pe orizontală şi verticală şi anume,
elemente tehnice cu şi fără minge, cu şi fără adversar, toate acestea indicînd
complexitatea jocului de polo pe apă cât şi a antrenamentului însăşi cu privire la
pregătirea tehnică şi tactică a jucătorilor.
Majoritatea specialiştilor consideră că eficienţa procesului de antrenament
depinde atât de folosirea eforturilor specifice cât şi de modul de îmbinare a
acestora cu eforturile nespecifice (de pregătire generală). Specificitatea unui efort
este dată de caracteristicile externe ale mişcării, de particularităţile funcţionale
ale muşchiului, de reacţiile vegetative, etc.
Alergarea de rezistenţă este o probă atletică, condiţionată în mare măsură
de nivelul de dezvoltare a calităţii motrice ,,rezistenţa,,. Testul de rezistenţă VAM
este folosit pentru a evalua capacitatea de rezistenţă, rezultatele obţinute putând fi
transformate în nivelul maxim de oxigen consumat. Cu cât ritmul inimii este mai
scăzut cu atât capacitatea de efort este mai mare. Efectuarea acestor testări va
furniza date asupra performanţei sportive şi a capacităţii de efort la tinerii
sportivi.
Cuvinte cheie: capacitate, efort, rezistenţă, test.
Abstract: Water polo is one of the sports where acyclic movements are
predominant. But in this game, the swimming technique, the covered distances and
the swimming intensity are different, which indicates that the water polo player’s
training must include all the three types of effort (aerobic, lactacyd anaerobic and
a-lactacyd anaerobic ones).
The water polo game doesn’t simply means swimming, but also a great
number of other specific movements performed in the horizontal and vertical
positions, namely technical elements with and without the ball, with and without
an opponent, all these emphasizing both the game and the training complexity in
relation to players’ technical and tactical preparation.
Most of the specialists consider that the training process efficiency equally
depends on the utilization of specific efforts and on the way of combining them
with non-specific efforts (keeping to the general preparation). The effort specificity
is given by the movement external characteristics, the muscle functional
particularities, the vegetative reactions and so on.
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Endurance running is an athletic event greatly conditioned by the
development level of the motor quality called “endurance”. The MAV test is used
to assess the endurance capacity and the obtained results can be turned into the
maximal oxygen consumption level. The lower the heart rate, the greater the effort
capacity. The administration of such tests will provide data about the young
athletes’ sports performance and effort capacity.
Key-words: capacity, effort, endurance, testing, maximal aerobic volume
(MAV).

Introduction
Water polo is one of the sports where acyclic movements are predominant. But in this
game, the swimming technique, the covered distances and the swimming intensity are
different, which indicates that the water polo player’s training must include all the three types
of effort (aerobic, lactacyd anaerobic and a-lactacyd anaerobic ones).
The water polo game doesn’t simply means swimming, but also a great number of other
specific movements performed in the horizontal and vertical positions, namely technical
elements with and without the ball, with and without an opponent, all these emphasizing both
the game and the training complexity in relation to players’ technical and tactical preparation.
Most of the specialists consider that the training process efficiency equally depends on
the utilization of specific efforts and on the way of combining them with non-specific efforts
(keeping to the general preparation). The effort specificity is given by the movement external
characteristics, the muscle functional particularities, the vegetative reactions and so on.
Purpose
Our experiment wants to prove the importance of using non-specific means, together with
the specific ones, in order to improve the effort capacity and, implicitly, to get better sports
performances.
Hypothesis
By testing the higher aerobic effort capacity on dry land, we can collect information on
the junior III water polo players’ sports performances in the water environment.
Methods
 Finding-type experiment;
 Tests: MAV (maximal aerobic volume) endurance test, 5-minute endurance running,
heart rate (HR) monitoring during the two tests, by means of the Polar S625X Running
computer);
 Statistical-mathematical indicators: central tendency indicators - arithmetical mean,
dispersion indicators - standard deviation and coefficient of variability, and for the data
association intensity we used the Pearson coefficient of correlation;
 Graphical representation.
Content of the experiment
The experiment tested the components of two water polo clubs from Bucharest, registered
in the National Championship:
 the team ranked 1st (“Steaua” School Sports Club no. 3);
 the team ranked 3rd (“Emil Racovita” National College).
We tested the athletes born in 1997, 11 for each team, namely those playing in all the
club matches. Tests were administered to the athletes from the “Emil Racovita” National
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College on 11.04.2012 (5-minute endurance running) and 25.04.2012 (MAV endurance test) at
the “Tineretului” (Iolanda Balas Soter) stadium, and to the athletes from the “Steaua” School
Sports Club no. 3, on 11.04.2012 (5-minute endurance running) and 27.04.2012 (MAV
endurance test) at the stadium within the Izvorani Sports Complex.
Endurance running is an athletic event conditioned by the energetic layer involved in the
effort, the muscular fiber type (red fibers), the cardio-respiratory system, the volitional
capacity.
The MAV test is used to assess the endurance capacity and the obtained results can be
turned into the maximal oxygen consumption level. The lower the heart rate, the greater the
effort capacity, due to the economy of effort, to the functional harmony etc. The administration
of such tests will provide data about the young athletes’ sports performance and effort
capacity.
Results
Table no. 1 shows the results obtained after the administration of the two non-specific tests
(test I = 5-minute endurance running with the MAV value and test II = endurance test, levels,
with the MAV value).
“Emil Racovita”
National College

“Steaua”
School Sports Club no. 3

No
.

Surname
and name

Test
I
m.

MAV
km/h

Test II
levels

MAV
Km/h

Surname
and name

Test I
m.

MAV
km/h

Test II
levels

MAV
km/h

1.

T.I.

114
0

13,6

P 8 / 15s

12.1

M.C.

1210

14.5

P 9 / 45 s

12.9

2.

V.A.

850

10,2

P 5 / 15s

10.6

I.R.

1175

14.1

P 8 / 30 s

12.3

3.

N.D.

13,4

P 8 / 45s

12.4

S.T.

1350

16.2

P 10 / 15 s

13.1

4.

M.C.

14,4

P 7 / 15s

11.6

B.P.

1000

12

P 7 / 30 s

11.8

5.

J.N.

11,7

P 7 / 15s

11.6

C.M.

1150

13.8

P 7 / 30 s

11.8

6.

L.A.

14,4

P 7 / 15s

11.6

B.A.

1300

15.6

P 10

13

7.

G.V.

12

P 5 / 15s

10.6

D.C.

1250

15

P 9 / 45 s

12.9

8.

V.A.

13,1

P7

11.5

T.P.

1150

13.8

P8

12

9.

G.R.

10,2

P 5 / 15s

10.6

B.A.

1250

15

P 8 / 45 s

12.4

10.

C.D.

14,4

P 9 / 15s

12.6

C.G.

1000

12

P7

11.5

11.

Z.I.

15

P 7 / 45s

11.9

B.L.

1100

13.2

P 8 / 30 s

12.3

112
0
120
0
980
120
0
100
0
109
0
850
120
0
125
0

Table no. 1. Results obtained after the two tests
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Analysis and interpretation of the results

Test I
meters

X

S

“Racovita”

1080

“Steaua”
DIF

Test I
MAV, km/h

Test II
levels

Test II
MAV, km/h

CV

X

S

CV

X

S

CV

X

S

CV

141.
2

13.07%

12.
9

1.6
9

13.1
%

P7

P1/
15 s

17.85%

11.
5

0.7

6.08
%

1175

112.
6

9.58%

14.
1

1.3
5

9.57
%

P 8 / 30 s

P1

11.76%

12.
3

0.55

4.47
%

95

28.6

3.49%

1.2

0.3
4

3.53
%

P 1 / 30 s

15 s

6.9%

0.8

0.15

1.61
%

Pearson coefficient of correlation between the two tests
“Racovita”

r = 0.778

“Steaua”

r = 0.884

Table no. 2. Statistical processing of the obtained results
Legend
X = arithmetical mean;
S = standard deviation;
Cv = coefficient of variability;
r = Pearson coefficient of correlation.
Analysis and interpretation - Test I (5-minute endurance running):
The mean of the distance covered within the 5 minutes is X = 1,080 m for the
“Racovita” athletes and X = 1,175 m for the “Steaua” athletes. The difference between the two
means is X = 95 m in favor of those from “Steaua”, which shows that the players from
“Steaua” covered a longer distance within the 5 minutes, as compared to those belonging to the
“Racovita” College.
The standard deviation is S = ± 141.2 m for the “Racovita” athletes and S = ± 112.6 m
for the “Steaua” athletes. The difference is S = ± 28.6 m in favor of those from “Steaua”. The
coefficient of variability is Cv = 13.07% for the “Racovita” group, which indicates that this
one has an average homogeneity, an average dispersion. The coefficient of variability is Cv =
9.58% for the “Steaua” group, which shows that this one has a high homogeneity, a reduced
dispersion. The difference is Cv = 3.49% in favor of those from “Steaua”, which indicates that
the dispersion degree of the results obtained by the “Steaua” athletes is smaller and the group is
homogeneous as compared to the “Racovita” athletes, who form a relatively homogeneous
group with a greater dispersion of the obtained results.
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In relation to the mean of the maximal aerobic volume (MAV) expressed in test I, this
is X = 12.9 km/h for the “Racovita” athletes and X = 14.1 km/h for the “Steaua” athletes. The
difference is X = 1.2 km/h in favor of those from “Steaua”, which shows that their higher
aerobic effort capacity is better than that obtained by the “Racovita” athletes.
Analysis and interpretation - Test II (MAV endurance test):
The mean of the covered levels is P = 7 s for the “Racovita” athletes and P = 8.30 s for
the “Steaua” athletes. The difference between the two means is P = 1.30 s in favor of the
“Steaua” athletes, which indicates that these ones covered more levels than those from
“Racovita”.
The standard deviation is S = ± 1.15 s for the “Racovita” athletes and S = ± 1 for the
“Steaua” athletes. The difference is S = ± 15 s in favor of those from “Steaua”. The coefficient
of variability is Cv = 17.85% for the “Racovita” group, which shows that this one has an
average homogeneity, an average dispersion. The coefficient of variability is Cv = 11.76% for
the “Steaua” group, which indicates that this one has an average homogeneity, an average
dispersion. The difference is Cv = 6.9% in favor of those from “Steaua”, which reveals that the
dispersion degree of the results obtained by the “Steaua” athletes is smaller and the group is
more homogeneous as compared to those from “Racovita”, who form a relatively
homogeneous group with a greater dispersion of the obtained results.
In relation to the mean of the maximal aerobic volume (MAV) expressed in test II, this
is X = 11.5 km/h for the “Racovita” athletes and X = 12.3 km/h for the “Steaua” athletes. The
difference is X = 0.8 km/h in favor of those from “Steaua”, which shows that their higher
aerobic effort capacity is better than that obtained by the “Racovita” athletes.
As for the intensity of the association between the maximal aerobic volume (MAV)
value obtained in the tests I and II, r = 0.778 for the “Racovita” athletes and, by comparing the
value t = 3.72 with the Fisher’s table at n - 2, we can establish that r is significant at the p =
0.01 threshold, the connection between these performances having less than 1% chances to be
accidental; r = 0.884 for the “Steaua” athletes and, by comparing the value t = 5.69 with the
Fisher’s table at n - 2, we can establish that r is significant at the p = 0.01 threshold, the
connection between these performances having less than 1% chances to be accidental.
For the HR evolution during the two tests, we made the HR graphs (no. 1 and no. 3),
but also the HR percentile distribution (graphs no. 2 and no. 4). We obtained a multitude of
graphs, but we shall present only some of them.
In test 1, the athlete G.V. starts with a HR value of 105 bpm, this one constantly
increasing up to the value of 209 bpm, when the effort stops (graph no. 1). The HR percentile
distribution highlights the following more important values registered during the test: HR
between 180 and 190 bpm = 8.2%, between 190 and 200 bpm = 15.5% and between 200 and
210 bpm = 35.5%, the percents remaining up to 100% representing the warm-up and recovery
sequences (graph no. 2).
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Graph 1. HR evolution in test I, for the athlete G.V.

Graph 2. HR percentile distribution in test I, for the athlete G.V.
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Graph 3. HR evolution in test II, for the athlete G.V.

Graph 4. HR percentile distribution in test II, for the athlete G.V.
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In test II, the athlete G.V. starts with a HR value of 102 bpm, this one constantly
increasing up to the value of 219 bpm, when the effort stops (graph no. 3). The HR percentile
distribution emphasizes the following more important values registered during the test: HR
between 180 and 190 bpm = 6.6%, between 190 and 200 bpm = 8.1%, between 200 and 210
bpm = 19.1% and between 210 and 220 bpm = 27.2%, the percents remaining up to 100%
representing the warm-up and recovery sequences (graph no. 4).
Conclusions:
● The results obtained in the effort capacity tests performed by using non-specific means
show that, in the tested athletes from the “Steaua” club, the higher aerobic effort
capacity is better than that obtained by the “Racovita” athletes; this better effort
capacity is reflected by a higher performance in the water, too, and this validates the
hypothesis of our experiment, according to which by testing the higher aerobic effort
capacity on dry land, we can collect information on the young junior III water polo
players’ sports performance in the water environment;
 The MAV endurance test requires the young athletes to reach their HR maximal
potential;
 In 99% out of the cases, the MAV value expressed in test I is higher than that
expressed in test II;
 The young water polo players must reach great swimming volumes in the higher
aerobic effort zone (VO2, aerobic threshold) and, in the dry land training, their
running must be controlled.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF TOPOGRAPHICAL MEMORY IN
HANDBALL AND TENNIS
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U.N.E.F.S. Bucharest
Dinuţă Gheorghe
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Rezumat: Memoria, condiţie princeps a psihicului, contribuie la
echilibrarea organismului cu mediul, îndeplinind o imensă valoare adaptativă.
Memoria constituie cea mai mare parte a inconştientului, care influenţează
activitatea noastră conştientă din fiecare clipă. Fiind legată în mod direct de
procesul de importanţă vitală – învăţarea, existenţa memoriei face posibilă
continuitatea vieţii psihice pe axa timpului, constituirea inteligenţei şi a
personalităţii. Memoria topografică presupune reţinerea, pe o perioadă de
timp, a unui anumit traseu şi folosirea acestei informaţii într-un scop
prestabilit. O astfel de sarcină include orientarea în spaţiu, concentrarea
atenţiei, operativitate cognitivă, asumarea riscului etc. Memoria topografică “urma” traseelor favorabile, esenţiale pentru o mai buna adaptare la mediu,
are o importanţă deosebită în organizarea psihomotrică, mentală, în
organizarea spaţiului extern şi a celui intern şi alături de memoria mişcării
sunt hotărâtor influenţate de nivelul şi calitatea stimulării psihomotorii în
copilărie, de practicarea sistematică a exerciţiilor fizice specifice diferitelor
ramuri de sport. Literatura de specialitate precizează importanţa memoriei
spaţiale în sporturile de echipă, pe baza înţelegerii situaţiei complexe în raport
cu propria acţiune. Scopul acestui studiu a constat în analizarea sportivilor
sub raportul memoriei topografice. Proba computerizată ML (memorie
topografică), dezvoltată de RQ Plus, este concepută sub forma unui traseu
labirint, ce constă în emiterea de răspunsuri pe bază de informaţie memorată.
La studiu au participat un număr de 60 de sportivi (jumătate practicanţi ai
jocului de handbal, jumătate practicanţi ai jocului de tenis), cu vârsta cuprinsă
între 14 şi 20 ani. Fiecare eşantion cuprinde 19 sportivi de sex feminin şi 11
sportivi de sex masculin. Utilizând testul t, s-au constatat diferenţe
semnificative sub raport statistic (p < 0,05) între subiecţi, în ceea ce priveşte
coeficientul de memorie topografică.
Cuvinte cheie: memorie, memorie topografică, handbal, tenis.
Abstract: Memory, the prime condition of the psychic, contributes to
balancing the body with the environment, fulfilling a huge adaptive value.
Memory encompasses the greatest part of the unconscious, which influences
our each moment conscious activity. Being directly related to the vital
importance process – learning, the existence of memory makes it possible to
continue psyche life on the time axis, to encompass intelligence and
personality. Topographical memory requires retaining for a period of time a
certain route and to use this information in a predetermined purpose. Such a
task includes orientation in space, focusing, cognitive efficiency, risk taking,
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etc. The topographical memory – “the trace” of the favorable routes, essential
for a better adaptation to the environment, has a special importance in the
psychomotor, mental organization, in organizing the external and internal
space and, along with the movement memory, are decisively influenced by the
level and quality of the psychomotor stimulation in childhood, by
systematically practicing physical exercises specific to various types of sports.
Specialty literature mentions the importance of spatial memory in team sports
based on the understanding of the complex situation, reported to the athletes
own action. The scope of this study consisted in the analysis of athletes under
the report of the topographical memory. The computerized test ML
(topographical memory), developed by RQ Plus, is conceived as a labyrinth
itinerary, which consists of issuing answers based on the memorized
information. A number of 60 athletes participated at the study (half of the
participants being handball players and half being tennis players) aged
between 14 and 20 years. Each group was made up of 19 female athletes and
11 male athletes. Using the t test, significant differences between subjects were
identified, statistically-wise (p < 0,05), concerning the topographical memory
coefficient.
Key-words: memory, topographical memory, handball, tennis.

1. Theoretical premises:
Memory is the logic cognitive psychic process that is responsible for storing and
releasing information, for accumulating and using the experience. The prime condition of the
psychic, contributes to balancing the body with the environment, fulfilling a huge adaptive
value. Memory encompasses the greatest part of the unconscious, which influences our each
moment conscious activity. It makes possible the coherent development of the individual in
relation to the accumulated experience. Being directly related to the vital importance process –
learning, the existence of memory makes it possible to continue psyche life on the time axis, to
encompass intelligence and personality. Memory develops in ontogenesis starting from the
„genetic dowry”, under the influence of environment and education factors, specifically
realizing the reflection of reality in an active, situational, selective, relatively faithful way,
developing its logic and systemic organization.
Topographical memory requires retaining for a period of time a certain route and to use
this information in a predetermined purpose. Such a task includes orientation in space,
focusing, cognitive efficiency, risk taking, etc. The topographical memory – “the trace” of the
favorable routes, essential for a better adaptation to the environment, has a special importance
in the psychomotor, mental organization, in organizing the external and internal space and,
along with the movement memory, are decisively influenced by the level and quality of the
psychomotor stimulation in childhood, by systematically practicing physical exercises specific
to various types of sports. Specialty literature mentions the importance of spatial memory in
team sports based on the understanding of the complex situation, reported to the athletes own
action.
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2.Organisation of the research:
The present research is ascertaining.
2.1. Scope: The investigation of the topographical memory in the case of athletes –
handball players and tennis players.
2.2. Subjects: A number of 60 athletes participated at the study (half of the participants
practicing handball, the other half practicing tennis), aged between 14 and 20 years. Each
group was made up of 19 female athletes and 11 male athletes.
2.3. Methods: Observation, conversation, test – Topographical memory ML Test, within
PSISELTEVA tests, elaborated by RQ Plus.

Figure 1. The computerized test ML (topographical memory)
2.3.1. Description and development
The test is conceived as a labyrinth itinerary, which offers many possibilities to move
through the space between 2 points placed in the extremities of the image. The test consists in
issuing – in a limited time – responses based on the memorized information. Image content: a
labyrinth itinerary marked with yellow arrows, a starting point placed in the left upper side of
the screen marked with a red circle, an arrival point situated in the bottom right part of the
screen and marked with a green circle. As response devices one can notice a desk on which
there are three central buttons and a side button. Concerning the dynamics of the test – for a
determined duration of time, one of the ramifications of the labyrinth itinerary appears marked
by green arrows – situation that signifies the issuing of a stimulus – signal. The task of the
participant is to memorize the itinerary marked with green arrows and to issue a response for
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its retracing, forward - backwards, from memory, and the responses are issued by pushing the
buttons of the desk according to the established program. As specific conditions: the correct
response is marked by the color of the arrow changing from yellow to green; the wrong answer
is marked by the color of the screen changing to red; the subject cannot go forward on the
itinerary, except the case when he issues a correct answer; each intersection point of the
itinerary offers two or three choice possibilities among which only one is considered as being
correct. For the constitution of the test one took into consideration the creation of similar
conditions of the activity by: the presentation of information in a limited time, the appearance
of an informational-problematic field with various possibilities of response, the requirement to
issue responses according to a pre-established schedule, the imposition of a regulation
concerning the use of response devices, the development of the test in a limited duration of
time.
The test evaluates the topographical memory, but also offers information concerning
other psychological and psychomotrical aspects like: space orientation, risk assuming,
precision, manual mobility, temperamental equilibrium, capacity of task mobilization, behavior
in a failure situation.
2.3.2. Results of the test
- C (correct) – represents the total number of correctly issued answers;
- E. (errors) – represent the total number of failed answers;
- Time – time (measured in seconds) in which the subject has executed the test;
- cmt (topographical memory coefficient) – is a qualitative measure, statistically
calculated by the correlation of scores obtained in the test (C., E.) and their report to the real
score of the test;
- cperform. (performance coefficient) – qualitative measure statistically calculated
by reporting cmt to test time.
3. Presentation and interpretation of results:
Preliminary data analysis (box-plot chart) has emphasized the fact that in the case of
time in which the subject has executed the test, topographical memory coefficient and in the
case of performance coefficient there were no excessive values – marginal and extreme. We
present, for example, box-plot chart for the topographical memory coefficient.
110
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Through the t test for independent samples, we checked if there were significant
statistical differences between the two groups of athletes (handball players and tennis players),
by comparing the means of the analyzed dependent variables – performance coefficient,
topographical memory coefficient and time in which the subject has executed the test. This t
test is specific to between group designs.
The conditions for the t test application are met:
- group independence - each subject belongs to one single group and these groups are
independent;
- the dependent variable is quantitative, measured on the interval scale;
- the dependent variable is normally distributed. To test these conditions, we used the
Shapiro-Wilk test. Because the results in this test are not significant (p > 0.05), the
researched distribution doesn’t critically deviate from the normality condition (from the
theoretical distribution right line);
- homogeneity of variances - groups must belong to populations with equal variances. To
test these conditions, we used the Levene test. Because the results in this test are not
significant (p > 0.05), variances are equal.
Table 1. Results for the group Handball – group Tennis (performance coefficient)
Confidence interval
Variables

N

m

s

Group
Handball

30

2,699

0,376

Tennis

30

2,711

0,535

t

df

p

d

-0,103

58

0,918

0,02

low

high

-0,251

0,226

The analysis of the results for the performance coefficient showed in table no. 1 emphasizes that:
- the mean of the performance coefficient in subjects from the “Tennis” group (mTennis = 2.71)
is not significantly higher (p < 0.05) than that of the subjects in the “Handball” group
(mHandball = 2.69);
- the effect size index (d = 0,02) shows a very small difference between the performance
coefficient obtained at ML by the athletes performing handball and the athletes performing
tennis;
- the confidence interval (95%) for the difference between means is comprised between the low
value of -0.251 and the high value of 0.226. The confidence interval also includes the value 0,
an aspect corresponding to the statistical decision.
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Table 2. Results for the group Handball – group Tennis
(topographical memory coefficient)
Confidence interval
Variables

N

m

s

Group
Handball

30

85,4

6,672

Tennis

30

80,493

8,659

t

df

p

d

2,459

58

0,017

0,63

low

high

0,912

8,902

The analysis of the results for the topographical memory coefficient, showed in table no. 2
emphasizes that:
-the mean of the topographical memory coefficient in subjects from the “Handball” group
(mHandball = 85.4) is significantly higher (p < 0.05) than that of the subjects in the “Tennis”
group (mTennis = 80.49);
- the effect size index (d = 0,63) shows an important difference between the topographical
memory coefficient obtained at ML by the athletes performing handball and the athletes
performing tennis;
- the confidence interval (95%) for the difference between means is comprised between the low
value of 0.912 and the high value of 8.902.
Table 3. Results for the group „Handball” – group „Tennis” (time in which the
subject has executed the test)

Confidence interval
Variables

N

m

s

Group

t

1,832

Handball

30

32,051

4,096

Tennis

30

30,178

3,815

df

58

p

0,072

d

0,47

low

high

-0,173

3,918

The analysis of the results for the time in which the athletes has executed the test, showed
in table no. 3 emphasizes that:
- the mean of the time in subjects from the “Tennis” group (mTennis = 30.17) is not
significantly smaller (p < 0.05) than that of the subjects in the “Handball” group (mHandball =
32.05);
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- the effect size index (d = 0,47) shows a moderate difference between the time obtained
at ML by the athletes performing handball and the athletes performing tennis;
- the confidence interval (95%) for the difference between means is comprised between
the low value of -0.173 and the high value of 3.918. The confidence interval also includes the
value 0, an aspect corresponding to the statistical decision.
4. Conclusions
The analysis and statistical processing of the data highlights significant differences under
a statistic report for the topographical memory coefficient – qualitative measure, statistically
calculated by the correlation of scores obtained in the test (correct, errors) and their report to
the real score of the test, between the two samples of athletes – handball players and tennis
players. The results obtained show that the athletes who practice handball have a significantly
better topographical memory (they register a smaller number of errors and a greater number of
correctly issued answers) than the athletes practicing tennis. The tennis players obtained a
better time (time, measured in seconds, in which the subject has executed the test) than the
handball players, although the difference is not significant from the statistical point of view.
Our research has been limited by the psycho-phisical condition (tiredness, emotionalmotivational factors) of the participants during testing, which can determine variations of the
motor answers. Another limitation is constituted by the samples of athletes. The situation could
be different if the samples would be constituted, for example, only from male or female
athletes. Observation and dialogue as research methods, suport the value of our reasearch,
which is based on the study of topographical memory.
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Rezumat. Scop: Activitatea de educaţie fizică a suferit în ultimii ani o
depreciere în ceea ce priveşte participarea activă a studenţilor noştri. Pornind de
la aceste aspecte, vom incerca să îmbunătăţim influenţele exerciţiilor fizice asupra
tuturor activităţilor studenţilor. Acestea conduc la modificări ale activităţii
functionale ale organelor interne si a inimii. Acest lucru este în plus faţă de
rezultatele metabolismul îmbunătăţit reflecat într-o creştere a organelor interne,
estimate fiziologice şi de reglementarea funcţiilor organismulului din punct de
vedere fiziologic. Acest studiu işi propune să conceapă un program de aerobic
pentru a identifica eficienţa unor variabile fiziologice. Metoda: Studiul a fost
realizat pe un eşantion de 24 de fete, studente in primul an la Facultatea de
Educaţie fizică şi Sport, împarţite in 2 grupuri: 12 fete reprezintă grupul
experimental. Subiecţii au participat la un program de pregătire cu trei sedinte pe
săptămana, pe durata a 4 săptămani, în condiţii de vreme calduroasă, temperatura
medie şi coeficientul de umiditate au fost 31.76 + 1.56 C si 57.92 + 5.8 % pe
parcursul celor 4 săptămâni. Înainte şi dupa programul de pregătire, toţi
parametrii menţionaţi mai sus au fost testaţi ca pre şi post test. Fiecare şedinţă
durează 70-90 min. Identificându-se o intensitate maximă a sarcinii la 70% din
puls variind între (150-165) n /s, măsurătorile au fost efectuate atât înaintea cât şi
după implementarea programului. Rezultate: Se constată o diferenţă semnificativă
statistic la nivelul de 0.05 a variabilelor fiziologice între cele două grupuri, iar
rezultatele grupului experimental sunt mai bune. Concluzii: Programul de exerciţii
propuse are efecte pozitive asupra unor variabile fiziologice.
Cuvinte cheie: fete, exercitii de aerobic, modificari fiziologice, indicele de
masă corporală.
Abstract: Aim: The physical education activity has in last years a decrease
regarding active participation of our students. From this point of view, we try to
increase influence of physsical exercises in all free activity for students. Lead
physical activity changes and functional training complex occur in internal organs,
according to these changes activity is functional to the organs and internal organs
and heart This is in addition to improved metabolism results in a rise in the
estimated physiological internal organs and regulate the functions of the body
physiologically. The study aims to design a program of aerobic exercises, in order
to identify the effectiveness on of some physiological variables. Method: Study was
conducted on a sample of 24 girls undergraduates First Year Faculty of Physical
Education, is divided into two groups: 12 girls represent the experimental
group.The subjects participated in training program with three sessions per week
during 4 weeks under the hot weather condition, mean weather temperature and
humidity ration were 31.76 + 1.56 C and 57.92 + 5.8 % during 4 weeks period.
Before and after the training program all parameters that were mentioned above
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tested as pre and post test. Each session is 70-90 min. Identified the maximum
intensity of pregnancy by 70% at pulse ranging between (150-165) n /s,
measurement was conducted before and after the implementation of the program.
Results: The existence of statistically significant differences at the level of 0.05 in
the physiological variables in the study between the two groups of pre-test and posttest for dimensional measurement, and the results of the experimental group better.
Conclusion: The proposed program of exercise has a positive effect on some
physiological variables of the study sample.
Key words: Girls, Aerobic Exercise, Physiological changes, Body Mass Index

Introduction
The exercise of the best ways to help the individual to maintain health and to the
requirements of daily life, they are working to reduce the chances of disease, and considers the
means of treatment of natural encouraged by the many doctors, but as a way to prevent
diseases before they are a means to treat .
Work antenna is being done in the presence of air or, more accurately in the presence of
oxygen, which is at a moderate pace or slow so that the amount of oxygen consumed by the
individual enough for the efforts made, so we find that it is able to continue to repeat this
activity for a long time, as happens many of the chemical changes that occur in the muscles,
working to produce the energy required to perform the physical exertion using the oxygen
atmosphere (Billate, V., L., 1996)
Of the best ways to burn excess calories and reduce weight if they are exercised regularly
and codified, and the exercises, walking and running, prolongation of the muscles of the back
and thighs and strengthen the muscles of the abdomen and spine and flexibility of working on
skeleton defects in the body (Susan & Liz , 2000)
Pulse rate is regular waves of expansion in the wall of arteries, the effect of the blood
supply to arise as a result of myocardial contraction (Robergs & Roberts, 1997)
Control heart still is used for more than thirty years during physical activity, as was
confirmed telling the truth, and therefore has been using this procedure as one of the methods
and sincere adopted to measure physical activity and to determine the efficiency of the
circulatory system respiratory (Li & Dunham, 1993).
BMI is a computational procedure that includes the weight of the body with the length
(weight in kg on Height in Square meter ) The body mass index, an important explanatory tool
is the easiest way possible to predict obesity.
To determine whether members of the two samples were within normal limits of body
weight or higher, are so by using the method of body mass index (BMI) which is the
proportion of height to weight, equivalency sports are (BMI = body weight (kg) ÷ square of the
height (m). It is known that acceptable results for this indicator range (20 - 25) (Williams,
1995).
There are many factors control the regulation took the most important training intensity
training, the duration of the activity and the amount of muscle work hard, which contains this
activity, different training loads a clear impact on all organs of the body,Especially the
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circulatory system, respiratory and muscular system (Ortenblad, N., Madsen, K., Djurhuus, M,
1997)
Problem of the study and their importance:
We always notice the poor performance of students First Year in all sports skills,
where you need these skills to the capacity of physiological high, So study was carried out on
the first female band, Faculty of Physical Education to identify the efficacy of aerobic exercise
in improving some physiological variables, including helping to implement the content of
sports programs.
Aim: The study aims to design a program of aerobic exercises, in order to identify the
effectiveness on of some physiological variables.
Hypotheses of the study:
1 - There are significant differences between the measurement before and after the
program in some physiological variables of the experimental group for the measure after the
program.
2 - There are significant differences between before and after the program in some
physiological variables of the control group for the measure after the program
3 - There are significant differences between the measurement after the program in some
physiological variables for the two groups of study (experimental group - control group) for the
experimental group.
Procedures of the study:
First: The Way of the study: the experimental method designed two groups (experimental
- control).
Second: The study sample: (24) Student of the band's first Faculty of Physical Education
in Port Said, divided into two groups each (12) Student, was selected as this sample of female
applicants for college is not available to them the practice of sport affect the physiological
aspects to them.
Table No. (1) shows the statistical description of the two sets of study in the variables
under study n 1 = n 2 = 12

Variables

Experimental group
(n = 15)

Control group
(n = 15)

M

SD

M

SD

Age (year)

17.48

0.46

17.78

0.74

Body height
(cm)

159.12

2.76

159.33

2.67

Weight (kg)

69.33

8.65

72.83

10.45
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Third: The physiological variables of the study:
- Body mass index. (Kg / m 2) (equivalent) (weight by the square of height)
- Heart rate at rest. (N / s) Polar CIC Inc.
- Heart rate after the effort. (N / s) Polar CIC Inc.
- Vital capacity. (Cm 3 / s) device Aspiromitr dry.
Fourth: The proposed program: The program aims to increase the capacity of
physiological variables of the study sample.
** Determine the severity of pregnancy by the rate of heart:
Due to the ease of measuring the rate of heart has been used in scientific training and
rationing Download determine the level of physical intensity of pregnancy in terms of
physiological scientists have to develop a formula to determine the value of the target pulse
rate to reflect the severity of pregnancy and physical vocabulary of the equation is determined
as follows: Pulse Target Training= Pulse of the rest + % The proportion of training (maximum pulse
- the pulse of comfort) Since the maximum pulse = 220 – Age
If the intensity of pregnancy is required training for 70% of the 16-year-old player with a
pulse rate comfort her 70 n / s extracted pulse rate target, which reflects the amount of intensity
as follows: 1 - Measurement of the maximum pulse = 220 - age (220-16 = 204 N / s)
2 - If the target of the pulse train pulse = rest + (70% "204 - Pulse comfort"70 + (70%,
204-70) = 163 N / s
* The use of interval training as a way characteristic of the successive exchange to make
the effort and comfort level with taking into account the medium intensity of pregnancy and
therefore selected the maximum intensity of pregnancy by 70% at pulse ranging between (150165) n / s.
** Content of the program: the program included the proposed (36) and a training
module containing each unit:
1 - warm-up exercises (stimulate blood circulation and breathing).
2 - exercises prepare the circulatory system and respiratory tract.
3 - Setup muscle exercises include creating all the muscles involved in the muscle work
and the development of elements Fitness, entertainment and recreational exercises, and lead
free exercise either individually, with a colleague, using small tools, peace wall, rope, box step.
4 - exercises to calm and relax.
** Time-bound plan for the program:
The plan included the time of the proposed program on (36) training module, and
being repeated 3 times a week, divided into three stages of (5,4,3) weeks, and by (3) and
training units in the week a time of between (70-90) s for each unit and table (2) shows that.
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Table (2). Sequencing of the program
Stage
Unit
First
1-9
Secondly 10-21
Thirdly
22-36

Time
70
80
90

Weeks
3
4
5

Total
9
12
15

Data
No
Variables

Measur-ement
pre

Measur-ement
Post

M

SD

M

SD

The no.
of couples

Table 3. Significant differences between the middle two measures of pre and post
experimental group In the variables under study ( n = 12)

Negative
cases

Positive cases

No

Rank
Averag
e

No

Rank
Averag
e

Value
Wilcox on
Z

Sig

1

Body Mass
Index

26,0

2.26

22.5

1.78

12

12

60

-

Zero

Zero

*S

2

Pulse at rest

71.7

5.35

71.33

4.08

12

11

55

1

5

5

*S

3

Pulse after
the effort

173.0

6.92

165.2

7.44

12

12

60

-

Zero

Zero

*S

4

Vital
Capacity

1629.
2

475.
4

2533.
3

348.1

12

-

Zero

12

Zero

Zero

*S

(Z) Table value ( 0.05 ) = 13
Seen from the table (3) there are significant differences between pre and post indices of the
experimental group in all the variables and for dimensional measurement.
Table (4). Significant differences between mean pre and post two measures of control

N
o

1
2
3
4

Variables
Body
Mass
Index
Pulse at
rest
Pulse
after the
effort
Vital
Capacity

Measurement
pre

Measurement
Post

The no.
of couples

group in the variables under study (n = 12)
Data

Negative cases

Positive cases

Value
Wilcox
on
Z

Sig

No.

Rank
Averag
e

No.

Rank
Avera
ge

10

12

60

-

Zero

Zero

*S

5.40

12

11

55

1

5

5

*S

169.5

6.48

12

12

60

-

Zero

Zero

*S

2567.
5

393.
2

12

-

Zero

12

Zero

Zero

*S

M

SD

M

SD

27,08

1.92

24.5

2.13

74.66

4.24

72.16

175.8

3.15

1412.5

478.
8

(Z) Table value ( 0.05 ) = 13
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Seen from the table (4) the existence of statistically significant differences between pre
and post indices of control group in all variables, and for dimensional measurement.
Table (5). And the significance of statistical differences for the two groups of study
(experimental - control)
Dimensional measurement in the variables under study ( n 1 = n 2 = 12)
No

Data
Variables

1
2
3

Average of the
experimental
group
M

Average
Total levels of
control the experimental
group
group
M

Total grade
the control
group

Value (u)
Mann Whitney

Sig

24

S*

Body Mass
Index

22.50

24.50

54

198

Pulse at rest

71.16

72.16

97

155

67

Pulse after the
effort

165.16

169.5

102

150

72

Vital Capacity

2533.33

2067.5

58

28

N.S

4
194

S*

N.S. = non significant
(U) Table value (0.05) = (37)
Seen from the table (5) there are significant differences between the two groups of study
(experimental - control) in the dimensional measurement of the variables under study for the
experimental group, except for the pulse at rest and after effort.
Table (6). Rates of improvement between the two groups of study (experimental - control)
in the variables under study (n 1 = n 2 = 12)

N

Data

Experiment group N=12
%
Pre-test
Posttest

Control group N=12
%
PrePosttest
test

Variables
1

The
difference
ratio
improvem
ent

Notes

Body Mass Index

26,0

22.5

13.4
6

27,08

24.5

9.52

3.94

experimental

2

Pulse at rest

71.7

71.33

0.47

74.66

72.16

2.94

2.94

Control

3

Pulse after the
effort

173.0

165.2

4.27

175.8

169.5

0.87

0.87

experimental

Vital Capacity

1629.2

2533.3

55.4
9

1412.5

2567.5

46.37

9.12

experimental

4

Seen from the table (6) increase the percentage of the rates of improvement for telemetric
tribal for the experimental group for the control group with the exception of pulse at rest was
the increase of the control group.
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Discussion of the results:
Is clear from Table (3) and the group's experimental and there are statistically significant
differences at the level of 0.05 in the variables physiological for measurements dimensional in
all the variables, due to the effectiveness of the effects of training courses to the training
program aerobic proposed, as well as the method used to regulate intensity of different style
pulse and the time and rest periods based the pulse rate, so the response of the vital organs of
the body of the contents of the training doses are a true reflection of the burden in the State of
such content, which is on which to build, direct and evaluate the training and increase its
effectiveness.
Physical activity associated with many processes and chemical changes that enable the
body to meet the requirements of the physical effort and muscle activity, and the regularity of
the sample individuals in the training leads to a functional change in vital organs, Dalmont
(1996).
Where they can achieve positive results after the exercise program exercises regularly as
a positive impact on strengthening the muscles and relaxes tense muscles and stimulate blood
circulation and relieve pain and improve muscle tone and body composition and helps develop
the physical attributes (Woods M., Bask, 2005)
* Thereby achieving a first hypothesis.
Is clear from Table (4) and private control group there were differences statistically
significant at the level of 0.05 in the variables physiological for telemetric in all the variables
under study, may be due to improved hardware functionality of the body, due to an impact
study programs designed for them, represented in the practical approach applicable and
attendance in training, as a continuing process of training a regular basis leads to a higher level
of fitness, which in turn affect the physiological variables as a result of the response of the vital
organs of the body. To provide athletic levels depends on several factors, including
upgrading the level of the organs of the body (Burt,1995)
* Thereby achieving the second hypothesis
Is clear from Table (5), (6) and private two sets of the study (experimental - control) and
presence of statistically significant differences at the level of 0.05 in the variables under study
in the telemetric for the experimental group, except for the pulse at rest, and then the effort,
due to the regularity of the experimental group in the application of Aerobic exercise programs
proposed, while the table shows (6) the proportion of improvement in the pulse at rest in favor
of the control group on the pulse after the effort, show improvement in the proportion of the
table in favor of the experimental group.
As can be seen from the tables (3,4) there are significant differences in the variables
physiological in two groups of study and for the telemetric, show lower body mass index in
both groups, while Table (5) there are significant differences in telemetric to both groups also
showed (Table 6) increase the percentage of improvement between the two groups of study as
the percentage of improvement in body mass index of experimental group (13.46), while the
percentage of improvement of the control group (9.52), and so the percentage of improvement
for the experimental group may be due to the impact of exercise air used in the proposed
program, which led to the low weight and thus lower body mass index. That the fastest way to
reduce body weight is a commitment to exercise aerobics (aerobics) for a period of not less
than (45 s) by (5) days a week, to attend the exercises, aerobic constantly has an inverse
relationship with the level of body fat, which leads to weight loss (Susan and Liz, 2000; Scoot,
2001).
As shown in tables (3,4) there are significant differences for the measurement of the
pulse at rest, the two groups for the benefit of dimensional measurement, may be due to
aerobic exercise training program of the proposed curriculum and the practical applied. As is
clear from Table (5) There are differences not statistically significant in the telemetric to both
groups while the Listing table (6) a slight increase in the percentage of improvement for the
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control group where the percentage of improvement (3.41), while the percentage of
improvement of the experimental group (0.47), and because there was no statistically
significant differences in the pulse at rest, that members of the study sample did not have the
life of training, because it is adaptable to the body with aerobic exercise requires several
months and this means the physiologic changes that occur in response to the intense activity
antenna. That training programs lead to reduced heart rate at rest, significant degree by a
narrow margin, Wilmore et al (1996).
Of the tables (3,4) shows that there are significant differences in the pulse after the
effort, which may be due to low pulse rate impact aerobic exercise program proposal and
regular training and systematized, and applied practical curriculum, which led to the reduction
of pulse rate. That the pulse rate increases with increasing the rate of intensity of training and
to increase blood circulation to the muscles working to supply the body with oxygen needed
for energy production and, therefore, regular training and systematized working to improve the
device Albarracmbthawy leading to reduced pulse rate (Robergs & Roberts, 1997).
Training period, which lasts from 6-8 weeks can reduce the heart rate at a rate of 10-20 a
blow from a training program would lead to rationing to reduce heart rate at rest and after
effort (Susan, 1998; Jeferry, 2001)
Sports training increases the efficiency of blood paid by the heart per minute by five-fold
(5 L/s to 25 L/s),which helps to feed the muscles working oxygen resulting from the increased
installment hear-tfelt addition, the dilation of blood vessels going to the muscles working
helpful in increasing blood have and the slow pulse, a sign of a good functional status of the
heart and improve the fitness of the individual, and thus the heart is more economical in the
number of strikes and less prone to disease (Fox, 1995).
While seen from the tables (5) the absence of statistically significant differences for pulse
after working in the telemetric to both groups is due, how-ever, that program has been applied
the proposed experimental group and the application of the curric-ulum practical to the control
group and therefore does not need an increase or differences between the two groups in the
measurement results in some tests. From table (6) note ratio, improved slightly in the pulse
after the effort, where the percentage of improvement of the experimental group (4.27), while
the percentage of improvement of the control group (3.40) for the experimental group.
That the trend is to use the heart rate and payment cardiac widely in the sports field
applica-tion, and that there is a relationship between the amount of blood and the level of
functional efficiency (physical) and this explains that the volume of payment heart per minute
at rest, or after the effort is not only the size of blood Astoly but associated with heart rate, and
both factors determine the amount of payment heart per minute depending on the levels of their
link with some level of efficiency and functional (physical) (Maskry. M, 2001)
It is clear from tables (4,3) there are significant differences to measure the capacity of
vital measurement pre and post each of the two groups of study (experimental - control) for
telemetric, which means increased for both groups, while Table (5) there are significant
differences in telemetric for The experimental group also showed a table (6) that the
percentage of improvement in the gauge vital was the experimental group (55.49), while the
percentage of improvement of the control group (46.37) for the experimental group, and this
evidence of improved capacity vital to the study sample, And this may be due to the positive
impact of the program where the antenna is proposed to increase the ability to absorb the
largest quantity of oxygen during respiration and increase the strength of respiratory muscles
and as a result of this is even more vital capacity.
Vital capacity measure of the state and increased lung good positive sign of the state of
the lung, which operate efficiently. And returns significant differences in physiological
variables to the training program applied to the sample of the study and curriculum, which
applied to the practical effect on the physiological variables and has improved the efficiency of
the body (Robergs & Roberts, 1997).
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That attendance in training lead to low pulse rate, which leads to the development and
improve heart function and functional ability of the pulse and vital capacity (Hoogoven, 2001)
Physical activity through programs prepared in advance and placed in a manner dependent on
the scientific method will lead to the development components of physical fitness, especially
related to health such as body composition (Beunen et al, 1997).
* The third is thus achieved.

Conclusions:
1 - The intensity of the exercise from 60% -70% to improve the physiological variables
of the study sample.
2 - The effectiveness of the training program of the proposed antenna on the variables
under study, which led to the students to gain a measure of physiological fitness.
3 - aerobic exercise, lead to an improvement in some physiological variables.
4 - can rely on the physiological variables under study in determining the level of
physiological fitness students.
Recommendations:1 - Application of the proposed program of aerobic exercise before the beginning of the
year to the students.
2 - conduct research similar to other years of study and different disciplines.
3 - Try to set aside time to exercise aerobic activities for all students.
4 - Conduct tests on physiological and physical periodically on the students to see how
their progress.
5 - Spreading awareness of public health and sports among the students and urge them to
take aerobic exercise, to raise the level of their fitness and give them the proper strength.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN ESA – AN IMPORTANT STEP IN
PREPARING FEMALE STUDENTS FOR THE FUTURE PROFESSION
OF ECONOMIST
Rela Valentina Ciomag
ESA Bucharest
Corina Dinciu
Highschool Lucian Blaga

Rezumat: Pregătirea studentelor, atât teoretic cât şi practic pentru a efectua
rolul important al femeii de mâine în societate, rolul de a fi o mama care se
confruntă cu multe probleme sociale şi de familie, obligate să se împartă între
educaţia copiilor, probleme de uz casnic, misiuni şi aşa mai departe, este foarte
importantă. Femeile trebuie să fie pregătite pentru a face faţă oricărei solicitări
intense de la locul de muncă şi să menţină la un nivel optim, capacitatea de a
lucra pe o perioadă mai lungă de timp. Studenţii, viitori economişti, consideră că
o condiţie fizică bună este foarte importantă, având în vedere că sprijină
executarea eficientă a activităţilor viitoare, dar, de asemenea, reprezintă o metodă
specială de a socializa şi de a menţine un tonus fizic şi psihic ridicat.
Cuvinte cheie: efort fizic, efort psihic, domeniu economic, specializare

Abstract: Preparing the female students both theoretically and practically to
carry out the important role of tomorrow’s woman in society, the role of being a
mother that has to face many social and family problems, forced to part time
between children education, household problems, assignments and so on. Women
must be prepared to deal any king of demand at the intensive work and maintain at
an optimal level, the capacity of working on a longer period of time. Students,
future economist consider that a good physical condition, considering it supports
the efficient execution of future activities, but also a special method to socialize
and maintain a high physical and mental tone.
Keywords: physical effort, psychic effort, economic field, specialization

Introduction:
Most of the Baltic countries, is characterized by a polarization of concepts about physical
exercise, in various age, revealed that the younger generation show an obvious interest for
physical appearance, resulted in involvement in various types of motor activities.
“Fitness for life”- is a phrase that summarizes an entire philosophy that reveals the
importance of a rational system in which appropriate exercise should be part inseparable from
modern human existence.
Data provided by the World Health Organization (OMS-1986) show that 60-85% of the
adult population is physically inactive and therefore, exposed to long-term risk factors. Under
these conditions, physical and sport Education with more vehemence assume the role of
promoting the maintenance of optimal health, on the one hand the complementar skills of
graduates (teachers, physiotherapists, coaches) and on the other hand, by imposing framework
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program- preventive, depending on the particular morpho-functional and motor features, to
realize the objectives in this area.
Higher education institutions in the world pay more attention to man’s physical
condition, their efforts being undertaken by virtue of the idea of physical wellbeing, defined by
acquiring and encouraging healthy lifestyle habits.
Physical education is thus an important part of general education, as an act of culture
and a means of emancipation with educational content. The educational process, physical
education is a bilateral process, in which, under the leadership of professional staff, subjects
are supposed to systematic influences always consistent with the objectives of education in
general and in particular with the improvement of physical and motor development.
Currently, university physical Education in Europe has the benefit, that the programs
they propose, each university aims to promote physical and sports activity, encouraging a
greater number of students to practice an individual sport or team, to express themselves
through different art forms (dance, ballet), to practice martial arts or cultivate the habit of
getting out in nature (Pop aand all, 2009).
Students attend physical education classes or to support themselves physically or to
initiate a sport that they do not know, or to perfect a technique in which one they already
practice.
All the efforts they have made experts in the field materialized today throughout the
European political, by developing “European Charter of Sport”, which the generic name of
“Sport” integrates all the physical activities included in the general education system.
In Charter is specified that the sport follows:
● expressing or improving physical fitness and good mental state;
● formation of social relationships;
● obtaining performance;
Had special concerns and the Council of Europe, which established that sport plays a role
in:
- health promotion;
- social integration;
- implementation framework for competition between individuals and achieve performance
that would ensure fame and money;
“The Commission recognizes that sport generates important values such as: teamwork,
solidarity, tolerance and fair-play, contributing to the development and personal fulfillment.”
(European Sports Charter)
Professor I. Hatieganu emphasize that physical education has become a concern for all
universities and almost all European countries, university physical education is still evolving
and placed, along with science education, in order to achieve integrated education.
The system of knowledge, skills must have general value, finding a concrete application to
meet the requirements of the various professions in life and social activity.
Conscious and active participation principle involves on the other hand conducting
properties conscious acts on understanding the mechanisms driving acts and goals, that the
formation of strong motivations. Awareness of participants in the physical education lesson on
the positive effects of moving from the individual and social is one of the functions exercised
by management professor teaching activity.
Another condition to optimize the educational activity by the teacher is the
adjustment of training based on feed-back. Check of the level of training achieved by students
is an important source of information, upon which selection can optimize means, determining
the volume and intensity, their succession and alternation. Using the systematic checks have
role of feed-back, it is the base by which to appreciate the results, and supplying the necessary
instructions needed for any corrections.
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The Sport teacher must prove highly effective responsability for his work, both in
preparing the training process, and work effectively with students.
The principle of accessibility and orientation depending on the particular individual and age
of female students, in essence express determination effort, adherence to rules such as the
transition from easy to difficult, from close to distant, from simple to complex, from concrete
to abstract.
The eficience of physical education classes increases when the teacher communicate to
female students operational objectives, motivates them, is concerned about the affordability of
the elements taught gradually, correct explanations and demonstrations of attachment and
practical application of new acquisitions, differentiated and individualized activity of female
students, control and assessment of performance achieved by the learner.
Another way to maximize physical education classes chosen means of aerobic exercise and
fitness is the choice of music. First of all the presence of music creates an emotional state
primarily favorable, which largely removes fatigue, develop a sense of musical executants, and
regularity of execution imposed by the music, help support a longer effort. In terms of
aesthetic, music cause to female students pleasant emotions, adding to general knowledge and
also parallel to it, ensuring their development in expressive execution; music background helps
develop creative imagination.
Is a favorable moment for asking students to perform a certain number of repetitions, with
hindering indicated, they get used to overcome barriers that tend to exceed their potential
immediate, overcome in carrying auto shares driving data as a means of determining changes
in the positive traits of character.
Another equally important point is the concluding lesson of physical education, which must
ensure the return of the body after exercise, the assessment on the achievement of lesson
topics, guidelines for future work or for the independent female students, are conditions for the
formation of skills and positive habits.
Evaluation is all all operations which check whether the results meet the objectives and
standards of education initially set. This involves establishing objectives, organization and
reorganization, and self control and continued monitoring will provide data on the proposed
tasks, progress or unsatisfactory results indicated errors.
Activities currently in E.S.A (compulsory in the first two years of study in most faculties)
are lessons of Physical Education and Sport, using specific means playing basketball and
volleyball, and aerobics and fitness Gymnastics. It generally works for a better collective dose
demixtate effort tailored to the needs and physical possibilities of girls different from boys.
Professional views on such requests:
To determine applications within professional specializations that prepare students for ASE
Bucharest, i used the method of questionnaire survey. Thus, we designed a questionnaire to
students of the specialties opinion TRADE, REI, FABBV, IGC. Focused on two main items:
- Types of professional application
- The importance of physical activity in relation to / the chosen specialization.
Questions were raised properly address, students specializations.
The quality of responses was assessed on a four steps scale of appreciation. For each step
of the scale were given points from 1 to 4 (1-no, 2 – little, 3- much, 4-very much).
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Records of specialization patterns in the study

STATEMENT SPECIALIZATIONS
1. Specialization name
2. Occupations
3. Required Education
4. Main working position and movements prevailing
5. Type effort for professional tasks, reflected
6. Necessary qualities
SPECIALIZATION C.I.G
1. economist, specializing in accounting and financial administration
2. economist, economic management inspector, accountant-checker,
3. University, master, higher education, to deepen
4. seated ; ● lifting-lowering of the arm;
● bending, stretching arms;
● semi wheelwrights in the wrist;
● transitions from sitting to standing;
standing : ● trunk twists
● lifting-lowering of the arm;
● bending-stretching arms;
● transitions from standing in seated;
5. intellectually, physically, mentally
● presentations, promotions - travel
● motivation, will, perseverance
● discipline,
● dynamic, active, balanced
6. intelligence, appearance, communication, presence of mind, volubility
SPECIALIZATION F.A.B.B.V.
1. Finance, insurance, banking
2. Bank economist, financial advisor banking financiarbancar expert, analyst
banking banking unit director, manager, investment efficiency, specialist banking and
financial system
3. University, master, higher education, to deepen
4. seated; ● lifting-lowering of the arm;
● bending-stretching arms;
● semi wheelwrights in the wrist;
● transitions from sitting to standing;
standing : ● trunk twists
● lifting-lowering of the arm;
● bending-stretching arms;
● passages of standing in seated
5. intellectually, physically, mentally
● presentations, promotions - travel, physically onerous
● motivation, will, perseverance
● discipline
● dynamic, active, balanced
6. intelligence, appearance, communication skills, presence of mind, loquacity,
imagination, creativity
The results obtained from applying the questionnaires (SPAVE) related by
professional specialities were ordered and processed .For processing them it was used both
quantitative and qualitative analysis to highlight details and differences(table)
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Results on the importance of physical activity , both on personally and professionally (
for tasks related on the specialization chosen ) are presented in the following table (table I).
Thus:
Table 1. Importance of physical activity
Importance of physical activity
total
answers

Scale of assessment
Nr.
crt.
1.
2.

Issues related to the importance of
physical activity
Accepting all effort

Puţin

5

18

69

28

4,17%

15%
15

57,50%
41

23,33%
64

12,50%
9

34,17%
48

53,33%
63

7,50%

40%

52,50%

12
10%
7
5,83%

3
2,50%
14
11,67%
6
5%
27
22,50%

40
33,33%
74
61,67%
72
60%
55
45,83%

77
64,17%
32
26,67%
30
25%
31
25,83%

7

20

87

6

5,83%

16,67%
21
17,50%
13
10,83%
16
13,33%
16
13,33%

72,50%
41
34,17%
33
27,50%
56
46,67%
59
49,17%

5%
58
48,33%
62
51,67%
48
40%
40
33,33%

Discipline and self-discipline
Rules and Regulations

3.
4.

Self-development

5.

Modeling the psychology of winning

6.

Modeling the psychology of winning

7.

Stress Control

8.

Capacity for self

9.

Social and professional integration

10.

Developing a successful career

11.

Pleasure and satisfaction

12.

Developing the understanding and
tolerance in relation to peers

Foarte
mult

Deloc

12
10%

5
4,17%

Mult

120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
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Graphical representation of results of the questionnaire SPAVE, fig. 1-12:
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The set of questions used in SPAVE questionnaire comes to emphasize the traits that
characterize the status of an economist , who is bulding a successful career .
Over half of respondents are considering important and very important aspects chosen in
question, as beeing necessary for the professional tasks, which arise from the chosen
specialization:
- The effort acceptance of all types (57,5% more highly than 23,33%)
- Discipline and self-discipline (than 34.17% 53.33% very much)
I would make a parenthesis here, adding that this necessary characteristic in all the
domein of activities, here comes like a primordiality; the lack of organization , discipline and
self-discipline with disastrous effects on business results.
The success in the future chosen profession is conditionated by a variety of positive
character traits , that repondentele proposed to highlight the work they perform.
Students, future economists are considering absolutely necessary respecting the rules and
regulations (52,50%), self-knowledge(64.17%) comes to support outstanding results, mastering
em otional states (61.67%) and approach a winner psychologists complement in picture
optimal successful career. The qualities that must be meet, and the briliant results you can get
an economist considered successful , would not stop here: social and professional integration
(48.33%) has significant meaning and all could not bring success if pleasure and job
satisfaction (46.67%) submitted would not be on the measure of the effort. With other words
laurels appear after much sweat, patience, meticulousness.
Educational factors involved as family, university and other have an important role in
forming habits and lifestyle, counteracting the harmful trends that overnutrition, physical
inactivity and others.
 The chose of the metods and the means of training, depending on the objectives of the
formative and informative educational process will be done through a conceptual
transfer, in order to reach all aspects of education (intellectual ,moral,
aesthetic, physical , civic , professional), the essential beeing the skills of the teacher
 The implementation creative and innovative spirit in the lessons of Physical Education
in higher education must lead to the development of sequences attractive for students.
 Achieving the final targeting formation of healthy young vigorous, with good physical
development, motor ability and mental capacity, knowing that they have beneficial
effects
References:
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Rezumat: But: Le but de cette étude était de la corrélation entre des
paramètres anthropométriques et la Densité Minérale Osseuse (DMO) du Fémur
chez les femmes actives et inactives ménopausées. Matériels et Méthodes: 12
femmes actives (Age: 54.58 ± 1.93 ans; taille: 160.00 ± 0.06 cm; poids: 67.92 ±
4.35 kg; BMI: 26.45 ± 1.77 kg/m2) et 12 femmes inactives (Age: 54.83 ± 2.21 ans;
taille: 159.00 ± 0.05 cm; poids: 64.25 ± 3.33 kg; IMC: 25.41 ± 1.46 kg/m2)
ménopausées ont participé à cette étude volontairement. Toutes les femmes actives
s’entraînaient (la cours à pied) depuis 3 ans (3 sessions par semaine et une heure
à chaque session). La DMO du fémur et également la masse grasse et la masse
maigre des sujets ont été mesurées à l'aide de l’absorptiométrie biphotonique à
rayon X (Lunar). Les calculs statistiques descriptifs, sont effectués au moyen d’un
logiciel informatique de traitement de données (SPSS 16). Résultats: Les résultats
de présente étude montrent que chez les femmes actives ménopausées, la masse
maigre a été fortement corrélée avec la DMO du fémur (r=0.80, P=0.002) alors
que chez les femmes inactives, la masse grasse a été corrélée avec la DMO du
fémur (r=0.71, P=0.009). En plus, Index de Masse Corporelle (IMC) n’était pas
corrélée avec la DMO du fémur ni chez les femmes actives (r=-0.53, P=0.08) ni
chez les femmes inactives (r=0.28, P=0.39) ménopausées. Conclusion et
Discussion: Selon les résultats de cette étude, on peut conclure que les paramètres
anthropométriques peuvent considérer comme un bon indice de prédiction de la
DMO chez les femmes ménopausées en sachant que la masse maigre et la masse
grasse sont les déterminants principaux de la DMO du fémur chez les femmes
actives et inactives ménopausées respectivement. Etant donné que l’activité
physique est sans doute bénéfique pour l’homme et en plus on connaît les effets
préjudiciables de la masse grasse, on conseil aux femmes ménopausées de faire
des activités port de charge (impact) telle que la course à pied qui produisent une
force de réaction au sol sport pour augmenter la DMO de fémur. D’ailleurs,
l’IMC ne peut pas être un indice de prédiction de la DMO de fémur chez les
femmes ménopausées car elle n’était pas corrélée avec la DMO du fémur ni chez
les femmes actives ni chez les femmes inactives.
Mots clés: Masse grasse, Masse maigre, DMO, Femme active et inactive
ménopausée
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Introduction
Chez l’adulte, les paramètres anthropométriques (la masse grasse, la masse maigre et
Index de Masse Corporelle) sont les facteurs modifiants de la Densité Minérale Osseuse
(DMO) [12]. Cependant, il existe un débat sur le fait que la masse grasse soit plus importante
que la masse maigre pour le maintien de la DMO. Certaines études indiquent que parmi des
paramètres anthropométriques, la masse maigre est le facteur prédictif de la DMO [11]. Par
contre, l’étude de Reid IR en 2002 montre que l’effet du poids corporel sur la DMO dépend de
la masse maigre et de la masse grasse, mais le deuxième est plus indicatif et un indice de
prédiction plus consistant concernant la DMO chez les femmes post-ménopausiques [6]. De
même, les résultats d’une étude indique que chez les femmes sportives ménopausées, la masse
maigre est un facteur déterminant de la DMO, alors que chez les femmes sédentaires, la masse
grasse est le facteur le plus important [3].
D’ailleurs, L’index de masse corporelle (IMC) peut être également un indice de
prédiction de la DMO. Certaines études ont mis en évidence l’effet protecteur d’un IMC plus
élevé contre l’ostéoporose chez les adultes et les personnes âgées [5]. En revanche, Sowers MR
et al, en 1992 ont rapporté que l’IMC n’est pas un déterminant de la DMO [9].
Etant donné qu`il n`existe pas de consensus général concernant la corrélation entre des
paramètres anthropométriques et la DMO chez les femmes ménopausées, le but de cette étude
était donc de déterminer la corrélation entre la masse grasse et la masse maigre avec la DMO
du Fémur chez les femmes actives et inactives ménopausées.
Matériels et Méthodes: l’étude présente a été effectuée chez les femmes actives et
inactives ménopausées, sous surveillance médicale dans des conditions de laboratoire au centre
de mesure de DMO à Bojnord en Iran. 12 femmes actives (Age: 54.58 ± 1.93 ans; taille:
160.00 ± 0.06 cm; poids: 67.92 ± 4.35 kg; BMI: 26.45 ± 1.77 kg/m2) et 12 femmes inactives
(Age: 54.83 ± 2.21 ans; taille: 159.00 ± 0.05 cm; poids: 64.25 ± 3.33 kg; IMC: 25.41 ± 1.46
kg/m2) ménopausées ont participé à cette étude volontairement. Toutes les femmes actives
s’entraînaient (la course à pied) depuis 3 ans (3 sessions par semaine et une heure à chaque
session). La DMO du fémur et également la masse grasse et la masse maigre des sujets ont été
mesurées à l'aide de l’absorptiométrie biphotonique à rayon X (Lunar) (Figure 1). Les calculs
statistiques descriptifs, sont effectués au moyen d’un logiciel informatique de traitement de
données (SPSS 16). La probabilité 0,05 (p≤0/05) est adoptée comme seuil de signification. La
vérification de normalité de la distribution était réalisée par test de Kolmogorov-Smirnov.
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Fig. 1 Positionnement du patient lors de mesure de la DMO du fémur

Résultats:
Les résultats de la corrélation entre les paramètres anthropométriques et la DMO du
fémur chez les femmes actives et inactives ménopausées sont présentés au Tableau 1.

Tableau 1. Corrélation entre les Paramètres Anthropométriques et la DMO du fémur chez les
femmes actives et inactives ménopausées
Paramètres
Anthropométriques
Femmes
actives
ménopausées

Femmes
inactives
ménopausées

DMO Col

DMO Trochanter

DMO Total

r

P

r

P

r

P

Masse grasse

0.624

0.03

0.795

0.002

-0.529

0.077

Masse maigre
Index de Masse
Corporelle

0.494

0.103

0.790

0.002

-0.251

0.431

-0.522

0.820

0.848

0.001

-0.268

0.399

Masse grasse

0.713

0.009

0.279

0.380

0.445

0.145

Masse maigre
Index de Masse
Corporelle

-0.162

0.614

0.280

0.931

0.030

0.927

0.279

0.385

-0.085

0.793

0.245

0.444

Conclusion et Discussion:
Le principal résultat de cette étude est que chez les femmes actives ménopausées, la
masse maigre a été fortement corrélée avec la DMO du fémur pour tous les segments mesurés
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alors que la masse grasse a été corrélée uniquement avec le col de fémur chez les femmes
actives et inactives ménopausées. Ces résultats sont d’accord avec les résultats de certaines
études rapportant que la masse maigre a un effet plus important sur la DMO que la masse
grasse [5,10,12]. L’étude de Douchi T et al, en 2003 également indique que chez les femmes
sportives ménopausées, la masse maigre est un facteur déterminant de la DMO, alors que chez
les femmes sédentaires, la masse grasse est le facteur le plus important [3]. Par contre, l’étude
de Reid IR en 2002 montre que l’effet du poids corporel sur la DMO dépend de la masse
maigre et de la masse grasse, mais le deuxième est plus indicatif et un indice de prédiction plus
consistant concernant la DMO chez les femmes post-ménopausiques [6]. Il faut souligner que
l’interaction de l’activité physique et de la masse grasse est importante sur la DMO. En effet,
l’activité physique diminue la masse grasse alors qu’elle augmente la densité minérale osseuse
DMO [2]. L’étude de Douchi T et al, en 2003 confirme également que la diminution de la
masse grasse est indirectement associée à la DMO par le biais l’activité physique. Selon ces
mêmes auteurs, l’impact positif de la masse grasse sur la DMO par l’exercice physique peut
compenser la diminution de l’effet de port de charge et celui hormonal, de la masse grasse sur
la DMO [3].
D’autre résultats de présente étude indique que l’IMC n’était pas corrélée avec la DMO
du fémur ni chez les femmes actives ni chez les femmes inactives ménopausées, bien que
certaines études ont mis en évidence l’effet protecteur d’un IMC plus élevé contre
l’ostéoporose chez les adultes et les personnes âgées [5]. L’étude de Barrera G et al en 2004
confirme également l’effet d’un IMC plus élevé sur la DMO du col fémoral chez des sujets
âgés [1]. Ainsi, selon Lopez-Caudana AE et al en 2004, l’index de masse corporelle est le
principal déterminant de la DMO chez la femme [4]. Sordia LH et al, en 2004 également ont
rapporté que la prévalence de l’ostéoporose diminue avec l’augmentation de l’IMC [8]. En
revanche, selon l’étude de Robbins J et al, en 2006, l’IMC n’est pas un bon indice de
prédiction de la DMO [7].
Finalement, selon les résultats de notre étude, on peut conclure que parmi les paramètres
anthropométriques, la masse grasse et la masse maigre peuvent considérer comme un bon
indice de prédiction de la DMO chez les femmes ménopausées en sachant que la masse maigre
et la masse grasse sont les déterminants principaux de la DMO du fémur chez les femmes
actives et inactives ménopausées respectivement. Etant donné que l’activité physique est sans
doute bénéfique pour l’homme et en plus on connaît les effets préjudiciables de la masse
grasse, on conseil aux femmes ménopausées de faire des activités port de charge (impact) telle
que la course à pied qui produisent une force de réaction au sol sport pour augmenter la DMO
de fémur. D’ailleurs, l’IMC ne peut pas être un indice de prédiction de la DMO de fémur chez
les femmes ménopausées car elle n’était pas corrélée avec la DMO du fémur ni chez les
femmes actives ni chez les femmes inactives.
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PARTICULARITĂŢI ALE EVALUĂRII PROGRAMELOR DE
FORMARE INIŢIALĂ A CADRELOR DIDACTICE
Iuliana Traşcă
Drd. Facultatea de Psihologie şi Ştiinţele Educaţiei,
Universitatea din Bucureşti
Rezumat: În contextul “societăţii cunoaşterii” cadrele didactice au misiunea de
a asigura baza educaţională a acestei societăţii, aspect care implică evaluarea şi
revizuirea programelor de formare a profesorilor.
Deşi se remarcă preocuparea instituţiilor abilitate pentru implementarea
recomandărilor şi practicilor europene, nu întotdeauna politicile şi strategiile
naţionale se bazează pe studii şi analize riguroase ale problematicii resursei umane
din şcoli din perspectiva rolurilor şi a competenţelor specifice acestor roluri, fapt
care determină luarea unor măsuri nu întotdeauna în favoarea capitalului uman din
învăţământ.
Lucrarea de faţă îşi propune prezentarea unui scurt istoric al evaluării
programelor sociale şi educaţionale, precum şi evidenţierea limitelor unei cercetări
privind evaluarea programelor de formare iniţiale a cadrelor didactice.
Cuvinte cheie: programe sociale/ educaţionale, evaluare, formarea cadrelor
didactice.
Abstract. In the context of the “knowledge society” teachers have the mission to
ensure the educational foundation of this society, aspect which involves the
evaluation and the revision of teachers’ training programs.
Although one can notice that authorized institutions do their best to implement
European recommendations and practices, sometimes national strategies and
policies are not based on thorough analyses and studies on the issue of human
resources in schools from the perspective of roles and competences specific to the
roles, which leads to measures that are not always favorable to the teaching staff.
The aim of this paper is to presentation a short history of evaluation for social
and educational programs as well as to highlight the limits of research on the
assessment of initial training programs for teachers.
Key words: social/ educational programs, evaluation, training of teachers.

Introducere
1. Scurt istoric privind evaluarea programelor sociale şi educaţionale
1.2. Evoluţia evaluarii programelor sociale şi educaţionale
Deşi conform literaturii de specialitate (Shadish, Cook, Leviton, 1999), "evaluarea
modernă de programe sociale a apărut în anii '60", încercări aparţinând acestui domeniu au fost
iniţiate încă din secolul al XIX-lea. Astfel,C. Weiss menţionează un studiu evaluativ datând din
1833, în Europa, având ca scop stabilirea gradului în care programele educaţionale au
determinat scăderea ratei delicvenţei juvenile; concluzia studiului a fost că nu există nici o
corelaţie între program şi rata delicvenţei. În 1845, în America de Nord, a fost efectuat un
studiu evaluativ prin care au fost administrate teste scrise pentru toate disciplinele de bază din
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şcoală ("Boston Survey"), însă fără ca rezultatele acestor studii să fie valorificate. La începutul
secolului al XX-lea s-a dezvoltat o mişcare favorabilă testelor psihologice şi educaţionale,
impunându-se ideea ca testele au o legitimitate şi că oferă informaţii relevante.
Un moment important în dezvoltarea evaluării programelor sociale si educaţionale, în
ordine cronologică, este localizat temporal în anii '30 - '50 şi este caracterizat prin dezvoltarea
modelului evaluării centrate pe obiective (R. Tyler) şi prin mişcarea în favoarea acreditării
unităţilor de învăţământ. Apoi, în deceniile 6, 7, 8, se înregistrează o schimbare de optică la
nivelul evaluării: scade interesul pentru obiective si pentru instrumentele de testare, pentru
măsurare şi creşte interesul pentru conceptualizarea evaluării. Trebuie menţionat că
dezvoltarea domeniului evaluării programelor sociale şi educaţionale a avut loc mai mult în
Statele Unite ale Americii, prin influenţa contextului politic şi economic; în această perioadă
fiind iniţiate diverse programe sociale în învăţământ şi sănătate, programe de combatere a
sărăciei, de asistenţă pentru bătrâni.
Criticii sociali au observat destul de repede punctele slabe ale unor programe, căutând
apoi soluţii pentru ameliorare. În acest sens, ei aveau nevoie de date evaluative privind
organizarea şi implementarea programului, eficienţa, eficacitatea, punctele sale slabe sau
punctele forte. Toate aceste aspecte au făcut necesară apariţia unei noi categorii profesionale.
La sfârşitul anilor '60, cererile de feedback asupra programelor sociale au depăşit
oferta de personal existentă, determinându-i pe mulţi dintre absolvenţii de ştiinţe sociale să se
orienteze spre evaluare. Numărul persoanelor specializate in ştiinţele sociale a crescut.
Evaluarea de programe sociale si educaţionale "a răspuns unei necesităţi a momentului", iar
"evaluarea profesionistă a devenit o alternativa viabilă de carieră, faţă de cariera academica"
(Shadish, Cook, Leviton). Evaluarea este o profesie, cu toate că evaluarea de programe nu
reprezintă un domeniu de activitate complet profesionalizat. Un indicator al profesionalizării
este si apariţia unor reviste de specialitate, a unor asociaţii profesionale si a standardelor
profesionale. În acest context, sistemele de protecţie socială au cunoscut o dezvoltare reală, iar
politicile sociale au devenit o preocupare majoră a statului, fiind alocate mari fonduri bugetare
pentru iniţierea şi dezvoltarea de programe sociale. Bell (1983) estima că fondurile cheltuite în
toate programele sociale au crescut de 600 de ori până în 1979, faţă de 1950.
Perioada anilor '80 - '90 s-a caracterizat prin consolidarea bazelor teoretice ale
evaluării programelor sociale si educaţionale, prin dezvoltarea unor programe de pregătire a
evaluatorilor - "profesionalizarea evaluării" - şi preocupări pentru metaevaluare, pentru
definirea unor standarde de apreciere a evaluării programelor sociale si educaţionale.
Dezvoltarea programelor sociale, investiţiile financiare şi umane pe care le-au implicat au dus
la creşterea nevoii de evaluare, cu scopul controlului calităţii serviciilor/produselor, justificării
investiţiilor, analizei efectelor şi impactului programelor sau aprecierea măsurii în care acestea
au servit la ameliorarea sau rezolvarea unei probleme. Din perspectiva economică, a crescut
interesul pentru modul în care au fost cheltuite fondurile şi pentru eficienţă (analiza costbeneficiu). Din perspectivă managerială a apărut interesul pentru coordonarea eficientă a
programelor, însă puţini manageri aveau experienţa în acest domeniu. Din perspectivă politică,
în Statele Unite, evaluarea a apărut ca soluţie pentru conflictul de interese între autorităţile
locale şi cele federale, acestea din urmă dorind o mai mare putere asupra programelor sociale.
La aceste aspecte se adaugă unele preocupări de natură intelectuală.
Trebuie precizat faptul că în Europa, evaluarea programelor sociale şi educaţionale s-a
dezvoltat la începutul anilor '80, în contextul integrării europene.
1.2. Evaluarea programelor sociale şi educaţionale la nivel naţional
În România, domeniul evaluării programelor sociale şi educaţionale se află la început,
deoarece obiectul său - programele sociale şi educaţionale - au apărut după 1989. Primele
evaluări de programe au fost cele realizate cu asistenţă internaţională (programul PHARE).
Primul program care a cuprins şi o componentă de monitorizare şi evaluare a fost PAEM -
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Programul de Măsuri Active pentru Combaterea Şomajului, administrat de Fundaţia
Internaţională pentru Management, în perioada 1994-1997. În privinţa modelelor de evaluare a
programelor, literatura românească în domeniu este relativ săracă. Există studii referitoare la
modele de evaluare, dar cel mai adesea este vorba de evaluări tehnice, economice sau specifice
altor domenii decât cel social/ educaţional(construcţii, protecţia mediului, software, etc.) şi nu
de evaluări ale unor programe, cu atât mai puţin ale unor programe finanţate sau co-finanţate
din bani publici a Totuşi, în materie de evaluare, în România, începând cu anul 2002 apar
primele referiri la studii de evaluare. Acestea sunt fie contribuţiile cercetătorilor sau
colaboratorilor Institutului de Cercetare a Calităţii Vieţii (ICCV), fie ale unor cercetători din
sfera academică, sau practicieni din domeniul profit şi non-profit. Chiar dacă este vorba de
cărţi, de anumite capitole din cărţi, de articole, de lucrări prezentate cu ocazia unor conferinţe
sau de rapoarte de cercetare realizate pentru terţi, majoritatea contribuţiilor româneşti
abordează doar adiacent problematica modelelor de evaluare. Contribuţia românească este
limitată la furnizarea anumitor date, şi realizarea unor analize care au doar o legătură indirectă
cu evaluarea. În prezent, în România, există foarte puţine lucrări/cercetări care abordează direct
problema modelelor care pot fi utilizate pentru evaluarea programelor.
În Quality of life in Romania şi în Politica Sociala. Studii 1990-2004, apărute în 2004 la
editura Expert, Ioan Mărginean identifică anumiţi indicatori sociali utili într-o evaluare, fără a
face referire la mixtura de modele de evaluare utilizate; Simona Velea, în Comunităţi în
mişcare: Programe şi intervenţii sociale (2003) în articolul Evaluarea programelor sociale şi
/sau educaţionale punctează conceptele specifice; în Evaluarea programelor de asistenţă
socială(Polirom, 2010), Ştefan Cojocaru evidenţiază elementele specifice dezvoltării bazei
teoretice şi includerii evaluării ca practică generalizată orientată nu doar spre monitorizare, ci
îndeosebi spre eficientizarea programelor şi serviciilor sociale şi adaptarea acestora la nevoile
şi interesele beneficiarilor. De asemenea, în domeniul administraţiei şi politicilor publice, pot fi
amintite: Evaluarea programelor şi politicilor publice. Teorii, metode şi practici (Mirela
Cerkez, Polirom, 2009) şi Evaluarea politicilor publice (Mireille Rădoi, Tritonic, 2005)
Pe lângă acestea, mai pot fi amintite cursurile din curriculumul unor programe de
licenţă şi de master, precum şi studiile şi rapoartele elaborate de către beneficiarii proiectelor
din cadrul programelor europene (PHARE, FSE) sau de către echipele de audit, studiile şi
rapoartele Agenţia Română pentru Asigurarea Calităţii în Învăţământul Preuniversitar
(ARACIP) şi Agenţia Română pentru Asigurarea Calităţii în Învăţământul Superior
(ARACIS), ale Institutului de Ştiinţe ale Educaţiei, precum şi cele elaborate de către Ministerul
Educaţiei, Cercetării, Tineretului şi Sportului (MECTS) şi de către Comisia prezidenţială
pentru educaţie. De asemenea, problematica formării cadrelor didactice este tratată superficial,
în contextul general al Strategiei Naţionale pentru Dezvoltarea Durabilă a României –
Orizonturi 2013 – 2020 – 2030.
În ceea priveşte, în mod concret, evaluarea programelor de formare iniţială a cadrelor
didactice, până în prezent nu am identificat documente specifice emise de MECTS sau alţi
factori decidenţi în domeniu. Am identificat referiri la Raportul NPSER(Nevoi şi Priorităţi de
Schimbare Educaţională în România – fundament al dezvoltării şi modernizării învăţământului
preuniversitar); proiect iniţiat şi finanţat în cadrul planului sectorial al Ministerului Educaţiei şi
Cercetării, în perioada octombrie 2006 – mai 2007. Acest Raport s-a realizat în 4 grupuri de
lucru, fiecare grup cu o tematică distinctă:
- NPSER (1): Sistemul de învăţământ în România în perioada 2001 – 2006.
Posibile structuri; Grup de lucru: C. Bârzea (coord.), C. P. Petrescu, L. Preoteasa, L.
Sarivan, M. Singer, M. Şerban, A. F. Tacea.
- NPSER (2): Cadru de referinţă privind construcţia curriculumului naţional;
unele aplicaţii. Grup de lucru: D. Potolea (coord.), M. Cerkez, L. Ciolan, L. Sarivan, M.
Singer, M. Şerban, A. F. Tacea.
- NPSER (3): Prefigurarea profilului dezirabil al educaţiei timpurii în
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România. Grup de lucru: M. Miclea (coord.), C. Anghelescu, O. Benga, C. Lică, D.
Ionescu, M. Ionescu.
- NPSER (4): Percepţiile şi atitudinile cadrelor didactice, ale elevilor, ale
părinţilor şi ale altor agenţi educaţionali referitoare la curriculumul naţional aplicat.
Aspecte cantitative şi calitative. Grup de lucru: C. Pârvulescu (coord.), M. Pieleanu, A. Stoica,
A. Muntean, B. Voicu, M. Păunescu, M. Precupeţu, R. Nahorniac.
Se remarcă astfel, faptul că după 1989, reforma din învăţământ a vizat în principal
revizuirea şi dezvoltarea curriculum-ului şi a sistemului de evaluare a rezultatelor şcolare,
precum şi formare managerială, acordându-se o insuficientă atenţie formării profesionale a
cadrelor didactice, în contextul în care dinamica profesiilor didactice şi a competenţelor
cadrelor didactice din perspectiva rolurilor profesionale pe care acestea le exercită impun o
evaluare a programului de formare a cadrelor didactice. Deşi implementarea reformei în
învăţământul românesc s-a realizat prin situaţii concrete, prin sintetizarea teoriei didactice în
sensul reorganizării dimensiunilor învăţării, sunt foarte fragile studiile pre – reformă, care să
argumenteze luarea deciziilor şi a măsurilor pentru sistemul de educaţie şi formare; deşi sunt
suficiente probleme care să invite la cercetare.
Cu toate acestea, formarea personalului şcolii pentru a face faţă provocărilor cu care
aceasta se confruntă, constituie un obiectiv important al tuturor strategiilor comunitare de
dezvoltare a resurselor umane, iar politicile educaţionale (inclusiv cele naţionale) solicită în
mod curent cadrelor didactice un registru complex de competenţe, spre deosebire de atributele
tradiţionale centrate pe transmitere şi evaluare de cunoştinţe. Realizarea progresului şcolar nu
poate fi decât consecinţa unei pregătiri interdisciplinare a fiecărui cadru didactic, atât pentru
încadrarea sa în actualitate, dar mai ales, pentru rezolvarea ştiinţifică a problemei practice,
având în vedere faptul că elevul este format pentru viitor, nu doar pentru prezent.
Pentru asigurarea coerenţei şi continuităţii programelor de formare, ţinând seama de
impactul transformărilor şi aşteptărilor din ultima perioadă, se impune ca necesară o redefinire
a rolurilor cadrelor didactice, actori – cheie ai unei societăţi a cunoaşterii în continuă
schimbare. Compatibilizarea şi comparabilitatea, atât la nivel de sistem, cât şi din punct de
vedere socio-economic în plan naţional si european, presupune elaborarea unui profil(model)
de competenţă a cadrului didactic pe baza căruia să fie revizuite programele de formare(iniţială
şi continuă) pentru a corespunde unui înalt nivel de exigenţă.
2. Limitele cercetării în domeniul evaluării programelor de formare iniţială a
cadrelor didactice
Din analiza documentelor şi pe baza discuţiilor cu specialiştii din domeniu(cadre
didactice universitare, cadre didactice preuniversitare, directori şi inspectori şcolari, cercetători
în domeniul ştiinţelor educaţiei etc.) am remarcat o serie de aspecte ca fiind defavorabile
cercetării întreprinse pe această temă, dintre care cele mai importante sunt următoarele:
 Lipsa de continuitate şi de coerenţă legislativă în ceea ce priveşte formarea cadrelor
didactice în general, şi în mod particular, formarea iniţială. Publicarea în Monitorul Oficial Nr.
18/ 2011, a Legii Nr. 1/ 2011 (Legea Educaţiei Naţionale) prin asumarea guvernului, după ce o
foarte lungă perioadă de timp s-a aflat atât în dezbatere publică, cât şi în dezbatere
parlamentară pe comisii, reflectă gradul de interes pe care respectivul guvern l-a acordat
educaţiei, în general. Dacă ne referim strict la programele de formare iniţială a cadrelor
didactice, trebuie menţionată întârzierea în publicarea actelor subsecvente care vizează
metodologia organizării şi funcţionării programului de master didactic, în condiţiile Legii
Nr.1/2011, fapt ce a creat confuzie atât în rândul studenţilor care pentru anul universitar 20112012 nu s-au mai putut înscrie pentru modulul I al DPPD, cât şi pentru cadrele didactice, prin
situaţia incertă a normelor didactice.
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 Lipsa de viziune la nivelul politicilor şi strategiilor naţionale de formare profesională,
astfel încât să se răspundă în mod eficient şi cu eficacitate cerinţelor societăţii cunoaşterii din
punctul de vedere al resurselor umane pentru şcoala secolului XXI şi de asemenea, sistemul de
formare iniţială a cadrelor didactice din România să poată fi comparabil şi compatibil cu alte
sisteme din Europa.
 Frecvenţa mare a reorganizările instituţionale la nivelul formării profesionale şi lipsa
de continuitate şi de coerenţă la nivel instituţional în acest domeniu.
 Slaba implicare a societăţii civile în probleme ce vizează educaţia, în general şi
formarea cadrelor didactice în particular, precum şi interesul scăzut al factorilor decidenţi în
consultarea specialiştilor şi a asociaţiilor profesionale din domeniu.
Concluzii
Evaluarea proiectelor şi programelor sociale/ educaţionale constituie o etapă specifică,
extrem de utilă în planificarea şi managementul acestora, o tehnică de cercetare şi un
instrument pentru realizarea politicilor publice, utilizat cu succes de către responsabilii de
managementul instituţiilor şi al organizaţiilor, de coordonarea proiectelor şi a programelor
specifice derulate din fonduri publice sau private. Scopul evaluării este de a sesiza şi a
contracara la timp efectele nedorite asupra grupurilor de oameni, comunităţilor şi societăţii,
precum şi pentru a încuraja elementele pozitive ale programelor. Mai mult, scopul implicit al
evaluării este de a colecta sistematic informaţii despre rezultate şi administrarea programelor şi
a proiectelor pentru îmbunătăţirea implementării şi generarea unor decizii performante în
viitor.
Cu referire strictă la programele de formare iniţială a cadrelor didactice, se remarcă că
acestea nu fac obiectul unei strategii naţionale, singura referinţă fiind dată de Legea nr.1/2011
– Legea Educaţiei Naţionale; nici MECTS şi nici alţi factori de decizie nu manifestă interes
pentru o evaluare completă (de design, de proces şi a rezultatelor) a programelor de formare
iniţială a cadrelor didactice. Singurii, în mod real preocupate de evaluarea programelor de
formare iniţială a cadrelor didactice sunt universităţile/ facultăţile de profil şi beneficiarii
direcţi (cadrele didactice, instituţiile de învăţământ, elevii şi părinţii acestora). Chiar şi Legea
Educaţiei Naţionale dovedeşte lipsa studiilor de evaluare premergătoare, atâta timp cat pentru
aplicarea ei la nivelul învăţământului preuniversitar, MECTS a precizat încă de la apariţia
acesteia necesitatea unui număr de 108 acte normative(regulamente, regulamente – cadru,
metodologii, metodologii – cadru sau chiar Hotărâri de Guvern) pentru ca aceasta să poată fi
implementată.
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MODERN TOURISM AND DANCE IMPLICATIONS
Prof. Mircea Neamţu,
Ph.D.Prof. Dana Părvulescu, Ph.D.c
“Transilvania” University of Brasov
Rezumat. De-a lungul evoluţiei sale societatea a folosit diferite metode de a
socializa, de a crea relaţiile dintre indivizi. Dansul reprezintă o parte din analiza
metodelor care au contribuit la dezvoltarea activităţii de socializare. În toate
societăţile şi nivelurile de civilizaţie dansul a reprezentat o modalitate de
apropiere, de înţelegere sau de respingere, atât pentru indivizi cât şi pentru
societate. Mai mult decât atât, o evoluţie permanentă a dansului poate fi observata
prin ritmurile implementate, prin tehnica de paşi aplicată. Desigur că, în faza
actuală, societatea răspunde pozitiv la evoluţia sa, atrage şi diversifică dansul, mai
ales pentru că este o mişcare naturală într-o societate tehnică.
Cuvinte cheie: dans artistic, efort fizic, ritm, mișcare naturală, eleganță,
rafinament.
Abstract. Throughout its evolution society has used different methods to
socialize, to create relations among individuals. Dance represents a part ofthe
analysis of methods that contributed to developingthe socializing activity. In all
societies and civilization levels dance represented a way of closeness, of
understanding or rejection, both for individuals and society. Moreover, a
permanent dance evolution can be observed through implemented rhythms, through
the technique of applied steps. Certainlythat in the current phase, society would
respond positively to its evolution, would attract and diversify dance, especially
because it is a natural motionwithin a technical society.
Key words: artistic dance, physical effort, rhythm, natural movement, elegance,
refinement.

Introduction:
The individual’s daily activity at his workplace consisting of 8-10 working hours
represents an obstacle in developing social interpersonal relations, in addition to the
captivation of video information from home, all leading to a more and more obvious isolation
of the individual. To combat these aspects, society along with organizations or specialized
persons is looking for solutions to improve or reduce the phenomenon. In current society, the
attraction for dance activities is carried out very often with a financial determination and in
many of these cases the purpose of dance is constantly diminished. In other circumstances,
dance constituted points of attraction by introducing it into a clustered program. The majority
of shows contain artistic dance ensembles, the cultural activities also, while sportive dance
competitions attract more and more audience. From this set of activities one can observe the
purpose of dance, the role of modern dance in attracting the consumer of sports, art and beauty.
This fact determined the specialists to include dance programs and artistic activities in tourism
advertising. More and more programs, on shorter or longer periods,comprise along with other
sportive activities, dance programs such as competitions, thematic dancing evenings and films
with choreographic creations, dance as therapy and dance as lifestyle.
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From this perspective we set the hypothesis of our research regarding the role of dance in
tourism advertising, in order to find the best and most attractive programs of modern dance,
connected to the general ensemble of touristic programs, according to objectives.
The research aims to contribute tothe advertising of group dance activityand in the
created society, by choosing the touristic program, which is heterogeneous most of the times,
in order to create communication bridges among individuals. Most of the times, sportive
activities, modern dance, sportive dance and society dance represent for the tourists and
organizers of touristic activities the determined points of attractions in choosing and
participating in recommended touristic programs.
This determines the finding of the most attractive dancing methods specific to age and of
the recreation and relaxation programs (the purpose recommended by the organizers of
touristic activities is: rest, sportive recreation, stress elimination, dance being the antidote of
daily stress) and also the finding of ways to attract individuals to participate in these activities
of Therapy through Dance. The benefits of dance consist of a toned moral and spirit, the
regaining of self-confidence, the recovering of soul vitality, a healthy soul representing a
healthy body and mind - “mens sana in corpore sano”.
The objectives of the research address directly the solving of this requirements coming
from and being requested by practice.
The experiment consisted in finding out the wishes of members participating in various
touristic group activities with different programs, as well as the offers recommended by
institutions with the authority to offer touristic activities for dance.
Thequestionnarie was applied to persons that participated in different programs as well
as to those willing to take part in these programs in the future, having different ages,
professions or social status. Also, the short term effects produced on the person and on the
group were followed, after carrying out a dance program. In finding out what tourism
consumers want, the questioning of the participants or future participants was made according
to touristic programs for summer and winter.
Data collection analysis
From the total persons who accepted to complete the questionnaire,over 63% were
females and 37% were males.

Femei

Bărbaţi
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236 persons who participated in touristic group activities were questioned and 57 persons
who would participate in such activities. From these persons, 174 were couples (husband and
wife), 56 were pairs and the rest of them single persons.

Sot-sotie

Perechi

Pers. Singure

From the couples category, husband-wife, 48% were over 50 years, 37% between 35 and
50 years and the rest under 35 years.

Sub 35 ani

Intre 35-50 ani

Peste 50 ani

From the singles category 17% were persons under 35 years, 28% had ages between 35
and 50, and the rest were over 50 years.
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Sub 35 ani

Intre 35-50 ani

Peste 50 ani

When askedif they like dancing, 68%of people over 50 yearsresponded favorably, 21%
responded with “sometimes”, the rest were indifferent.
From the persons with ages between 35 and 50 years, 47% responded favorably, 35 %
responded with “sometimes” and the rest were indifferent.
Among the young people under 35 years, 51% responded favorably, 34% responded with
“sometimes”, the rest were indifferent. From the singles category 32% responded favorably,
35% responded with “sometimes”, the rest were indifferent. This is how solitude is actually
explained.

60
50
40

Favorabil

30
Uneori

20
10

Indiferenti

0
Sub 35 ani

Intre 35-50 ani

Pers. Singure

When asked if the dancing programs included in the touristic activities were beneficial,
76% from the total persons responded favorably, no matter the age or social status. To be
observed that the persons part of touristic programs for winter appreciated more these
activities. (over 89%).
When asked if they participated in competitional dance activitiesrecommended by the
organizers, 28% of the persons over 50 years responded favorably, 31% participated at the
advice of their partners and the rest of them enjoyed the activity.
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51% of the persons aged 35-50 responded favorably, 18% were advised by the partners
and the rest enjoyed the show.
32% of the persons under 35 years participated from own initiative, 26% were advised by
the partners and the rest enjoyed the demonstration.

60

Din propria
initiativa

50
40

Indemnati de
parteneri

30
20

Au apreciat
spectacolul

10
0
Sub 35 ani

Intre 35-50 ani

Peste 50 ani

When asked if they wanted to participate in modern and artistic dance lessons
recommended by the organizers, 78% responded that they enjoyed the participation, 16% took
part at the advice of their partners or group and the rest of 6% watched the lesson from the
side-line.

Participare
cu placere
La
indemnul
partenerilor

When asked if they memorized the dance steps after the lessons, 53% said they would
still want to practice, 28% said they had fun and the rest remained with the participation.
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Doresc sa mai
exerseze
S-au distrat

Au asistat

When asked if the dance program contributed to knowing the group, 84% responded
favorably, 12% were partial and the rest indifferent.
On age groups, the highest percent came from the tourists aged 35-50, followed by those
over 50 years.
The single persons enjoyed the organized programs, 63% of them, 19% were satisfied
and the rest indifferent. There were single persons that met another compatible person and they
enjoyed the socialization.

When asked if they would recommend the continuity of the dance option within
touristic programs, over 92% of the persons responded favorably, suggesting improvement on
both quantitative and qualitative level, offering suggestions and ideas, this showing that the
tourists are interested in these group activities of artistic motion.
Conclusions:
From the results analysis, dance itself, modern dance represents an integrating part of
touristic programs, no matter the touristic objectives.
Dance programs, modern dance, society dance, they all contribute fundamentally to
knowing the group, to make it homogeneous and harmonious, to establish group connections.
It is recommended for the organizers of touristic programs to consult and get in contact
with dance specialists in order to ensure proper and attractive programs, beneficial to
socialization.
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CURRENT STATE ON STATIC DISORDERS TYPES AND
CHILDRENS`LIMBS INEQUALITY
Dana Necula
National Rehabilitation Center for Children „Dr. N.Robănescu”
Physical Therapist , PhD Student, U.N.E.F.S, Bucureşti

Rezumat: Primii ani la copii au o importanţă majoră în dezvoltarea fizică
şi motorie. Dezvoltarea la care sunt supuşi copii în aceşti ani, joacă un rol
predominant în modelarea abilităţilor lor în viitor. Picioarele oferă baza pentru
postura corpului şi sprijinul întregului organism, facilitează şi menţin
echilibrul în timpul activităţilor cum ar fi ortostatismul, mersul pe jos sau
rularea. Aliniamentul oaselor, ligamentele şi muşchii care menţin această
structură, înzestrează piciorul cu o flexibilitate ce îmbunătăţeşte absorbţia
şocurilor. Defectele piciorului pot creea tulburări posturale ale corpului şi de
asemenea împiedicarea funcţionării optime.
Funcţia de bază şi cea mai importantă a sistemului osos şi muscular este
mişcarea şi orice stadiu în care se găseşte corpul este doar o parte din această
activitate de bază deoarece postura urmează mişcarea ca o umbră. Adaptarea
programului fizical kinetic contribuie la dezvoltarea normală şi îmbunătăţirea
posturii dar în cazul în care nu există o balanţă musculară rezultatul este o
funcţie limitată ce împiedică buna funcţionare.
Cuvinte cheie: postură, echilibru, kinetoterapie
Abstract: The first years of childrens lives are marked by changes in motor
and physical developement. The movement activity to which children are
exposed during these years plays a predominant role in shaping their abilities in
the future.
The feet provide the base for body posture as they support the entire body,
and facilitate and maintain balance duringactivities such as standing,walking,
or running.
The alignment of bones, ligaments and muscles that maintains this structure
both endows the foot with a flexibility that improves shock absorption and
increases strength. As in a reaction, defects in foot position may generate
postural disorders higher in the body and also hamper optimal functioning of
entire body. Balance betweenant agonistic muscle groups is absolutely essential
for normal posture.Lack of balance between these muscle groups can also
impair skeletal carriage and overload the lower extremity joints,the pelvis,the
shoulder girdle and spinal column.
The basic and most important function of the skeletal and muscular system
is movement and ani-state in which the body finds it self is only part of this basic
activity, since posture follws movement like a shadow. Adapted physical
kinetical activity contribute to normal development and to improving movement
and postural patterns, but in cases where activities do not maintain body
balance, there result my be functional limitations and impairment of optimal
mevement patters.
Key words: posture, balance, physical therapy
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Introduction:
How is developing/growing up my child? This is a crucial question for each parent,
the answer is provided by the physician (originally by the family doctor), but it will discern the
opportunity of a health professional consultation at least annually, the optimum interval
between two examinations is 6 months, especially in the practice of sport and in the time
periods of accelerated growth.
To ask and find answers to this question, it will save the family from further nuisances,
in majority of minor cases (correctable in 6-12 months with physical therapy), but existing also
serious situations.
The most common developmental disorders at children and adolescents, found in
medical practice, are represented by:
a) foot static disorders: valgoid flat foot, unilateral or bilateral, in different degrees
(popularly known as - "flat feet"), is present at approx. 30% -45% of performed examinations.
These disorders, especially the minor ones, may remain undetected even into old age, without
special problematic even without correction. But when practicing a sport, in times of intense
training to what can be added and equipment (shoes) less adapted, the lack of correction can
lead to pain (metatarsalgii), that stumble the training and even more serious than that,
participating in various sports competitions;
b) eqin neurological foot;
c) static disorders of the spine: the most common of them being hyper dorsal kyphosis
("hump") and low-grade scoliosis, present in similar percentages to the foot flat, even to the
athletes.
Early discovering – in the early stage of vicious attitude - creates prerequisites for
effective corrections or even progression prevention. Finding late - after 18 years old or at high
degrees of the curves requires a complex long term treatment (physiotherapy, orthopedic or
even surgical treatment) - final result being the stabilization (in terms of static and evolutional
perspective);
d) lower limbs inequalities - which if not corrected spontaneously (through growth)
within a reasonable time - can lead to scoliosis in different degrees;
e) congenital dislocation of the hip;
f) the insufficient development of muscles, up to a global muscle insufficiency,
present to the adolescents, especially during periods of accelerated growth - can lead in stress
conditions: static (vicious seat positions at school or in front of the PC) or dynamic (sports that
require only a part of the muscle) to the various pathological conditions - the most serious
damage is all in the spine.
Also, an underdeveloped muscle mass, is a risk factor for traumas to the athletes.
g) other developmental disorders - may affect the practice of certain sports - both in
terms of health and as a limiting factor for high performance.
A. THE CHIL'S GAIT DISORDERS
According to DEX (explanatory dictionary of the Romanian language), walk = shift,
moving from one place to another. From a health perspective, the walk is the manner (style) of
travel. Walking cycle is divided into two phases:
1. support phase (60%) - the foot is in contact with the ground, supporting body weight;
2. swing phase (40%) – the foot is advancing above ground; during this phase, the
weight is supported by the contralateral leg (i.e. the other leg).
In the case of young children, step cadence is higher than the adult, but at the same time
the step length is much smaller; in other words, young children "patter quick with small but
fast steps". As it grows up, the stride cadence decreases and the step length increase.
It is considered that specific adult walking is acquired between 4 and 7 years. As the
progression angle of the step, this is the angle made by the shaft leg during the support phase in
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the running direction; in the case of a normal adult, this angle is an external one +15 °
("positive" angle), i.e. the top leg is externally oriented.
The main child’s gait disorders:
1. Antalgic gait: due the pain, it shall shorten the support
phase for the affected lower leg.
The causes of the antalgic gait are multiple, from very serious
causes (tumors, infections osteoarticular) to simple causes
(transient synovitis of the hip) and even trivial reasons
(inadequate footwear).
Signs that should alarm parents: nocturnal pain or pain that
awakens the child from sleep, general symptoms (fever,
unexplained weight loss); these events associated with sometimes
lameness may suggest malignancy cause.

2.Disorders progression angle step:
a) Normal step progression angle (15 degrees);
b) Internal step
progression angle
(“intoeing”, -15 degrees): the child goes
with the tips facing inward legs; this
gait is the main reason within U.S.A.
pediatric orthopedic caregiving, but
it is an absolutely normal child gait
to 4-5 years due to internal
physiological leg torsion, specific to
this age.
There
are
still
gait
pathological causes of "in-toeing":
sequelae of metatarsus varus or foot
varus equina, gambier or internal
femoral torsion to the child with
motor disability of cerebral origin,
Blount
disease,
neuromuscular
diseases (e.g. Charcot) skeletal
dysplasia etc.
c) External step progression angle ("out-toeing", + 40 degrees); it occurs rarely,
beeing determined mostly by a serious case like: serious valgoid foot, external femoral torsion
appeared as a health effects of neglected epifizioliză, motor disability of cerebral origin,
external gambier torsion.
Signs that should alarm parents: unilateral disorder (progression angle of the changed
step in one part), gradually developmental disorder, significant history (premature baby, fetus
with difficult evolution, the child had problems at birth), others associated disorders.
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3.
Trendelemburg
gait: pathological gait due to
the impairment of the middle
buttocks muscle from the
congenital dislocation of the
hip, congenital coxa summer,
Legg-Calve-Perthes disease,
epifizioliză,Duchenne
muscular dystrophy.
Due to impairment of
the middle buttocks, during
the support phase of the gait,
the pelvis is overturning to the
opposite part, in an attempt to
rebalance, the child bends the
thorax to the affected part.
4. Equin gait (on top foot gait): although it can be considered normal at young child, it is
required to exclude serious causes such as: equina varus foot health effects, spastic equina gait,
equin gait in Duchenne myopathy etc.
Specific causes according to age group:
1. age 1-3 years:
Normal gait at this age group is totally different than old child or adult gait. The child
walks with a wide base of support, with knees and hips slightly flexed, with bipedal support
phase. The main causes of gait disorder at this age: congenital hip dysplasia, unequal lower
legs, motor handicap of cerebral origin, rarely various traumas.
2. age 4-10 years:
At the age of 4 years old, the child has a reasonably well developed gait, with normal
speed; at the age of 7 it can say that this gait is an adult`s gait. Generally, at this age, the child
"doesn’t lie", in that way it is very interested in playing, so any symptoms described by him,
which causes it to stop the game, it should be taken seriously. The main causes of lameness
are: transient synovitis of the hip (extremely common, it is an inflammation of the synovial hip
in viral context, it heals in a few days without treatment), osteoarthritis, Legg-Perthes-Calve
disease, various traumas, and rare tumors.
3. age 11-15 years:
At this age, the gait has matured, reaching the adult stage. The causes can range from
traumatic causes to the malignant causes (osteosarcoma being the bone tumor that specifically
affects this age group).
B. INEQUALITY OF THE LOWER LIMBS TO A CHILD
Lower limbs inequality is a problem that concerns the medical world for a long time and
was the subject of much scientific debates. The result of decades of study was to develop a
protocol for diagnosis and treatment of this complex disease. The most difficult aspect was the
establishment of functional and non-functional character of a difference, until which limit the
gait, the main function of the lower limbs, is not influenced by existing inequality.
The causes inequalities of the lower limbs:
A number of conditions lead to the suffering of the different increase cartilages with
consecutive inequality of the lower limbs:
a) Lower limb traumas:
-Post-fracture elongation - vicariante elongation;
-after-traumatic shortenings;
-Jamming over 3 cm of a shaft fractures;
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-Damage to the growth cartilage, which it is often final, especially after a compression
mechanism.
b) Infectious lesions:
-Arthritis of the hip;
-Meningococemia;
-Purpura fulminans.
c) Neurological diseases:
- after- poliomyelitis health effects;
- lower medullar cause (lipom, spina bifidă);
- central cause (Little disease).
d) Congenital shortenings:
- Congenital dislocation of neredusă hip;
- health effects (epiphyses).
- Agenesis of the lower limb;
e) Curves of congenital limb.
f ) Syndrome disease:
-Klippel-Trelaunnay Syndrome - global hypertrophic elongation;
-Recklinghausen Neurofibromatosis - shortening of neurological or bone origin;
-multiple Encondromatoza;
-Silver syndrome - a particular form of dwarfism;
-essential Inequality.
C. BACK WEAKNESSES occur as a result of deviations in various fields of the spine
and, in the course of time, through the morphological changes of the anatomical structures, this
deficiency becomes deformations.
It requires compliance with the methodological principles, that will avoid due to the
correct approach of the kinetically-therapy the compensatory deficiencies induced by the
torticollis, respectively the deficiencies of the upper limbs or of the abdomen and which,
appropriate undetected, leads to the static disorder and deeper into the child's neuromotor
development scheme will install procurement with poor body engrams and difficult to correct.
1. The cifotic back: suits the total atypical cifoze and less, the lumbar cifoze. The
rebalancing of the body position is carried out in prior plan by tilting the head and the neck and
pelvic anteversia. The round back is a feature of the cifotic back with maximum convexity at
the shoulder level.
It is usually installed in adolescence, at young people with muscular hypotonia who
abuse of cifotice monotonous positions with sternum dull or at girls who seemed ashamed of
their bodies and want to hide themselves, misleading themselves unconsciously a faulty
position which then it gets worse.
2. The lordotic back: is set up through the extension of the lumbar lordotic curve, the
paravertebral musculature is hypertonic, the chest is swelled out, the abdomen goes prominent
and the nappy relief is emphasized.
3. The plan back: is the consequence of the lack or insufficient development of
physiological curvature of the spine in the sagittal plane, the dorsal cifoza flattens, the lumbar
and cervical lordozele are reduced or even disappear, and the sacrum bone is going upright,
decreasing the pelvis anteversion.
Causes: the rapid and exaggerated growth of the height at adolescents, constitutionally,
congenital malformations and metabolic disorders (rickets).
4. The scoliosis back: consequence of the presence of scoliosis, it is a complex
deformation both in front plan and in transverso-sagittal plan.
D. PELVIS WEAKNESSES
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The diagnosis is established when there are established morphological changes in form,
size and tilt. The pelvis size and shape are processed with age and sex.
The most commonly used classification of the vicious pelvises belongs to T. Rebedea
and is based on pathogenic criteria:
a) Group 1: impaired pelvises by excessive malleability, containing as a prototype the
skeletal deformations from rickets;
b) Group 2: impaired pelvises by spinal lesions, because their abnormal curves transmit
viciously the weight of the torso/body on the sacru;
c) Group 3: impaired pelvises by lesions of the lower limbs, called also limping
pelvises. This group included the pelvis from the congenital dislocation of the hip;
d) Group 4: impaired pelvises by abnormalities of the bone development/growth;
e) Group 5: obsturate pelvises by the spine in cases of spondylolisthesis;
f) Group 6: obsturate pelvises by tumors or fractures;
From all this, rickety pelvises are over 90%.
E.THE LOWER LIMBS WEAKNESSES are common and affect both children and
adults, is localized at the level of the three main articulations: hip, knee and ankle. The hips are
the crossing segment between pelvis and lower limbs, and their relief is more pronounced at
the girls.
This level describes the position changes (vicious attitudes):
- thigh flexion attitude that establishes the previous projection of the pelvis to the
overweighed people ;
- Asymmetrical position which resides in side and bottom previous projection of a typical
hip to the unipodal support;
- Internal or external rotation position that is reflected on the limbs that is positioned in
the adduction or abduction.
Usually, the vicious attitudes are combined and determine apparent shortening or
elongation of the lower limbs, morphological changes which have congenital or acquired
causes: coxa summer at the age of 12-14 years, characterized by slow gait (with lower limbs in
parentheses) and coxa plana which mostly occurs at the boys between 3-5 years and is
manifested by lameness, congenital hip dislocation, 6 -7 times more common at girls and at the
left hip, the disease manifesting themselves after 4 months if there isn`t made any x-ray, the
deficiencies are in the sagittal plane knee and genurecurvatum genuflexum, deficiencies in the
frontal plane and genuvalgum genuvarum.
The foot deficiencies systematizes into two broad categories related to the modification
of the support surface and include flat feet, equin foot, talus foot, hollow foot, longitudinal axis
change with abducted foot, addus foot, valgus foot, respectively varus foot. Changing the
support surface, the support surface is the bottom of the foot compared with a dome that can be
divided into two longitudinal arches (internal and external) and a previous cross vault.
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APPROCHE DIACHRONIQUE DES LANGAGES DE SPECIALITE
Popescu Lavinia, Chargée de cours Dr.
Vasile Luciela, Maître de conférences Dr,
UNEFS
Rezumat
În acest articol, vom parcurge traseul evolutiv al limbajelor de specialitate,
plecând de la precursorii acestui tip de discurs şi ajungând la abordarea lor în
modernitate. Vom prezenta şi unele controverse legate de termenii sau sintagmele
adoptate pentru a le denumi, cu argumentele autorilor şi opinia noastră asupra
acestui aspect, specificând că diversitatea viziunilor a generat punerea în
circulaţie a mai multor variante care, deşi nuanţate, trimit în esenţă la acelaşi
concept. De asemenea, vom introduce în discuţie interesul acordat în ţara noastră
vocabularelor profesionale, ca obiect de cercetare lingvistică, şi mai ales
terminologiei sportive, ca element component al marii familii a limbajelor
specializate.
Cuvinte-cheie: limbaje de specialitate, diacronie, precizări terminologice.
Résumé
Dans cet article, on va parcourir le trajet évolutif des langages de spécialité,
en partant des précurseurs de ce type de discours jusqu’à leur approche dans la
modernité. On va aussi présenter quelques controverses liées aux termes ou aux
syntagmes adoptés pour les nommer, avec les arguments des auteurs et notre
opinion sur cet aspect, en spécifiant que la diversité des visions a généré la mise
en circulation de plusieurs variantes qui, bien que nuancées, renvoient
essentiellement au même concept. En même temps, on va introduire en discussion
l’intérêt accordé dans notre pays aux vocabulaires professionnels, comme objet de
recherche linguistique, et notamment à la terminologie sportive, comme élément
composant de la grande famille des lexiques spécialisés.
Mots-clés: langages de spécialité, dyachronie, précisions terminologiques.
Problématique abordée
Dans cette étude, on va faire une incursion dans le monde des langages de spécialité, en
suivant brièvement leur parcours évolutif et en présentant les facteurs qui ont mené à leur
développement explosif à partir de la deuxième moitié du 20e siècle.
Puis, on va se rapporter à quelques dilemmes terminologiques relatifs au choix du mot ou
du syntagme qui correspond le mieux à l’intention des locuteurs spécialisés, qui se trouvent
face à plusieurs variantes, chacune en interaction avec les autres, mais ayant en même temps
ses traits particuliers qui orientent les options langagières des utilisateurs selon le public auquel
ils s’adressent et le but de leur démarche.
Finalement, on va tirer des conclusions sur la recherche des langages spécialisées dans
notre pays, en rappelant aussi la situation dans le domaine de la terminologie sportive.
Evolution du lexique spécialisé
L’intérêt pour le lexique spécialisé commence à se manifester il y a plus de six décennies,
plus précisément dans les années 1950, avec l’apparition d’un nombre de plus en plus grand
d’études centrées sur cette composante du langage humain, envisagé comme manière dans
laquelle une langue est parlée par un groupe d’individus, dans le cadre d’un secteur d’activité.
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L’un des premiers linguistes ayant approché la problématique des langages de spécialité a
été le futur fondateur de la sémiotique en France, Algirdas Julien Greimas, qui, en 1948, a
soutenu sa thèse de doctorat intitulée La mode en 1930. Essai de description du vocabulaire
vestimentaire d’après les journaux de mode de l’époque.
En 1962, Jean Dubois présente sa thèse sur Le vocabulaire politique et social en France
de 1869 à 1872, à travers les œuvres des écrivains, les revues et les journaux, contenant une
étude analytique et un glossaire alphabétique des termes utilisés à l’époque.
Et puis Louis Guilbert publie lui-aussi, en 1967, Le vocabulaire de l’astronautique Enquête linguistique à travers la presse d’information à l’occasion de cinq exploits de
cosmonautes, le but de l’auteur étant celui d’investiguer comment se réalise “le passage du
stade de vocabulaire technique spécialisé au stade de vocabulaire ‘de masse’ par l’entremise de
la presse écrite” (P. Guilbert, 1973: 39-40).
C’est ainsi que le lexique spécialisé propre à chaque discipline scientifique a
graduellement gagné du terrain, en attirant définitivement l’attention des chercheurs dans les
années ’60-’70, mais les préoccupations pour son étude systématique se sont intensifiées avec
le progrès éblouissant du savoir humain. L’entrée dans la nouvelle ère de l’informatique a
déterminé l’expansion sans précédent et à peu près instantanée des “conquêtes” les plus
récentes de la science et de la technique. Cela a imposé des spécialisations sur des aires
toujours plus restreintes et, implicitement, des transformations rapides au niveau des
vocabulaires spécialisés dont le rythme de développement s’est avéré supérieur à celui produit
sans le lexique général, beaucoup plus stable et plus conservateur.
En vue d’exemplifier ce phénomène, Louis Guilbert (1973: 7) cite une étude ayant pour
corpus deux éditions d’un dictionnaire d’usage, le Petit Larousse, qui visait à surprendre “le
mouvement général du lexique français constaté entre 1949 et 1960”, donc avant le
déclenchement de la Révolution technique et scientifique. On a ainsi observé que, sur 3.973
mots ajoutés d’une édition à l’autre de l’ouvrage, 350 appartenaient au lexique général et 3.266
aux sciences humanistes et exactes; quant aux mots supprimés car ils n’étaient plus en
concordance avec les réalités en émergence perpétuelle, 252 faisaient partie du lexique général
et 429 des vocabulaires particulières. “Cette statistique”, continue l’auteur, “suggère un
renouvellement et un enrichissement beaucoup plus rapides dans le domaine technique”, tandis
qu’au niveau du lexique général, “on assiste à une multiplication des emplois différenciés d’un
même mot, donc à l’accentuation de la polysémie”.
Une telle situation s’explique par le fait que la langue, comme héritage des époques
précédentes, impose des restrictions et des normes, des contraintes, ce qui lui confère une fixité
établie par la tradition. Cette “rigidité” a le rôle d’en assurer la continuité, car au fil du temps,
bien qu’il se produise inévitablement une altération des signes linguistiques, leur essence
persiste. C’est également l’opinion d’Emile Benveniste (1974: 94), qui affirme que “ce qui
change dans la langue, ce que les hommes peuvent changer, ce sont les désignations, qui se
multiplient, se remplacent et qui sont toujours conscientes, mais jamais le système fondamental
de la langue”, système nommé par Claude Hagège (1987: 52) le “noyau dur”.
Autrement dit, les signes linguistiques, comme “molécules” de l’organisme unitaire
hautement structuré qu’on appelle “langue”, sont unanimement et tacitement acceptés par les
membres d’une communauté linguistique, en base d’un “contrat social” (dans une expression
rousseauiste), qui, même s’il est fictif, interdit à l’individu de les créer, les modifier ou les
supprimer, celui-ci n’ayant le droit d’y intervenir aucunement.
Deux autres exemples qui font preuve de l’expansion des vocabulaires spécialisés sont
fournis par Rostislav Kocourek (1982: 7), qui nous informe “qu’un bon dictionnaire français de
termes médicaux enregistre 150.000 termes, impossible à comprendre dans un dictionnaire
général, quelque prétentieux qu’il soit”, et par Silviu Berejan (2000: 69), qui précise que dans
des dictionnaires de référence, comme “Webster, Oxford, Grand Larousse, le nombre de
termes spéciaux représente plus de 50% dans la liste de mots”.
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En résumant, l’homo encyclopedicus de la Renaissance, source de culture générale et de
créativité dans différents domaines de prédilection, a été remplacé par l’homo technicus, le
professionnel des sociétés post-industrialisées, dont la réussite dépend de son savoir-faire dans
une sphère d’activité ou même dans un seul compartiment de celle-ci.
La conséquence en a été que, dans un univers de l’ultra-spécialisation, on a substitué au
concept de culture générale celui de culture technique et scientifique, issu vers la fin des
années ’70. C’était un moment de “grâce”, qui a déclenché une nouvelle relation entre
l’homme et le monde environnant dont les phénomènes nécessitaient une exploration profonde
et qui devait être peuplé d’objets nouveaux, destinés à faciliter la vie de l’individu. C’est ainsi
que le “bouquet” de dénominations techniques des débuts a connu un développement fulminant
qui continue aujourd’hui encore, imperturbable, son “déplacement vers le rouge”.
Le fait que les domaines spécialisés augmentent en permanence leur réseau
terminologique peut devenir frustrant pour l’être humain, qui est obligé d’assimiler
continuellement d’autres concepts appartenant à différentes zones de la connaissance, plus ou
moins accessibles, pour se conformer aux tendances de la modernité.
Pourtant, dans un monde de l’aliénation et de la dissipation, ce phénomène peut avoir,
paradoxalement, un effet de regroupement et de perpétuation, si l’on en croit Dante Alighieri
(cité par Rastier, 1995), qui, dans son essai De Vulgari Eloquentia (écrit en 1302-1305), disait
que seules les langues spécialisées ont permis à l’humanité de survivre à la confusion de Babel:
“Il ne resta une même langue (loquela) qu’à ceux qui s’étaient groupés pour une seule et même
tâche: ainsi par exemple, il resta une langue pour tous les architectes, une autre pour tous les
leveurs de pierre, une autre encore pour tous ceux qui les taillaient et ainsi de suite pour chacun
des ouvriers”.
Et les langues de spécialité se sont vraiment perpétuées, mais elles ont généré des
“controverses” (amicales, évidemment), liées tant aux conceptions différentes des spécialistes
qu’aux termes ou syntagmes à adopter pour les dénommer le plus adéquatement possible.
Faute d’un consensus, on va tout simplement présenter cette diversité de visions qui, bien que
nuancées, renvoient essentiellement au même concept, c’est pourquoi on assiste souvent à des
substitutions terminologiques plus ou moins inspirées.
Langages de spécialité: dilemmes terminologiques
Le langage, au-delà de représenter une aptitude innée à communiquer propre à l’être
humain, se rapporte aussi à la manière dans laquelle une langue est parlée par un groupe
d’individus impliqués dans une sphère ou une branche d’activité, ce qui renvoie au syntagme
générique langage de spécialité (ou spécialisé), qui pratiquement inclut les terminologies
utilisées dans différents milieux professionnels. Nous disons “générique”, car celui-ci n’est pas
agréé par tous les linguistes, c’est pourquoi il y a d’autres variantes qui circulent en parallèle.
Par exemple, Pierre Lerat (1995: 20) considère qu’un langage de spécialité, “comme
vecteur des connaissances” dans un domaine quelconque, devrait être nommé langue
spécialisée, le syntagme lui semblant plus approprié, parce qu’il “renvoie au système
linguistique pour l’expression et aux professions pour le savoir”. Son argument est celui que
toute “langue” spécialisée utilise la langue naturelle “pour rendre compte techniquement de
connaissances spécialisées” (: 21). Mais le chercheur conteste aussi la deuxième partie du
syntagme, en affirmant que “la dénomination de langue de spécialité souffre d’induire une
fragmentation et une marginalisation qui sont contre-intuitives” (: 19).
Pourtant, la linguiste Angela Bidu-Vrânceanu (2002) vient avec un contre-argument, en
affirmant que le recours massif des langages spécialisés (ou de spécialité) aux langues
naturelles n’exclut pas l’emploi de certains moyens formels, symboliques etc., qui ne font pas
strictement appel à la langue naturelle.
Au long du temps, les langages de spécialité ont reçu des “étiquettes” diverses, telles
celles de lexique spécialisé et de vocabulaire spécialisé, les deux étant souvent pris pour
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synonymes, bien que bon nombre de linguistes pensent qu’il s’agisse de notions distinctes.
Ainsi, Picoche (1977: 44) définit le lexique comme “l’ensemble des mots qu’une langue met à
la disposition des locuteurs” et le vocabulaire comme “l’ensemble des mots utilisés par un
locuteur donné dans des circonstances données”, en précisant que le premier appartient à la
langue (étant centré sur le mot), et le second au discours (étant centré sur le terme).
On rencontre aussi la dénomination de sous-langage, terme introduit par Zellig Harris
(1968, cité par Habert, 2001), dans une démarche qui tient à la sémantique distributionnelle et
qui inclut tant les langages scientifiques et techniques que les métalangages (comme ceux de la
grammaire ou de la linguistique). Conformément à cet auteur, les sous-langages ne sont pas
nécessairement des sous-ensembles de la langue générale, bien que certains de ses traits s’y
retrouvent et d’autres leur sont propres, car ils “se caractérisent par un lexique limité et par
l’existence de schémas de phrases en nombre fini”, résultés d’ajustements lents, généralement
non-contrôlés par la communauté spécialisée.
Le terme de jargon est parfois utilisé lui-aussi dans son acception moderne, avec
référence au langage de type sociolecte que les non-initiés comprennent difficilement ou pas
du tout, car il est basé sur un code linguistique dont le décryptage revient seulement aux
connaisseurs. Le jargon resserre donc un groupe spécialisé ou réuni autour d’une activité
commune, en instaurant entre ses membres une “complicité” due à un certain langage en base
duquel ils créent leur propre identité et culture. Mais, dans le cas du jargon, les connotations
peuvent avoir une teinte péjorative, c’est pourquoi le contexte de son utilisation doit être
attentivement sélectionné. Probablement que ce terme possède une nuance stylistique en vertu
du fait que, entre le 13e et le 18e siècle (quand on lui a attribué un contenu spécialisé), il a aussi
signifié “argot” (pour certains locuteurs, la confusion persiste encore), c’est-à-dire un langage
conventionnel, crypté, “employé surtout par les vagabonds, les malfaiteurs etc., pour ne pas
être compris par le reste de la société” (DEX, 1998: 57), ce qui suppose de l’expressivité ou de
la figurativité.
Une création des dernières décennies est le terme de technolecte, qui représente un
moyen d’expression des réalités spécialisées, mais avec une objectivité froide, privée de toute
connotation, parce qu’on recourt à une terminologie officielle rigoureuse.
Toujours de date récente sont les syntagmes terminologiques communication de
spécialité et discours de spécialité, que Sophie Moirand (1993, citée par Binon et Verlinde: 40)
considère plus compréhensifs et adéquats, puisqu’ils intègrent la dimension pragmatique.
A partir de 1977, aux Etats-Unis on emploie largement le syntagme English for Specific
Purposes, dont le correspondant britannique est English for Special Purposes (en français,
Langue sur Objectifs Spécifiques - FOS). Mais depuis quelques années, un autre concept est
“en vogue”, à savoir English for Academic Purposes, qui vise l’apprentissage, l’enseignement
et la recherche des langages de spécialité en milieu universitaire.
Dans une approche assez actuelle, toujours relative à l’anglais de spécialité, Michel Petit
(2002: 2) réunit les conceptions antérieures et conclut que ce type de langage traite tant “de la
langue, du discours et de la culture des communautés professionnelles et des groupes sociaux
spécialisés” que “de l’enseignement de cet objet” aux spécialistes des autres disciplines. Mais,
selon Holtzer (2004: 22), une telle perspective exlut les publics non-initiés et les spécialistes
“qui étudient la langue pour elle-même, pour la traduction, l’interprétation, le journalisme
technico-scientifique etc.”, c’est pourquoi on préfère souvent l’utilisation du syntagme langage
ou langue de spécialité, en essayant ainsi de compenser le déficit d’une approche trop
restrictive.
Il est vrai que toutes les propositions de dénomination présentées ici (et non seulement
celles-ci) circulent simultanément, mais elles ne se départagent pas radicalement, car elles
partent d’une base commune d’où se développent différentes conceptions orientées vers
l’aspect sémiotique envisagé par les experts.
Nous arrêtons l’énumération, en considérant que ce passage en revue est suffisamment
éloquent, pas nécessairement pour mettre en relief les hésitations ou les fluctuations
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terminologiques, mais pour montrer que le spectre d’où l’on peut sélectionner la notion
convenable est très permissif.
Stade des connaissances
Les langages spécialisés jouissent d’une importance majeure dans le monde
contemporain, ceux-ci constituant l’objet d’étude des chercheurs linguistes, qui essaient de
“déchiffrer” leur diverses facettes, telles la phonétique, la morphosyntaxe, la sémantique,
l’étymologie etc., dimensions approchées en synchronie ou en diachronie.
Chez nous, comme dans tout pays qui se préoccupe de son identité, inclusivement
linguistique, il y a un intérêt particulier pour les langages des disciplines scientifiques. Par
exemple, les études du professeur Angela Bidu-Vrânceanu représentent des repères essentiels
dans le domaine, l’auteur dirigeant son attention, dans son ouvrage Lexique commun, lexique
spécialisé (2002), non seulement sur les aspects théoriques de ce type langage, mais aussi sur
l’analyse des différentes terminologies scientifiques, à savoir celles des mathématiques, de la
philosophie, de la médecine, de la minéralogie et des arts plastiques. Il faut remarquer que les
références au langage du sport en sont à peu près absentes. Une seule fois, au chapitre
traitant du lexique des mathématiques, où l’on parle des emprunts lexicaux, on donne
l’exemple du terme migrateur “disque”, avec la spécification qu’il appartient au langage
sportif, qui “n’est pas une autre science, mais un autre langage spécialisé”. Alors, si l’on
prétend que le sport soit une science, il faut l’imposer à l’attention des chercheurs dans d’autres
domaines connexes, pour qu’il soit reconnu et analysé sous tous les aspects, ci-inclus
linguistiques. Certes que cela demande une ouverture, une approche multidisciplinaire des
problèmes qui sont habituellement mis en discussion au sein d’une communauté strictement
spécialisée, renfermée sur elle-même. Un autre professeur à l’Université de Bucarest, Paul
Miclău, a coordonné et participé lui-aussi à l’élaboration d’un cours intitulé Les langues de
spécialité (2002), ou la terminologie sportive ne fait non plus l’objet de l’intérêt linguistique.
C’est toujours aux spécialistes du domaine sportif de lancer une provocation, en faisant
connaître la richesse d’un langage qui vaut la peine d’être étudié plus attentivement.
Cela va de soi que les recherches à ce sujet sont plus nombreuses, ce qui signifie qu’à
l’avenir on aura sans doute plus de professionnels dans le domaine des langages de spécialité,
qu’il faut encore investiguer plus profondément dans toutes leurs dimensions sémiotiques
(syntaxe, sémantique et pragmatique), mais aussi dans une perspective plus large, qui
comprenne aussi les vocabulaires des disciplines peu explorés jusqu’à présent.
Conclusions
Les lexiques spécialisés, vu leur expansion et importance dans la modernité, constituent
une composante essentielle de la langue, les termes spécifiques aux diverses disciplines
pouvant continuer à refléter, dans une perspective diachronique, la rapidité avec laquelle se
produisent les changements linguistiques sur certaines “territoires”, mais également les
directions privilégiées du progrès des connaissances humaines, illustrées par les vocabulaires
plus ou moins enrichies de la multitude de domaines scientifiques.
Notre opinion, issue d’un processus de sélection basé sur des conceptions d’inspiration
saussurienne, est que la dénomination de langage de spécialité ou spécialisé est la plus
adéquate, si l’on prend en considération sa deuxième acception (= manière dans laquelle une
langue est parlée par un groupe d’individus impliqués dans une sphère ou une branche
d’activité). D’ailleurs, c’est la terminologie à peu près unanimement adoptée par les
spécialistes roumains, la recherche de la bibliographie sur ce thème étant édifiante dans ce
sens: ainsi, le syntagme susmentionné, avec les deux synonymes du déterminant adjectival et
avec toutes les désinences possibles, apparaît 215.000 fois environ sur le moteur de recherche
Google, comparativement à la dénomination de langue de spécialité (ou spécialisé), qui
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apparaît 43.000 fois environ, la différence entre ces deux expressions étant relevée par la
statistique-même des occurrences. De plus, le syntagme adopté et soutenu par nous est aussi la
“titulature” traditionnelle d’une discipline étudiée dans certaines institutions d’enseignement
supérieur de Roumanie, sans exclure pourtant l’existence des autres possibles dénominations
plus modernistes données à cette “matière”.
En même temps, nous pensons qu’au moment où l’on fait référence au système de
communication utilisé dans les circonstances de la vie quotidienne, le syntagme le plus
approprié est celui de langue commune (générale ou usuelle), qui, toujours conformément à
l’approche saussurienne, se constitue, à côté de la parole, dans une dimension du langage.
Mais pour pleinement refléter la réalité du discours quotidien et ne pas séparer
irrémédiablement les deux notions, il faut encore préciser que le langage peut être également
considéré dans une perspective plus ample, sans liaison avec les unités lexicales propres aux
activités spécialisées: ainsi, on parle du langage courant, du langage des jeunes, d’un langage
élevé, vulgaire, violent etc., d’où il résulte que, dans certaines situations, il inclut aussi l’aspect
individuel de l’utilisation de la langue. Et on parle également, nous dit André Martinet (2003),
du langage des fleurs, des animaux, des couleurs, emplois qui se constituent dans un code et
qui ont, presque toujours, un caractère métaphorique.
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DIAGNOSIS AND KINETIC REHABILITATION OF MENISCAL
TEARS
Cordun Mariana, Prof. PhD,
Tecuceanu Carmen-Oana,
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Rezumat. Leziunile de menisc reprezintă o patologie frecventă atât la sportivi
cât şi la nesportivi, de aceea, numeroşi cercetători au căutat să depisteze noi metode
şi mijloace de prevenire şi tratament.
Mecanismele de producere sunt complexe; asfel, flexia urmată de o extensie
puternică şi rotaţie la nivelul genunchiului cu piciorul blocat la sol reprezintă cauza
principală a rupturilor de menisc la fotbalişti. Asocierea flexiei cu rotaţie externă şi
valg forţat va determina strivirea meniscului la urmatoarea extensie. Leziunea
meniscului poate trece neobservată în traumatismele complexe ale genunchiului
soldate cu fracturi ale platoului tibial ori cu ruptura ligamentelor încrucişate sau
laterale. Diagnosticul se bazează pe anamneză şi o serie de semne patognomonice,
dar metodele imagistice—RMN şi artroscopia—sunt cele mai precise pentru
determinarea sediului rupturii şi monitorizarea evoluţiei post intervenţie ortopedicochirurgicală.
Tratamentul kinetic recurge la o serie de mijloace specifice, clasice, pe care
îmi propun să le aplic după o metodologie originală pentru a verifica eficienţa
acesteia.
Cuvinte cheie: ruptură menisc, diagnostic, mijloace kinetice
Abstract. Meniscal tears are a pathology as frequent to sportsmen as to people
who do not practice sports, that’s why, many researchers tried to find new methods
and means for preventing and treating them.
The mechanisms that cause meniscal tears are complex, thus, flexion followed
by a strong extension and rotation while the foot is staying fixed on the floor is the
principal cause of meniscal tear at football players. The association of a flexion with
external rotation and forced valgus will determine meniscal crushing at the next
extension. Meniscal tear may pass unobserved in the complex traumatisms of the
knee resulting in tibial plateau fracture or in ACL or LL tear. The diagnosis is based
on anamnesis and a series of pathognomonic signs, but the imagistic methods -MRI
and arthroscopy- are the most accurate in the determination of the position of the
tear and the monitorisation of the evolution after orthopedic surgical interventions.
Kinetic treatment uses a lot of specific classical means that I intend to apply
according to an original method and check its efficiency.
Key-words : meniscal tear, diagnosis, kinetic tools
Generalities
From all the segments of the locomotor system the knee is the most exposed to diseases
and injuries, meniscal tears representing an important area of the knee pathology.
Meniscal tears are frequent to adults, more frequently in the case of men, and are strongly
connected to some sports (tennis, football, rugby) and jobs (mine worker, parquet layer, etc.)
which favor them.
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Being mobile fibrocartilaginous parts, in certain movements the meniscus can be catched,
between the tibial plateau and the femoral condyle and get injured. The internal meniscus is
more exposed to traumatisms (80% of meniscal tears) because of its conections to the nearby
structures, especially lateral collateral ligament (LCL) as well as because of the bigger
pressions of the internal femoral condyle, throughwhich the projection of the body weight
centre is passing .
Causes
There are three mechanisms of tearing the meniscus:
 flexion followed by a strong extension and rotation while the foot is staying fixed on
the floor. At sportsmen, blocking the foot by the studs from their sport shoes is the frequent
cause (about 50% at football players).
 the association of a flexion with external rotation and forced valgus, which open the
articular line and fix the meniscus, that will be crushed at the next extension.
 in the complex traumatism of the knee resulting in tibial plateau fracture or in ACL or
LL tear. The meniscal tear may pass unobserved in the presence of fracture signs.
The injury of the meniscus may come after a preexisting congenital or acquired
meniscopathy, but there are other predisposing states such as ligament dislocation, repeated
professional microtraumatisms, obesity, genu valgum or varum, violent sports.
Symptomatology
The symptomatology of meniscal tears is sometimes revealing for diagnosis, sometimes
we must look for supplementary signs, and sometimes it may pass unobserved. The anamnesis
is very important for diagnosis and the circumstances of the accident (position of the lower
limb, the force of the traumatism, etc.).
The pain is violent, sudden and immediately accompanied —for a variable period of
time—by functional impotence (you can continue the activity but feeling pain). Sometimes
articular stiffness may appear.
Hidarthrosis is a rule; its absence orients us towards extra-articular injuries. The
association of capsule, synovial membrane and ligaments is the one who determined
hidarthrosis and not the tearing of the meniscus. Hemarthrosis is also frequent.
Diagnosis
The lesion of the meniscus may be longitudinal, complete or not (in the case of the
internal meniscus), it may involve transversal tear (rarely, in the case of the external meniscus),
oblique or combined tear with horn or peripheric disinsertion (Fig.1).

Fig.1 – Types of meniscal tears
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The symptoms described by the patient stay at the basis of the diagnosis, but many
pathognomonic signs were described for the meniscal tear, which give us informations about
the location of the tear. We can mention: Oudard sign (meniscal scream), MacMurray sign,
Appley, Steimann, Bragarg, Cabot triad, Turner sign, etc.
The certain diagnosis is based on MRI and arthroscopy, a surgical intervention for
investigation and treatment.
Treatment
The specific treatment will be chosen by the general practitioner depending of: age, health
state and medical history of the patient; the extension of the tear; the tolerance of the patient to
certain the drugs, procedures and therapies; the patient’s opinion and preferences; the
prognosis of the lesion.
5.1. Orthopedic surgery
The main treatment for meniscal injuries is surgery – total or partial meniscectomy, with
arthroscope, a new method which is less invasive, or meniscal transplant, when the meniscus is
thinner or cicatrized from an old lesion or a previous treatment.
The evolution of a meniscal tear left surgically untreated may cause a painful unstable
knee, repeated hidarthrosis and articular cartilage damage with gonarthrosis.
Kinetic means
Full rehabilitation is based not only on surgery but also on kinetotherapy, adapted on the
surgical method chosen for the elimination of the torn meniscus.
The kinetotherapist will make the evaluation: the mobility of the knee articulation (flexion
and extension), the muscular force (quadriceps, hamstrings, the triceps surae, the gluteus
muscle), the perimeter of the thigh, of the shank and of the knee articulation, the pain, the
manner of walking of the patient.
Rehabilitation treatment will be administered attentively and will have as principal
purpose regaining rapidly the active lock of knee by strengthing the quadriceps, without
mentaining or favoring local inflammation reactions.
We can use ice therapy (local applications of ice for 20 minutes) and nonsteroidal drugs
(ibuprofen). A tonifying massage of the thigh and calf may preceed the rehabilitation exercises.
Kinetic treatment after meniscectomy has four phases.
Phase 1 - first 3 days after surgery
Objectives – inflammation control, increasing the quadriceps strength, regaining the
physiological range of motion of the knee (flexion 160°, extension 0°).
Postures :
1. Supine with a roll under the 1/3 lower shank, sand bag above the knee for 5 min;
2. prone with a roll under the 1/3 lower thigh, sand bag above the ankle for 5 min.
(Image.2);

Image 2 – posture for increasing knee mobility
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Exercises:
1. Supine - flexion and extension of the ankle;
2. Supine – rotation of the ankle (both sides);
3. Supine – isometric contraction of the quadriceps with dorsal flexion of the ankle;
4. Supine – the healthy lower limb with bent knee, the foot leaning on the mattress–
flexion of the operated knee with the heel on the mattress, the return to the starting
position.
Phase two – from the 4th to the 7th day after surgery
The exercises willl be preceded by a tonifiant massage of the shank and thigh muscles
(15 min.), mobilizing the patella.
Objectives – increasing the strength of the operated lower limb muscles; regaining the
physiological range of motion of the knee.
Exercise:
1. Supine - the healthy lower limb with bent knee, the foot leaning on the mattress –
flexion of the operated knee, the physiotherapist may put up resistence in the 1/3 lower
hank, the return to the starting position with resistance on the sole;
2. Supine - the healthy lower limb with bent knee, the foot leaning on the mattress – hip
flexion at 90° with straight knee, the physiotherapist may put up resistence in the 1/3
lower thigh, the return to the starting position, resistance on the posterior surface of the
shunk;
3. Supine - the healthy lower limb with bent knee, the foot leaning on the mattress – 45°
flexion of the hip maintaining this position for 6 sec., the return to the starting position;
4. Supine –bycicle forward/backward;
5. Supine - the healthy lower limb with bent knee, the foot leaning on the mattress –
abduction of the operated lower limb, the physiotherapist may put up resistence on the 1/3
distal external surface of the thigh, the return to the starting position, resistance on the 1/3
distal internal surface of the thigh;
6. Supine - the healthy lower limb with bent knee, the foot leaning on the mattress and a
little plastic ball under the 1/3 distal thigh – flexion of the ankle and extension of the hip,
pressing the ball for 6 sec., pause of 6 sec.;
7. Supine with both knee bent, feet leaning on the mattress – raise the pelvic of the
mattress and maintain this position for 6 sec.;
8. Prone – flexion of the knee, the physiotherapist may put up resistence on the 1/3
posterior surface of the shank using an elastic band (Image 3);
9.

Image.3 – Strenghtening the hamstrings
10.Side-lying on the unoperated lower limb, the knee on the mattress is bent – abduction
of the lower limb the physiotherapist may put up resistence on the 1/3 external surface of
the thigh, the return to the starting position;
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11.Sitting on a chair – extension of the knee and maintaining this position for 6 sec., the
physiotherapist may put up resistence on the 1/3 anterior surface of the shunk, the return to
the starting position;
12.ergometric bycicle (50-60 W, increasing the length of time of cycling increasing
progressively from 5 to 20 min.).
Phase three - from the 8th to the 30th day
Objectives: Strengthening the thigh and shunk musculature of the operated lower limb;
increasing the resistance of the operated lower limb musculature; developing the
proprioception sensitivity.
Do again the second phase exercises, but practice active resistive exercises using sand
bags on the 1/3 distal shunk; continue the ergometric bycicle exercices but increasing the
resistance to 100W
Exercises:
1. Supine with flexed knees, the operated foot with its heel on the ball, the healthy foot
supporting itself on the ball-flexion of the operation knee and the extension of the healthy one.
(the position of the feet must be inverted) (Image
4 ab);

Image 4 a,b – Strengthen lower limbs musculature
2. Prone with the toes on the mattress contraction of the quadriceps raising the knees from
the mattress 6s– pause 6s.
3Quadrupedia – the pelvis goes to the heels;
4. Standing in front of a rib stall with the feet slightly apart – raise on the toes,
returning to the previous position, raise the toes off the floor (you may raise just on the
toes of the operated foot);
5. Standing in front of a rib stall with the feet slightly apart – bend both knees and return
to the starting position;
6. Quadriceps machine –the extension of the knee and the flexion of the ankle
maintaining this position for 6s, returning to the previous position; increasing
progressively the weight from 1 to 5 kg;
Phase four
It starts when no inflamatory sign is present (pain or oedema) and the full range of motion
and musculature strength were achieved.
Objectives: progressive reintegration in the professional or sportive activity; development
of the proprioceptive sensitivity.
Exercises: Besides the exercises from phase three we can add.
1. Hanging on a rib stall only with the foot of the operated lower limb on the slat –
flexion of the knee without touching the floor and extension;
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1.

Standing on a balance plaque, facing the rib stall, standing on the operated foot – try
to maintain your balance (Image 5);

Image 5 – Development of proprioceptive sensitivity
3. Getting up and down each slat or every two slats; jump with both legs together from
slat to slat (each type)
4. Running types—ankle games; slow jog; backward running; lateral running 2X50m
each type
5. Exercise on the trampoline.
We avoid step jumping, running – these are only for sportsmen. During the training the
patients must wear a knee orthese specific to each lesion .
Conclusions
Meniscal tear is a pathology as frequent to sportsmen as to people who do not practice sports
and require a rapid treatment.
The diagnosis is based on clinical examination (symptoms, pathognomonic signs) and
complementary exams (MRI).
Untreated meniscal tear may cause repeated hidarthrosis, painful unstable knee and
gonarthrosis.
Full rehabilitation of operated patients is based not only on surgery but also on a post surgery
kinetotherapeutic protocol adapted to the therapeutic method and to the evolution of the patient
Varied kinetic means specific to every rehabilitation phases will ensure an apropiate
reintegration of the patient in the professional and sportive activity.
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Rezumat. Procesul de evaluare în geriatrie reprezintă primul pas în
reabilitarea persoanelor vârstnice şi necesită o abordare interdisciplinară.
Tehnologia evaluării geriatrice este atacată deoarece este văzută ca fiind excesivă în
privinţa volumului de muncă şi neprofitabilă. Dacă ar creşte numărul studii în
această direcţie, iar rezultatele ar fi mai convingătoare, ar fi mai simplă militarea
pentru aplicarea la scară largă a evaluării geriatrice interdisciplinare. În cazul
persoanelor vârstnice în urma evaluării se stabileşte ca obiectiv pe termen lung
obţinerea unei independenţe funcţionale şi a integrării sociale.
Cuvinte cheie: evaluare, geriatrie, reabilitare în geriatrie
Abstrat. The evaluation process in geriatrics represents a first step in
reabilitating seniors and it requires a interdisciplinary approach. It would be easier
to support a more ample evaluation of the geriatrics interdiscipline if there would be
more studies done in this field and the results would be more convincing. When it
comes to seniors, the post evaluation goal that is set is obtaining a functional
independence an social integration.
Keywords: evaluation, geriatrics, reabilitation in geriatrics

Introduction
Physical therapy has a very important role in the complex reabilitation process. This is
why, the purpose of the evaluation is to identify and separate the secondary ageing effects from
the changes brought upon by primary ageing.
Physical therapy in combination with other targeted therapies are designed to improve
geriatric health of the elderly, even if they fail to heal completely, these therapies fail to help
patients t olive as closet o normal and thus improve quality of life person.
The evaluation process in geriatrics represents a first step in reabilitating seniors and it
requires a interdisciplinary approach. The best-known members of the team in charge of the
geriatrics evaluation are a geriatrics doctor, a geriatrics nurse and a social worker. The
auxiliary team members are generally the occupational therapist, the physical therapist, the
nutritionist, the speech therapist and recreational activities therapist. The team can also include
an architect, as specific recommendations regarding changes in the patient’s environment are
very frequent. (American Physical Therapy Association APTA, 2003).
The technology used in geriatrics evaluation is always looked down because people
consider it excessive, as it requires a lot of work and does not bring too much profit. It would
be easier to plea a more ample evaluation of the geriatrics interdiscipline if there would be
more studies done in this field and the results would be more convincing. The main known
challenge appears to be the selective aplication of the interdisciplinary approach, observing the
subjects and situations which can help prove that geriatrics rating is very efficient when it
comes to costs (Kauffman TL et la 2007).
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Other reasearch areas in this domain include investigating the proper place where the
geriatrics evaluation should be done. Some very interesting studies suggest that the best place
could actually be at the pacient’s residence (Nikolaus & Bach 2003).
Development of critical paths is a repetitive process and is present in any system, with the
purpose of instituting healthcare and reducing costs. As health systems turn global in order to
include the entire therapeutic process, these means become more and more spread and in the
future will cease to be specific to a certain organ or disease, but become specific to a
syndrome. In order for these means to be efficient, the principles of the geriatric evaluation
must be carefully followed. That way the final results will be positive. (Smyth 2001, Endo et
al. 2004).
Means and methods
In order to establish a proper physical therapy strategy for a geriatrics patient history is
required and a physical examination is performed, as well as different other tests and
measurements (American Physical Theraphy Association APTA, 2003):
pain;
anthropometrical features;
movement amplitude (including the length of the muscles) and the articulary integrity;
muscular performance (including force, strenght and resistance);
position, locomotion and balance;
ventilation and respiration / gas exchange;
endurance and aerobic effort capacity;
central and peripheral nerve integrity;
sensory integrity;
reflex’s integrity - cognition, attention and sensitivity;
Motor function (motor control and motor learning);
Neuromotor development and sensory integration;
blood circulation;
skin integrity;
barriers to housing mediumen;
ergonomics and body mechanics;
Adaptive and assistive devices;
Prosthetic requirements, orthotic and supportive devices;
Self-care and home activities management (including daily activities and instrumental
activities);
integration and reintegration at work, in the community and leisure activities (including
daily instrumental activities).
The examination has to include a systemic evaluation used for sorting, in order to esxclude
anu other possible pathological conditions that would require other professionals from
healthcare.
The physical therapist analyzes the data, coordinates it and finally gives out clinical
findings of fact based of the specific data to eastablish a physical therapy diagnosis. The
therapist is qualified to interpret the data, gathered in cathegories, syndromes or groups with
the purpose of directing the most appropiate intervention strategies. This alone can be quite a
challenge, as elderly can have very complex problems (Harris S 2001)..
Working with these people need a lot of caution, as the ageing process has multiple effects
over the body and there are cases when there are certain pathologies that can be exaggerated or
can hide other existing problems.
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The physical therapist has to gather and study these informations. There are many factors
that have to be considered before going ahead with the goal setting stage and means selection.
The doctor has to be consultated regarding treatment. Knowing that the most important
predisposing risk factor and is a previous fall, it is the therapist’s duty to determine what
caused that fall.
The Evaluation of Motility Oriented Towards Performance, also named the Tinetti
Evaluation, was chosen by the therapist because of the pacient’s ability to use an assistive
device. In addition, he considered the Berg Balance Scale would be too difficult for the pacient
to perform.
The Tinetti Score (check table 1) indicates that the pacient’s risk of falling remains low
(Kauffman TL et al 2007).
Testing orthostatism

The maximum score is 12

Equillibrium tests

The maximum score is 16

Totals

The maximum score is 28

Score

19 or less = high risk of falling

Score

20-24 = moderate risk of falling

Score

25 or more = low risk of falling
Tabel 1. Tinetti Evaluation

Discussions
When it comes to establishing the objectives and means the priority is to improve the
performance of the therapeutic intervention offered by the geriatrics physical therapist. (table
2).
The pacient, sometimes the family and other participants too, take part in the process of
setting up the objectives, for a better determination of the right therapeutic methods. The
physical therapist must posses certain abilities which allows him to offer the best strategies and
techniques for an efficient treatment (American Physical Theraphy Association APTA, 2003).
Generally speaking, in elders’s case, after the evaluation the long-term target objective
that is set is to obtain functional independence and social integration. In order to achieve this,
short-term objective are set too, which can include the solutions for the following aspects
(Kauffman TL et al 2007):
1. Independent and supervised orthostatism, climbing stairs when considered safe;
2. Increasing the muscular strength up to 4/5;
3. Increasing the Tinetti test values up to 24/28 in order to decrease the risk of falling;
4. Obtaining independence in performing daily activities in order to reduce outside care
and costs;
5. Increasing the resistance and speed during walking on a 30 meters distance for a minute,
with a intensity effort that does not exceed level 5 on a scale from 0 to 10 or 13 level on the
Borg Scale of Perceiving Effort Intensity of 0/20.
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Evaluation
Low muscular strenght
in lower limbs
Low balance

History of falls

Decreased orthostatism
quality
Low resistance

Other needs

Interventions
Progressive resistance excercises.
80% from 1RM, 8-12 painfree repeats
Balance excercises performed on the kitchen counter
or a stable chair, progessing by reducing the support from
the superior limbs.
Minimizing the external causes: loose caprtes, cables,
domesti pets.
Minimizing the internal causes: the improvement of
the sitting-standing tranfer and aducating the pacient.
Training orthostatism with assitive devices including
climbing the stairs. The purchase of a plain or tripod might
be necessary.
Increasing the outpacient distance, monitoring the vital
signes, program of exercises performed at home.
Monitoring through heart rate and perceived intensity
target
Litfting the toilet seat, installing some bars in the
bathroom, possibly set up some ramps next to the stairs.

Tabel 2. The basis of the evaluation and therapeutic interventions
The physical therapist has the responsability to continuously monitor the pacient’s
evolution, making sure the short-term goals are achieved, as well as the long-term ones.
Furthermore, he will adapt the means if there proof that the objectives are not fulfilled with the
initial tools. In addition, the therapist has the task to develop a protocol to educate patients
about the importance of exercise to practice prevention and healthy living (osteoporosis,
changes in posture).
In addition to all the interventions mentioned above, the physical therapist has the
capability to identify and request supplementary services, such as occupational therapy to put
together daily activities or even social services (HarrisS, 2001).
Senior pacients especially benefit from a teamwork technique, as their problems are
generally close related and are easier to solve if look at from different points of view. This is
why is it essential for the members of the team to communicate in order to achieve a positive
result.
Conclusions
The seniors’ population is a unique group, due to the aging and pathological processes that
take place.
Physical therapists, just like healthcare professionals are also educators, health promoters and
they will continue to play an increasingly important role in health service providing.
Some of the problems an elderly can be faced with (nutritional, psychosocial and financial)
have to be taken into consideration in order to improve the results of the recovery process.
In geriatrics assistance, ensuring means of communication as well as teamwork can provide a
pacient with higher quality care, as well as it can please and reassure the family.
Recovery in geriatrics represents a constant challenge for physical therapist’s talent and
creativity and will continue to grow proportionally with the growth of the population and life
span.
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MEANS FOR KINETOTHERAPY INTERVENTION
USING ELEMENTS OF ORIGAMI
Aurora Cojocaru,
Teacher kinetotherapist,
Special School no. 8, Bucharest,
Section Kinetotherapy and Special Motricity
Rezumat. În cadrul şedinţelor de kinetoterapie, mai ales atunci când se
lucrează cu copii, se pot folosi diverse obiecte, uneori împrumutate din alte
domenii, care pot avea efecte benefice în recuperare, dacă ele sunt atractive, iar
manevrarea lor presupune acţiune. Caracterul lor dinamic poate contribui la
îmbunătăţirea funcţionalităţii organismului, iar caracterul atractiv al unor astfel de
obiecte ar putea face activitatea mult mai plăcută, determinând o participare activă
a subiectului, facilitând parcurgerea traseului terapeutic. Obiectele alese pe
această temă sunt împrumutate din arta origami, dar numai pe manevrarea unor
modele în acţiune.
În această lucrare au fost prezentate câteva modele origami în acţiune
pentru mobilizarea membrelor superioare şi pentru educarea/reeducarea
respiraţiei, dar kinetoterapeutul, cu pregătirea şi imaginaţia de care dispune, poate
găsi şi alte modele utile în profilaxia, terapia şi recuperarea funcţionalităţii
organismului uman.
Cuvinte cheie: kinetoterapie, origami, medele în acţiune
Abstract During the sessions of physical therapy, especially when working
with children various objects can be used, sometimes borrowed from other areas,
that may have beneficial effects in recovery if they are attractive and their handling
requires action. Their dynamic character may help improve body functionality and
attractiveness of such objects could make the job more enjoyable, leading to active
participation of the subject, making the browse of treatment path easier. The items
selected for this subject are borrowed from origami art, but only for the handling of
models in action.
In this paper, some origami models have been presented in action to
mobilize the upper arms and for education / rehabilitation of breath, but physical
therapist with training and imagination at its disposal, may find other models useful
in prophylaxis, therapy and functional recovery of the body.
Keywords: kinetotherapy, origami, models in action
Approached topic
This paper is intended to be an invitation to use various objects in kinetotherapy
sessions, especially when working with children, sometimes borrowed from other fields, if
they can have beneficial effects in recovery, if they are attractive and their handling requires
action. Their dynamic character may help improve body functionality and the attractive
character of such objects could make the activity much more pleasant, determining an active
participation of the subject, facilitating the accomplish of therapeutic activity.
The objects selected on this theme are borrowed from origami art, but only the handling
of models in action.
A reason for using, in the kinetotherapy sessions, of such objects made by origami is
due to their qualities, among them are:
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- they are economic (are made of cheap material – paper) and green (ecological
objects);
- these objects can be made in various colors, sometimes depending on the preferences
of the person;
- they can be adapted to the physical features and age of subjects (larger objects for
adults or smaller objects for children);
- they are dynamic objects, easy to handle, attractive.
Stage of knowledge
According to Barbara M. Linde, we are not sure where and when it was invented
origami (folded paper), but we know that paper was invented in China about 2000 years ago,
the art of paper folding starting probably in the same time. Anyway, many historians believe
that the art of paper folding started in Japan [B. Linde, 2004, p. 6].
According to John Montroll, the term origami was introduced in the 1880s, he is of
Japanese origin and he is composed of: oru (to fold) + kami (paper) [J. Montroll, 1990, p. 8].
The art of paper folding has too a spiritual side, the word kami also means, to Japanese,
spirit or God. [B. Linde, 2004, p. 6].
According to P.D. Tuyen, today, there are three development lines in the art of paper
folding:
- the first, classical, strictly adheres to tradition, the starting form is a square and is not
permitted cutting or gluing, variations are allowed only in the type or color of paper;
- the second, so-called reformed, allows also as starting forms the rectangle and the
triangle;
- the third tolerates cutting and gluing; allows also the assembling of figures to get new
forms [Tuyen, P.D., 2005, p.7]. An example of figures that will be assembled are origami
modules or units that are folded identically.
Among the objects, like origami models in action (Fig. 1), which could be used in
kinetotherapy sessions and which were made in this case without leaving the folding line (that
means without using gluing), are:
• Spinning top, with the models: Flower Spinning Top’s Matsuyo Kimura and
Makotokoma (Spinning top)’s Makoto Yamaguchi.
• Origami Fireworks, standard made of 12 modules (from square sheets of paper), has
designer Yamauchi Yoichi; by handling, this object, trough movements such as screwed –
unscrewed, appears as fireworks (hence its name comes).
• Origami Jacob’s Ladder is an object of 6 blocks (modules) of paper connected by
strips of paper, whose designer in origami version is the same Yamauchi Yoichi. There are two
variants: the square model (with the square blocks made from square sheets of paper), the
diagram is made by Mari Michaelis; the rectangular model (with rectangular blocks made from
rectangular sheets of paper), the diagram was made by Colin Rowe.
• Origami Flexiball, by Jorge Pardo, is a model that requires 60 units/modules: 12 sets
of 5 modules. Each set of 5 modules will be connected with one another by 2 modules, the new
connection having only 3 modules.
• Origami Rosette (Rozeta origami) is made, as Origami Flexiball, with 60 modules of
the same type (from square sheets of paper), but grouped in 20 sets of 3 modules, as follows:
10 sets up, 10 sets down, then joined the two parts (up/down) in the middle, where in a point of
intersection are found 4 modules.
• Tomoko Fuse’s Espiral is made of 4 modules (from square sheets of paper).
• Spring into action – a model funny, but exacting (spiral too), was created by Jeff
Beynon, is described (in Japanese) in the book Spirals by Tomoko Fuse. It is a model made
from a single sheet of paper (rectangular) which is folded on front first, to the length and width
(resulting 12 parts, respectively 6 parts, finally 72 rectangles), then on reverse on one diagonal
of rectangles (alternatively on the columns, from top to bottom, then bottom-up, resulting
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concave and convex forms), finally the paper is twisted, by folds made, until there is a coil
spring. To function properly, the object should be stored as a compressed form as a flattened
spring.
• Origami Slinky (Origami sleek and graceful), formed on average of 70-80 units (from
square sheets of paper), has the designer Jo Nakashima, after Slinky metallic model created by
Richard James (in 1940s).
• Origami Stamp Machine, from German Stampfmaschine, has the author Heinz Strobl.
About this object can be said is a model made from folded paper strips, it is composed of 16
cubes made of strips of paper and these cubes, connected by other strips of paper, can be a
model in action.
• Origami Gyroscope is another origami object, conceived by Lewis Simon –
mathematics teacher. This object is made of 12 square sheets of paper, which, by folding,
formed 6 modules doubled. [Simon, L. ş.a., 1999, p. 47]
Perspectives in the kinetotherapeutic field
In general, the subjects go through all the steps individually to achieve an object by
folding paper, which helps to develop fine motricity, oculo-manual coordination, bimanual
coordination, attention, imagination, memory and to relieve stress [Susan Sze: An Analysis of
Constructivism and the Ancient Art of Origami, 2005; Effects of Origami Construction on
Children with Disabilities, 2005].
The operation to achieve the object, however, require a longer period of time, which is
more practiced in the occupational therapy activities, but for the kinetotherapist are useful the
objects already made, which can be used to achieve punctual objectives such as: increasing
joint mobility, muscle strength, coordination, re-education of breathing.
In the kinetotherapeutic treatment can be used objects (models) origami in action, its
handling is accomplished through physical exercise (basic means of kinetotherapy), which may
be followed by breathing exercises both for relaxation (during breaks or at the end of the
program of physical activity) and to influence respiratory function.
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Fig. 1. Origami objects that could be used in kinetotherapy
Utilitarian applications in kinetotherapy
The origami models in action (Fig. 2) can be used in kinetotherapy in the programs
designed, for example: for education and re-education of psychomotricity (in children), for
recovery in neurological, rheumatic, respiratory disorders, but they can also be used
prophylactically to the healthy persons (to maintain/improve joint mobility, muscle strength
and coordination).
• Spinning top, in the kinetotherapy sessions, can be handled through tridigital grip, for
training the fine motricity, for example, in the neurological affection – median nerve palsy
(peripheral neuropathy).
• Origami Fireworks can be used for training the coordination (oculo-manual
coordination, bimanual coordination), fine motricity, polydigital grip. This object can be used
in recovery of median nerve paralysis.
• Origami Jacob’s Ladder is held vertically through the polydigital grip and, by
dynamic muscle contractions alternative of the wrist extensions – concentric (hand moving
cranially) and eccentric (hand moving caudally), inside and outside the segment of contraction,
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the object is put into action, forming a visual illusion that the blocks would roll down like a
waterfall.
This object could be used for oculo-manual coordination development.
Because repetitive movements might tire tendon structures [T. Sbenghe, 1991, p. 77],
from overloading joint, pains may occur, it is preferable that the object handling to achieve
moderately, with adequate pauses.
• Origami Flexiball can be used in kinetotherapy for training the palmar grip, the
coordination (oculo-manual and bimanual coordination), through the simultaneous motion of
flexion of the fingers of both hands, the thumb of each hand being in position of opposability,
the object can be pressed in various forms, in varied planes (transverse, sagittal, vertical). This
object could be used in recovery of rheumatoid hand.
• Origami Rosette (Rozeta origami) can be used in kinetotherapy for training the finger
flexors of both hand, by repeated intermitent tightening on the object with the fingers of both
hands simultaneously. The thumb of each hand is in position of opposability, is a polydigital
grip. Is recommended using this object, for example in the median nerve paralysis (both
children and adults), in the arthrosis of the hand (the elderly patients).
• Tomoko Fuse’s Espiral, can be used in kinetotherapy to achieve the same objectives as
Origami Rosette, with the difference that can be handled with one hand and with both, the grip
can be bidigital, tridigital or polydigital.
• Spring into action could be used especially for training the grip bidigital, acting on the
same principles as Origami Rosette and Tomoko Fuse’s Espiral.
• Origami Slinky can be used mainly for coordination exercises (oculo-manual and
bimanual coordination), but also for improving execution speed of movements. Through
dynamic muscle contractions of elbow flexion (plyometric contractions) at opposite angles of
movement alternatively and havingin on each hand one end of the object (forearms are in the
supination position), is achieved movement of units from the middle of the spiral from side to
side: from the hand that after let down (by eccentric contraction), fast rise (by a concentric
contraction), practically throwing the units to the other hand who let down (by eccentric
contraction), receiving thrown units.
According to Mariana Cordun, the plyometric contractions happen when a muscle that
is in tension undergoes a lengthening (eccentric contraction) immediately followed by his
contraction with shortening (concentric contraction) [M. Cordun, 2009, p.163].
This object can be used, for example, to regain coordination in cerebellar disorders
(ataxia from multiple sclerosis), in Parkinson’s disease (in adults and elderly) and for education
and re-education of psychomotricity (in children).
The object could also be used in kinetotherapy to hyperkinetic children, which, for
achieving coordinated movements, will use all available energy and will focus attention on
precision in execution.
• Origami Stamp Machine can be used in kinetotherapy sessions, especially, for
bimanual coordination, by asymmetric movements, therapeutic indications may be the same as
in Origami Slinky.
The object can be used as follows:
- The subject hold the object in hands, having forearms in prono-supination position
(neutral position), with wrists in cubital inclination, the two cubes inside a face of the object is
placed vertically (one above the other). The thumb of each hand being in position of
opposability against index and medius fingers, grip is tridigital, alternatively press with the
fingers of each hand (the thumb above, the index, medius below) on the two homolateral
external cubes. For example, pressing on the two cubes of the right side, these approaches; they
distances the other two cubes of the left side, increasing the distance between the fingers of the
left hand (through an autopassive movement).
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- Another variant for positioning of the object is that it be placed on the table, forearms
of the subject being both in positions of pronation or prono-supination, the movements for
handling object remains the same as in previous variant.
Due to autopassive mobilizations, this object can be used to increase joint mobility, to
maintenance or restoration of joint mobility, especially in recovering in patients with
neurological, rheumatic disease.
All these objects have practical applications in upper limbs functionality.
• Origami Gyroscope is an object that can be used for breathing education/reeducation, through abdominal (or diaphragmatic) breathing exercises, especially in bronchoobstructive syndrome. Thus, holding two opposite vertices of the gyroscope between the two
hands (the larger model) or between the thumb and index (or medius) finger of one hand (the
smaller model), blowing at him with lips tight, spinning the gyroscope.
Breathing exercises with this object can also be used for relaxation (during breaks or at
the end of the program of physical activity).

Fig. 2. The origami models in action
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Conclusions
In this paper have been presented some origami models in action to mobilize the upper
limbs and for education/reeducation of the breath, but with training and imagination that he
has, the kinetotherapist can find also other useful models for prophylaxis, therapy and recovery
of human body functionality.
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OBESITY – A SEVER GLOBAL EPIDEMIC
Reader Corina Ivan,
Ph.D. UNEFS

Rezumat. Prezentul articol trage un semnal de alarmă în legătură cu tendinţa
spre obezitate din ce în ce mai vizibilă (şi) în România, la nivelul tuturor categoriilor
de vârstă şi mai ales cu atitudinea de resemnare în faţa acestei situaţii. Lucrarea
prezintă motivele pentru care este considerată o boală, cauzele apariţiei ei, situaţia
în lume, precum şi plasarea României pe harta obezităţii. Pentru că în ţara noastră
nu există studii clare asupra acestui flagel, articolul se bazează pe clasamentele
Organizaţiei pentru Cooperare şi Dezvoltare Economică şi rapoartele OMS.
Cuvinte cheie: sedentarism, obezitate, exerciţiu fizic
Summary. The present article is meant to give people notice towards the
increasingly visible tendency of obesity (in Romania as well as all the other
countries), at all age levels and maybe most of all to underline the general attitude of
resignation. The paper states the motives for which the condition is considered a
disease, causes for appearance, its situation within our world as well as placing
Romania on the map of “obesity”. Since Romania does not have clear studies on
this, the article gathers its information from the Organization for Cooperation and
Economical Development charts as well as some OMS reports.
Key words: sedentarism, obesity, physical exercise
Introduction
Obesity is a metabolism problem, characterized by weight gain as a result of
accumulating fat tissue. The storage of fat within our bodies is not only an esthetic defect, it
also represents an increasing risk of developing dangerous diseases, studies showing that obese
people live an average of 10 years less than normal weight individuals. Certainly not all cases
of obesity are due to diet abuse. There are cases caused by sedentariness, genetically inherited
predispositions or certain gland disorders. We should however keep in mind that these cases
are just a small part of the total number that stands for obesity.
Calculating obesity
The body mass index (BMI) is calculated by dividing weight with the square of height,
in meters. The value of this parameter is relevant in appreciating the overall state of health:






a BMI under 18,5 shows that a person is underweight;
between 18,5 and 25 the individual is considered normal;
an individual is considered overweight with a BMI between 25 and 30;
an individual is considered obese with a BMI of over 30;
an BMI of over 40 shows morbid obesity.
Obesity is influenced by three categories of factors:

- genetic factors – families share the same lifestyle and diet, which may contribute to
the appearance of obesity, or the exact contrary (the case of asian families, koreans, japanese,
chinese individuals with active lifestyles and certain diets), also the biological parents have
more influence in the development of obesity than the actual environment.
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- environment factors – the number of obese individuals rises with age and in relation
to the decrease in education [Sassi, F. et al. 2009]. The biggest differences between the
averages of young and old are found in Latvia, Estonia, Slovakia and the Czech Republic. In
Bulgaria only 1% of women still in their twenties are obese whilst women of over 65 years rise
to 19%. Explanations go both ways: on one hand the poor don’t have enough money to eat
healthily, on the other with the increase in income the lifestyle changes and people care more
about appearances.
Discrepancies between the proportion of obese people by their respective education level
and studies are found in Slovakia, Greece, Malta and Poland. In Malta for example, over 30%
of women with a minimal level of formal education are obeze, whilst in higher educational
circles only 18% go over the normal weight.
At an european level, the UK is in a dire situation, which in turn explains the introduction
of costly national programs meant to teach the islanders to eat and live in a healthy manner
(Lancet medical journal 2009). The national average is of 23%, but the biggest difference is
vizible in the young circle of 18 to 24 years of age, where the number of overweight women is
16,6% while at men only 5,9%. To stop obesity Denmark, Finland, France and Hungary have
introduced increased taxes on sugar and fat rich foods these last years.
- psychological factors – the great majority of overweight people don’t present more
psychological problems than normal weighted people. Many of them however eat as a result
of negative emotional states such as: sadness, fear, boredom. Up to 10% of the people that try
to lose weight have had diet problems and have confrunted simptoms of depression and lack of
self-respect.
Content
The 2011 report on population health of the member states of the Organization for
Cooperation and Economic Development (OECD) shows that the number of obese individuals
is increasingly worrying According to this document, the percentage of people qualified as
obese surpasses 50% of the population in over half of the developed states. There is a number
of 1 billion overweight adults versus 800 million people who suffer from malnutrition. At least
300 million adults are obese.
The USA has the biggest number of obese adults (about 97 million people), whilst the
south-koreans and Japanese are the most supple. The percentage of American adults with extra
weight has risen from 15% in 1980 to 34% in 2008 due to chips, fast-foods and sedentariness.
With over 55% of the population being overweight, the USA owns the sad record of largest
number of overweight people.
In Korea and Japan, only 4 in 100 adults have more kilograms than would be normal, and
that is due to their low-fat diets: fish and vegetables and rice instead of bread.
The Pacific islanders state of health has begun to visibly deteriorate from the moment
they became dependent on imported foods. They have replaced the food that was produce on a
local level (fresh fish, meat, vegetables and fruit) with imported foods (cans). According to
some statistics published by Forbes in 2007 [Streib, L. 2007], the island inhabitants are
considered the fattest people of the world, and the cause of this phenomena being the rapid
urbanization. In some urban areas from Samoa, the number of obese people surpasses 75%.
The World’s Organization for Health has declared that the populations of the Pacific
consume more calories, while the nutritional value of the food has dropped dramatically; at this
point in the world the levels of obesity, diabetes and deficiency of micronutrients are the
highest.
Though when we speak of Africa we associate the image with extremely fragile filiform
beings, OMS warns about the increase in obesity even in african countries, where the collective
mentality states that slimness shows disease and poverty. As such in Mozambic, police officers
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are so fat that they cannot perform their duties in a satisfying manner, in Nigeria (where the
rich prefer fat and obese women) beauty contests are organized, where the woman with the
most kilograms wins and, according to statistic data, at least a third of african women and a
quarter of the men are overweight. The World’s Organization for Health estimates that in 10
years their number will increase by 41% for women and 30% for men.
Studies published in South Africa [Puoane, T. et al., 2002] reflect worrying signs of
obesity: 29% for men and 56% for women, of which 9% and respectively 29% are obese. We
cannot however correlate the surplus of weight only with overeating; in Africa medicine is
usually sold on the streets, africans being deeply tied to alternative medicine, healers and
magic. One of the most popular medicines in street-level commerce, dexamethasone, is a
synthetic glucocorticosteroid (with a pronounced antiswelling function), used in oncology
treatments that has the side-effect of weight gain.
In Europe, the record for obesity is held by the UK with 23%, Germany with 12% and
Italy with 8%. Sadly obesity is progressing rapidly in children: there is a number of 22 million
obese children under the age of five in the world. Child obesity is starting to take alarming
proportions within the European Union, where 14 million children are overweight, their
number increasing by 400.000 yearly.
In the rankings produced by OECD, Romania stands 3 places after South Korea and
Japan, and one place before Switzerland. In the European Union, Romanians are the most
supple: only 8% of the women and 7.6% of the men present a weight that would categorise
them as obese. The smallest numbers are found in young women between 18 and 24 years of
age, whom are most likely more weight conscious and are therefor more careful, not
necessarily because they live in a healthy manner, and for men between 25 and 44 years, there
are only 6 obese individuals in one hundred.
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Country

Women 18+

Country

Men 18+

UK

23,9%

Malta

24,7%

Malta

21,1%

UK

22,1%

Latvia

20,9%

Hungary

21,4%

Estonia

20,5%

Czech Republic

18,4%

Hungary

18,8%

Greece

17,6%

Czech Republic

18,3%

Poland

17,3%

Greece

17,6%

Slovenia

17,3%

Slovenia

16,3%

Spain

17,0%

Poland

15,8%

Cyprus

16,7%

Slovakia

15,7%

Germany

16,1%

Germany

15,6%

Estonia

16,0%

Belgium

14,7%

Slovakia

14,5%

Cyprus

14,5%

Belgium

13,3%

Spain

14,4%

Austria

12,4%

Austria

13,2%

Latvia

12,0%

France

12,7%

France

11,7%

Bulgary

11,3%

Bulgary

11,6%

Italy

9,3%

Italy

11,3%

Romania

8%

Romania

7,6%

Obesity in Europe – Eurostat
Unfortunately there are no clear studies in Romania on obesity. However the data
provided by the International Asociation for the Study of Obesity, The Center for Sanitary
Calculus and Statistics from the Ministry of Public Health, The Society of Endocrinology or
the Eurostat studies, even if not perfectly similar in numbers do not differ by that much. We
might go as far as to say they all point to the same more than worrying conclusion: we are
following the American road. Romania is finally climbing an european podium … this third
place in the overweight ranking isn’t however a performance to be envied.
Conclusions
We may speak these days of a veritable epidemic of obesity that does not avoid any part
of the world:
- from Canada to Europe, through China, this phenomena particularly affects the United
States. Nutritionists with global reputations warn us that in 20 years, the number of obese
people from developed and still-developing countries will almost double.
- there are more obese individuals in the world than malnourished people – over 1
billion !;
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- from smaller and smaller ages women are becoming obese;
- 7,8% of romanians are obese, compared to 34% in the United States of America;
- in 2004 OMS adopted, The World Strategy for food, physical exercise and health, a
plan of necessary measures to encourage a healthy diet and regular physical exercise. Based on
this OMS elaborated The Action Plan of 2008-2013 for the World Strategy for fighting
untransmissible diseases with the purpose of helping millions of people with chronic diseases
and their complications;
- according to some diabetes specialists, the data provided by Eurostat does not reflect
the reality of Romania. The situation is in fact more grave, statistics showing a percentage of
obesity between 12 and 14%;
- the problem of overweight people isn’t really just their problem, but one of the entire
society. More obese individuals means more illness, and with that come greater expenses in
public health.
Proposals
As a method of fighting the increasing number of obese people (that are confronted with
heart diseases as well), Denmark has become the first country in the world to introduce a tax
on fast-food type products, that are rich in “bad” fat. In fact, in the European Union there are
about 20 countries that have such a law or that are thinking of applying it the foremost being
the UK.
Two years ago Romania was also becoming aware of the need to introduce such a
measure. This disease is however multifactorial; the actual food being an important factor in
triggering it, but not the sole one. Establishing a tax on fast-food type products might reprezent
a method of fighting back obesity in Romania, but not if our lifestyles are unhealthy
(sedentary); we must act upon ambiental factors and initiate prevention methods for our
children as well. Reducing sedentariness and maintaining or improving on strong nutritional
models are the way to follow.
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